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dear reader, 

at maPFre the objective we pursue every day is to achieve 
sustainable growth, but in conducting our business we are 
equally committed to assuming our social responsibility, as an 
insurance company, in every country in which we operate. 

Business and sustainability must advance hand in hand, along 
the same path. like good corporate citizens, companies such 
as ours can only conceive of a scenario that embraces both 
aspects. as an insurer, we have an even greater awareness 
of the need to guarantee sustainability in our development. 
the nature of insurance operations compels us to adopt a 
preventive approach to mitigate and repair environmental, 
social and governance aspects and risks, while insuring other 
types of risk enables us to promote more responsible and 
sustainable business activities.

rather than presenting an annual summary of events, this 
report reflects maPFre's efforts and the results of its 
initiatives in the field of sustainability in 2015 to create value 
for our stakeholders. allow me to highlight some of them: 

_ the report has been drawn up in accordance with the 
g4 guidelines of the global reporting Initiative (grI). the 
exercise of identifying relevant matters (materiality analysis) 
in 2015 has enabled us to establish those which are important 
for the company and the stakeholders who took part this year 
(employees, clients, providers and distributors) in spain as 
well as in Brazil, colombia, mexico and Puerto rico.
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_ we publicly reaffirmed our commitment to sustainable 
development through our adherence to benchmark 
international initiatives in this area, including among others 
the united nations global compact, the united nations 
environment Program Finance Initiative (unePFI), the 
Principles for sustainable Insurance and, more recently, the 
Paris Pledge for action initiative adopted at the climate change 
conference coP21 in Paris.

_ In 2015 the maPFre Board of directors approved the new 
csr Policy which defines a reference framework to help the 
group's companies develop and promote socially responsible 
behavior in the countries in which they operate. 

_ we remain dedicated to managing and identifying 
environmental, social and governance (esg) factors and 
risks as a means of minimizing the impact of our activities on 
society and on our clients in particular by offering products 
and services adapted to their needs, by promoting an 
insurance culture, and by fostering access to insurance for the 
most vulnerable groups.

_ Innovation is an intrinsic part of the maPFre business 
culture, and in 2015 we consolidated the implementation 
of our innovation model by opening 13 Innovation and 
development offices.

_ In 2015 we increased our workforce by creating 1,352 direct 
jobs, and we participated in a variety of programs to promote 
employment and inclusion in the workplace, especially 
targeted at people with disabilities. maPFre also stimulated 
the creation of indirect employment, through its commercial 
and distribution network, and induced employment in other 
economic sectors: in 2015 maPFre generated activity and 
business for its providers worth 4.1 billion euros. 

_ maPFre is committed to the professional and personal 
development of the people who work for the group, because 
it is they who make our business efficient and competitive. 
we are dedicated to identifying and promoting internal talent 
and providing professional development opportunities through 
training and mobility; to offering fair and equal pay, for which 
we use objective evaluation systems; to managing diversity; 
to providing safe and healthy workplaces that respect people; 
and to promoting the work-life balance.

Please allow me to refer to an initiative that is a source of 
particular pride for us: our global volunteering Program. It is 
only fair that I acknowledge here the solidarity of more than 
4,000 maPFre employees who took part in this corporate 
program in 2015. their personal generosity makes our social 
commitment more meaningful and earns genuine appreciation 
from society. last year we undertook more than 760 initiatives 
in different fields (nutrition, health, education, environment 
and emergency aid), benefiting more than half a million people 
directly and indirectly. we hope to involve more committed 
employees in this global program each year.

_ we are also very grateful to the more than 34 million clients 
who have placed their trust in maPFre. clients are at the 
very core of our development, in terms of the technology we 
use as well as our service and distribution channels. their 
experience with us enables us to continuously improve the 
services we deliver and the insurance products that facilitate 
their life, either professionally or in their personal and family 
environment.

_ Besides, the maPFre commercial and distribution network 
employs more than 80,000 professionals (brokers, agents, 
delegates)with sound experience in insurance and client 
relations, both indispensable qualities for offering permanent, 
quality advice.

_ we maintained our relationship with more than 220,000 
providers. maPFre strives to turn its service providers into 
genuine brand ambassadors, through the relationships they 
build with clients and their service capacity, using a model to 
manage relationships that is based on mutual value creation. 

_ we were included in the robecosam sustainability 
yearbook 2016, as one of the top 20 most sustainable spanish 
companies in the world in terms of environmental, social and 
governance (esg) aspects, which are increasingly examined by 
sustainability analysts; and we are listed on the Ftse4good 
and Ftse4good Ibex indices.

In 2015 maPFre approved a new policy for communicating 
with shareholders, institutional investors and proxy 
advisors, aimed at fostering the relationship between these 
stakeholders and the company.
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we are committed to creating sustainable value for 
shareholders and generating value for the company.  
since 2007 maPFre has increased the amount allocated  
to dividends by 72 percent, and in 2015 the payout ratio 
charged to earnings was 56 percent.

_ we are among the world's leading companies in fighting 
climate change, having been admitted to the climate a  
list of the carbon disclosure Project initiative.

as a group, we are committed to the environment in which  
we pursue our business. our integrated environment, energy 
and carbon footprint management system enables us to 
control the impact of our main facilities and consumption. 

we have also launched a strategic Plan for climate change 
and energy efficiency to reduce greenhouse gas emissions at 
the group's facilities and establish various specific lines  
of action to fight climate change.

as I indicated at the beginning, one of our objectives is to 
convey the company’s social value in every country in which 
we operate. For us, the concept of social value is the sum of 
the value generated by our commercial activity and by the 
not-for-profit activities which the company supports and 
pursues, principally through Fundación maPFre the reports 
presented at the annual general meeting (annual accounts, 
social responsibility and Fundación maPFre), which are also 
published on the company website, represent the combined 
social value of maPFre. this annual report also includes 
some of the social impact indicators that we consider to be  
the most relevant.

Being sustainable does not only imply assuming the impact 
of our activity on society, but also building trust-based 
relationships with our stakeholders and involving them in 
our project as a socially committed company. In 2016 we 
are going to step up our initiatives in this area by approving 
a group sustainability plan to serve as our corporate social 
responsibility framework for the next three years. 

thank you. 

[G4-1, 33; FS9]
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general InFormatIon 9

[G4-3, 5, 6, 7, 8]

maPFre is a global company principally engaged in insurance 
and reinsurance activities in more than 50 countries across all 
five continents. the group’s holding company is maPFre s.a., 
whose shares are listed on the madrid and Barcelona stock 
exchanges. they are also listed on the IBeX35, dow Jones 
stoXX Insurance, mscI spain, Ftse all-world development 
europe Index, Ftse4good and Ftse4good IBeX indices.

the majority shareholder of maPFre s.a. is Fundación 
maPFre, which guarantees its independence and institutional 
stability. Fundación maPFre engages in general interest 
activities in the fields of social action, Insurance and social 
Protection, culture, Prevention and road safety, and health 
Promotion.

the group comprises four business units (Insurance; 
assistance, services and specialty risks; global risks; and 
reinsurance), three large territorial areas (IBerIa, latam 
and InternatIonal) and seven regional areas: Iberia, 
latam north, latam south, Brazil, north america, emea and 
aPac. 

maPFre has a broad international presence and is the largest 
spanish insurance company in the world. according to the 
latest available data, at the close of the 2014 fiscal year it 
ranked tenth in the european insurance market, where it also 
ranked fifth in non-life insurance. It held first position in 
this segment in latin america, where it is the second largest 
insurance group. 
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IBERIA

España / Portugal

LATAM

Brasil

LATAM Norte

LATAM Sur

International

Norteamérica

EMEA

APAC

2.1. InTernaTIonal Presence 

maPFre operates in 51 countries in total through its 237 
companies. at the end of the 2015 fiscal year, maPFre  
had 5,848 company-owned offices worldwide. the group also 
distributes its products through 8,932 branches of banking 
institutions and other sales outlets that market maPFre 
insurance through partnership agreements, and it has a 
network of over 80,000 agents and brokers, of which  
around 7,200 operate in the united states and more than 
23,000 in Brazil.

In insurance activities, maPFre is the largest spanish 
insurance company in the world and is the tenth largest 
insurance company in europe. It is present in nearly every 
country in latin america (a region where it ranks second in 
insurance groups and is the leader in non-life insurance) as 
well as in the usa (where it is one of the top 20 auto insurers), 
germany, the Philippines, Italy, malta, Portugal, and turkey. 

In the assistance segment, maPFre operates in 47 countries 
and is the world's third largest company in this sector. 
Furthermore, the group's professional reinsurance company 
(maPFre re) ranks among the top 15 reinsurers worldwide 
and pursues its activities around the globe through 19 offices 
and two subsidiary companies. the group's specialized 
company maPFre gloBal rIsKs manages global insurance 
programs.
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BRAZIL
Brazil • •  

LATAM NoRTH
Costa Rica • Honduras • •
Dominican 
Republic • •   Mexico • •  

El Salvador • • Nicaragua • •  

Guatemala • • Panama • •   

LATAM SoUTH
Argentina • •   Paraguay • 

Chile • •   Peru • •  

Colombia • •   Uruguay • •   

Ecuador • • Venezuela • •   

 Deployment 
terrItorIal area

latam
Brazil

Argentina

Peru

Ecuador

Colombia

Panama

Costa Rica

NicaraguaEl Salvador

Guatemala

Mexico Dominican Republic

Honduras

Venezuela

Chile

Paraguay

Uruguay

No. of employees

7.315

No. of employees

3.572

No. of employees

6.728

• DIRECT INSURANCE 

• ASSISTANCE

• GLOBAL RISKS

 REINSURANCE
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 Deployment 
terrItorIal area

International
EMEA
Algeria   • Jordan   •  

Bahrain   • Luxembourg   •   

Belgium   •  Malta • •   

Egypt   • Russia   •   

France   •	• Sweden   •   

Germany • • • Tunisia   •   

Greece   • Turkey • •   

Hungary   • United Arab 
Emirates    •

Ireland   • United 
Kingdom   • • 

Italy • • • 

NoRTH AMERIcA
Canada   •  

Puerto Rico • • 

USA • •  

APAc
Australia   • Japan   •  

China   •  Malaysia     

Hong Kong   • Philippines • •	  

India   • Singapore     

Indonesia   • Taiwan   •   

Sweden

GermanyBélgica

Luxembourg

Italy
Hungary

Greece

Algeria

Tunisia
Malta

Turkey

Russia

Egypt

Jordan

United Arab 
Emirates

Bahrain

India

China
Japan

Taiwan

Philippines

Malasia
Singapur

Indonesia 

Australia

Hong Kong

France

United Kingdom

Ireland

NO. Of EMPLOyEES

4.376
No. of employees

3.889

No. of employees

1.131

• DIRECT INSURANCE • GLOBAL RISKS

• ASSISTANCE  REINSURANCE
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Japan

Canada

USA

Puerto Rico

• DIRECT INSURANCE • GLOBAL RISKS

• ASSISTANCE  REINSURANCE

 Deployment 
terrItorIal area

IBerIa
IBERIA
Spain • • •  Portugal • •   

SpainPortugal

No. of employees

9.494

Corporate Areas and Shared Services

No. of employees

1.900



MAPFRE S.A.

Antonio Huertas Chairman & CEO
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IBERIA

Spain / Portugal

LATAM

Brazil

LATAM North

LATAM South

INTERNATIoNAL

North America

EMEA

APAC

Business Unit

REINSURANcE

Business Units: 
INSURANcE — ASSISTANcE — GLoBAL RISKS

Business Support

IT and Processes

Operations

Digital Business

Strategy and DevelopmentGeneral Counsel

Internal Audit

EXEcUTIVE  
coMMITTEE

VIcE cHAIRMAN 

Business and Clients

2.2. organIzaTIon charT

VIcE cHAIRMAN 

Finance

Investment

VIcE cHAIRMAN 

Resources and Institutional Coordination

Human Resources
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the table below shows the performance of managed funds in life and savings 
products:

2015 2014 % 15/14
Life technical provisions(1) 28,104.7 30,615.1 (8.2%)
Pension funds 5,076.2 5,788.8 (12.3%)
Mutual funds and managed portfolios 4,736.4 4,413.6 7.3

TOTAL 37,917.3 40,817.5 (7.1%)

 Figures in millions of euros
(1) the table includes all technical provisions in life insurance companies and provisions in life insurance for 
multi-branch insurance entities.

Total revenues

Gross result

2011

23,530

25,301

25,889

26,702

2012

2013

2014

2015

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

25,652

1,.637

1,372

1,564

1,745

1,476

Assets

2011

54,856

56,983

56,826

63,489

2012

2013

2014

2015

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

65,415

10,136

9,727

9,894

11,469

10,408

Equity

Revenue  
and results
Figures  
in millions of euros

2.3. Key economIc fIgures 
[G4-9]

Total founds in Life and Savings  
products

37,917.3
million euros
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Total revenues

Gross result

2011

23,530

25,301

25,889

26,702

2012

2013

2014

2015

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

25,652

1,.637

1,372

1,564

1,745

1,476

Assets

2011

54,856

56,983

56,826

63,489

2012

2013

2014

2015

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

65,415

10,136

9,727

9,894

11,469

10,408

Equity

Assets  
and equity
Figures  
in millions of euros

Territorial distribution of business by premiums 2015 2014
IBERIA 28% 31%
LATAM 36% 40%
INTERNATIONAL 20% 15%
MAPFRE RE 16% 14%
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MARKET SHARES 2015 2014

Spain (premiums)
Automobile 20.4% 20.5%
Health 6.2% 5.9%
Other Non-Life 15.7% 15.9%
Life 6.8% 8.4%
TOTAL 11.3% 12.1%

Spain Life (technical provisions) 10.7% 11.2%

Latin America (Non-Life premiums) n.a . 9,7%
the market shares from 2014 have been recalculated after classifying the business of catalunyacaIXa  
as discontinued

Market shares in Spain 

11.3%
total premiums
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Contribution to consolidated result BN EUR %
IBERIA 494.8 57.9%
Brazil 153.4 18.0%
North America (32.7) (3.8%)
LATAM South 49.4 5.8%
EMEA (2.4) (0.3%)
LATAM North 42.4 5.0%
APAC (3.4) (0.4%)
MAPFRE RE 152.6 17.9%

TOTAL 854.1 100.0%

Holdings & eliminations (145.3)  

ATTribuTAbLe eArnings 708.8  

Total

23,995.9
million euros
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Breakdown of premiums  
by Territorial Area
Figures  
in millions of euros

North America

Brazil

LATAM South

MAPFRE RELATAM North

Iberia EMEA

APAC

26%

2,776.8
(11.6%)

2,030.4
(8.5%)

4,814.2
(20,0%)

1,849.6
(7.7%)

6,696.7
(27.8%)

3,731.9
(15.6%)

1,981.7
(8.3%)

 114.6
(0.5%)



2. 4. governIng bodIes

In accordance with the legal and statutory provisions,  
the Board of directors is the body charged with managing, 
administering and representing the company. consequently, 
it has full powers of representation, disposition and 
management, and its acts are binding to the company,  
with no further limitation than the express powers of the 
annual general meeting according to the law and these 
corporate bylaws.

the Board is the company's main decision-making and 
supervisory body as well as the supervisory body of all the 
subsidiary companies, while the day-to-day management is 
carried out by the company's management and executive 
bodies and by the relevant management bodies of the 
aforementioned subsidiary companies. 

this body may delegate as many powers as it deems 
necessary, with the exception of those that cannot be 
delegated due to legal or statutory laws, as indicated in article 
1 of the maPFre s.a. regulation for the Board of directors. 
the powers that cannot be delegated include the following:

_ Determine the Company's general policies and 
strategies, and in particular: a) the objectives and strategic 
plans for their achievement. b) the annual budget for revenue, 
expenditure and earnings, and the annual forecasts for finance 
and assets. c) the definition of the group structure. d) Policy 
on investment and financing. e) the policy on the identification, 
management and control of risks, including tax risks, and 
monitoring of internal information and control systems. f) the 
corporate governance policy of the company and the group. g) 
corporate social responsibility policy. h) dividend policy. i) the 
policy on treasury stock. j) determination of the company's 
fiscal strategy. 

_ For each financial year, in addition to the reports it should 
prepare, and which may not be delegated, in accordance with 
the laws and statutes (annual management and accounts 
report, annual corporate governance and remuneration of 
directors reports), the groups' annual social responsibility 
report.  

_ Adopt decisions regarding the remuneration of 
the directors within the statutory framework and the 
compensation policy approved by the annual general meeting. 

_ Guarantee compliance with the maPFre group 
Institutional and Business Principles.

la composición actual del consejo es de 18 miembros de 
the Board is currently made up of 18 members of whom 5 
are executive directors, 6 are nominee directors and 7 are 
independent directors.

the large number of companies belonging to the maPFre 
group and its multinational nature, with a presence on all 
five continents, together with its economic and corporate 
relevance, justifies the number of Board members, which 
is appropriate for an effective and participatory operation. 
however, in the last five years the size of the Board of 
directors has been reduced by 25 percent, from 24 to 18 
members.

one of the new items introduced in the latest regulation is 
the figure of the supervising director, whose powers include, 
among others, evaluating the Board chairman.

there is more information about the members and duties of 
the Board of directors and the other maPFre s.a. governing 
bodies in the following public documents, accessible 
via the following link www.mapfre.com/corporativo-es/
accionistas-inversores/inversores/gobierno-corporativo/

_  Board of directors regulation
_  Board of directors
_  steering committee and other 

committees
_   annual corporate governance report
_  annual general meeting (notice and other 

documentation)

the chart below shows the maPFre governing bodies in force 
in 2016:

MAPFRE S.A.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Steering Committee

Duties: To manage and supervise the day-
to-day operations and strategies of the Com-
pany and its subsidiary companies.

Members: A maximum of 10 members, 
all members of the Board of Directors. Its 
Chairman, first and Second Vice Chairmen 
and Secretary will automatically be those of 
the Board.

Audit Committee

Duties: To verify financial information, pro-
pose the appointment of the external auditor 
and supervise Internal Audit.

Members: A minimum of three and a maxi-
mum of five directors, all non-executive,  
and at least two of whom must be indepen-
dent. The Chairman must be an independent 
director.

Appointments  
and Remuneration Committee 

Duties: To verify financial information, propo-
se the appointment of the external auditor and 
supervise Internal Audit.

Members: A minimum of three and a maxi-
mum of five directors, all non-executive,  
and at least two of whom must be indepen-
dent. The Chairman must be an independent 
director.

Risk and Compliance  
Committee

Duties: To support and advise the Board of 
Directors in defining and evaluating the risk 
management policy and determining the sus-
ceptibility to risk and the risk strategy;  
to oversee the correct application of the good 
governance rules and external and internal 
regulations in the Company and in the Group.

Members: A minimum of three and a maxi-
mum of five members, all non-executive,  
and at least two of whom must be indepen-
dent. The Chairman must be an independent 
director.

MAPFRE S.A.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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this chapter offers information on general csr issues on 
which maPFre was working throughout 2015. these include 
the adoption of a new specific corporate policy, the materiality 
analysis, commitments to sustainable development, the 
management of environmental, social and governance (esg) 
risks, as well as prevention measures and compliance.

3.1. neW corPoraTe socIal 
resPonsIbIlITy (csr) PolIcy 
[G4-56; HR3-HR5; FS13-FS15]

on July 23, 2015, among other resolutions, maPFre's  
Board of directors adopted the new csr Policy, which follows 
the good governance code recommendations for listed 
companies from the spanish national securities and exchange 
commission (the "cnmv")1.  

the csr Policy establishes a reference framework from which 
any maPFre group company can develop and strengthen 
socially responsible behavior, regardless of the manner, 
conventional and/or digital in which the business is carried 
out and the country in which it operates, locally adapting any 
initiatives that are necessary for compliance with it.

the policy defines what csr means to maPFre and reaffirms 
the group's overall commitment in this field. In addition, the 
policy sets out some very specific objectives, which link csr to 
the business, environmental, social and governance (esg) risk 
management and the creation of social value, while involving 
its stakeholders more directly in its development.

this policy establishes maPFre's commitment to general 
issues that are important to the company and that also 
concern society at large, including: human rights, fiscal 
responsibility, transparency and the environment. It also 
determines the company's specific commitments set forth  
in its mission, principally to its stakeholders.

moreover, the policy itself establishes that it will be maPFre's 
corporate csr committee that will report to the Board  
of directors on the progress of its implementation and  
the csr strategy.

1 http://www.cnmv.es/docportal/publicaciones/codigogov/codigo_buen_gobierno.pdf
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the following table summarizes the contents and structure of 
the csr policy:

Definition anD objectives

MAPFRE defines its social responsibility as "a voluntary and 
strategic commitment that entails attempting to achieve business 
targets while complying strictly with its legal and contractual 
obligations, applying criteria of equity and stability to relationships 
with its stakeholders, thus contributing to meeting the current and 
future needs of society"

objetives

_ To achieve its corporate purpose and its strategic objectives.

_ To manage the company based on values that must be 
present in any business undertaking. 

_ To establishing stable, equitable relationships with 
stakeholders, mainly shareholders, employees, providers, 
distributors, clients and society. 

_ To manage business risks and opportunities, while assuming 
the impact it generates on society and the environment

_ To transmit the company's social value in each territory, 
which reconciles the value of its operational activities with 
the value of the not-for-profit activities it carries out.

9   GeneRaL PRinciPLes  
foR MeetinG objectives:

1  Compliance with International Commitments

2  Compliance with national and international laws and 
regulations

3  Maintenance of corporate governance practices

4  Communication and dialogue with all stakeholders

5  Commitment to transparency

6  Commitment to human rights

7  Fiscal responsibility

8  Conservation and promotion of the environment

9  Promotion of social responsibility

6   sPecific PRinciPLes  
foR MeetinG objectives  
ReLatinG to:

1     Employees

2      Clients and insured parties

3      Providers

4      Distributors/ brokers

5      Shareholders

6      Society

DeveLoPMent, MonitoRinG  
anD contRoL MecHanisMs

_ Corporate CSR Committee

_ Board of Directors (delegate body)

Source: www.mapfre.com
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the aim of the corporate csr committee is to promote the 
development of social responsibility within the maPFre 
group. It is a permanent, internal body with executive duties 
and empowered to offer information, give advice and make 
proposals within the field of csr.

this committee is made up of the maximum representatives 
of the Finance and resources and Institutional coordination 
areas and general counsel, all of them members of senior 
management and, as speakers, the manager of the Internal 
csr work group and the social responsibility manager, who is 
also the committee secretary. In addition, it is chaired by the 
group's second vice chairman. 

Its key responsibilities are the following:

_ to know, guide, promote and monitor the degree of 
compliance with the global corporate social responsibility 
strategy and the social responsibility Policy, and report on this 
to the Board of directors and to the steering committee or the 
executive committee, as appropriate, through the chairman of 
the csr committee.

_ to periodically evaluate the group's situation as regards 
corporate social responsibility and, where appropriate,  
set in place suitable measures. 

_ to monitor the progress of the international corporate social 
responsibility initiatives and the commitments made  
by maPFre in this field.

taking into account the global reach of its responsibilities,  
in order for the csr committee to be able to adequately 
fulfill its duties, it receives support and advice from the social 
responsibility division, which belongs to the advertising, 
Branding and social responsibility general management,  
as well as from the Internal csr work group. 

this committee met formally on two occasions in 2015.  
at its latest session, among other questions, it approved  
the development of the human rights Project in the  
maPFre group.
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3.2. The susTaInable value creaTIon 
model

In addition, the csr model approved in 2005 was reviewed, 
incorporating those elements that best adapt to the changes 
maPFre has undergone in the last 10 years.

this model is aligned with maPFre's vision, mission and 
values, as well as the Institutional and Business Principles. 
For this reason, the model allows for sustainable value 
creation by the group, taking into account the trust-based 
relationships with stakeholders. 

the model is still based on core themes, which act in an 
integrated fashion to generate value: the second pillar now 
incorporates social and environmental responsibility. 

SUSTAINABLE 
VALUE

SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY

CONTRIBUTION TO SOCIETY
_ To be clear about the Group's role 

in society, beyond its commercial 
activity, MAPFRE promotes and 
collaborates in general interest 
not-for-profit activities, chiefly run 
by Fundación MAPFRE.

GOOD GOVERNANCE
_ To guarantee fulfillment of all 

legal obligations and commit-
ments made in the CSR field.

_ To promote ethical behavior in 
organizational management and 
business development.

_ To ensure transparency, as a way of 
conveying and generating trust and 
credibility among our stakeholders.

_ To maintain corporate governance 
practices based on ethics, business 
transparency and diversity.

_ To establish equitable relations-
hips with stakeholders, mainly 
those included in the company's 
mission statement.

_ To manage the commitments 
made upon signing the company 
up to both international and local 
initiatives that are considered 
benchmark sustainable develop-
ment projects.

_ To assume the impact generated by 
the Group's activity on society and 
the environment, through proper 
management of environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) risks.

_ To promote the Group's active 
involvement in environmental 
issues, which help preserve the 
environment within which it 
operates.

_ To be transparent about the CSR 
activity, reporting annually on the 
performance of initiatives in this 
field, using international standards 
for this purpose.
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3.3. THE RELATIONSHIP  
WITH STAKEHOLDERS 
[G4-24, G4-25, G4-26, G4-27, G4-58]

MAPFRE needs the engagement of its stakeholders in order 
to meet its business objectives in a sustainable fashion, 
especially that of the stakeholders defined in its mission 
statement: employees, shareholders, providers, distributors 
and society.

MAPFRE believes that the engagement and commitment  
of its stakeholders with the company can be achieved by 
building relationships that garner trust between the parties.  
A relationship that facilitates discovering and responding to 
their expectations, and taking into account their legitimate 
interests, when running the business. 

The new CSR Policy lays down the principles that determine 
the way in which MAPFRE wishes to build these relationships
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GeneRaL PRinciPLes of tHe csR PoLicy,  
as ReGaRDs tHe ReLationsHiP witH stakeHoLDeRs

PRinciPLe 4 which determines that communication and dialog with all stakeholders has to be based on transparency, 
honesty and commitment

PRinciPLe 5 which sets forth the commitment to transparency, as a way of conveying and generating trust and credibility 
within the stakeholders

sPecific PRinciPLes foR csR PoLicy initiatives

Stakeholder eMPLoyees

commitments

a)  To consolidate a culture of respect for people and behavior 
that is favorable and open to diversity before any of the 
company's stakeholders.

b)  To guarantee the right to effective equal opportunities  
and dealings with all workers, which allows them — without 
exception — to develop personally and professionally.

c)  To avoid any type of occupational discrimination in the 
areas of access to employment, promotion, professional 
classification, training, remuneration, work/life balance  
and other working conditions.

d)  To help maintain work environments free of harassment 
and behavior that is violent or offensive to people's rights 
and dignity, and to guarantee that, if it occurs, there are 
appropriate procedures for dealing with the problem and 
correcting it.

e)  To achieve an optimal level of occupational safety and 
achieving a work environment that allows MAPFRE 
professionals to carry out their work under the best 
conditions, in physical, psychological and well-being terms.

f)  To promote the establishment of payment conditions that 
guarantee a decent salary, acknowledging the effort and 
contribution of employees to the company profit.

g)  To offer employees the opportunity to channel and develop 
their most charitable side through Corporate Volunteering, 
in accordance with MAPFRE’s General Volunteering Plan.

Stakeholder cLients anD insuReD PaRties

commitments

a)  To provide honest advice and comprehensive information 
regarding the characteristics and qualities of MAPFRE 
products and services, prior to them signing up to the same.

b)  To provide an accessible, quality service within the agreed 
time frame, following up on the experience of clients 
through surveys to gauge their satisfaction, as well as by 
other means and systems that allow for permanent, active 
listening to clients throughout all those processes and 
operations in which they are in contact with the company.

c) To maintain due confidentiality when processing their data. 

d)  To manage and resolve their complaints in the shortest 
time possible.

e)  To maintain appropriate, efficient channels of 
communication using the most appropriate means.

f)  To continually innovate so as to provide added-value 
services and products, facilitating and promoting access  
to insurance for the greatest number of groups.

g)  To respect and comply with the rules governing 
communications and marketing activities, and assume the 
voluntary codes that lend transparency and truth to these 
initiatives.
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PRINCIPLE 4 

PRINCIPLE 5

sPecific PRinciPLes foR csR PoLicy initiatives

Stakeholder PRoviDeRs

commitments

a)  To adopt responsible practices that generate mutual value, 
in addition to focusing on efficiency and the quality of 
products and/or services provided by MAPFRE providers.

b)  To ensure that the value chain complies with MAPFRE’s 
values and principles, with the Code of Ethics and Conduct 
and the principles established in this policy.

c)  To guarantee compliance within the Group with both  
the Corporate Procurement Regulations and the General 
Guidelines for the Service Providers Management Model  
and Policies.

Stakeholder DistRibutoRs/bRokeRs

commitments

a)  To maintain permanent dialog using the specific platforms 
and commercial structures created for this purpose.

b)  To ensure selection and payment processes that allow 
professional responsibilities and skills to be valued,  
along with other aspects of interest that ensure the quality  
of the service provided.

c)  To implement a training model adapted to the needs  
of each distributor, paying special attention to training 
focused on compliance with MAPFRE values and strategy  
and the CSR Policy.

Stakeholder society

commitments

a)  To assume the impact that our activity generates in 
society, assessing and managing the non-financial, ethical, 
governance, reputation, social and environmental risks, and 
those related to Human Rights. 

b)  To commit ourselves to those social initiatives or activities 
that benefit society. MAPFRE considers that its priority 
social action sectors are: disability, road safety and 
accident prevention, promotion of insurance culture, health 
promotion, the environment and corporate volunteering. 
 
To work in close collaboration with Fundación MAPFRE, 
which carries out its activities in accordance with the terms 
established by its Board of Trustees and its bylaws.

c)  To consider that, through the sponsorship it promotes in 
accordance with the Corporate Sponsorship Manual, it is 
contributing to organizing activities that are beneficial to 
society as a whole.

Stakeholder sHaReHoLDeRs

commitments

To promote the informed participation of shareholders  
at the annual general meetings, treating all of them  
in a similar fashion.
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taking into account maPFre's worldwide presence and the 
stakeholders defined in its mission, eight types of corporate 
stakeholders have been identified, to be used as a reference  
to develop local maps.
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Shareholders, 
investors 
and partners

Clients 
and insured 
parties

Employees 
and their legal 
representatives

Distributors, 
brokers, 
associates

Providers

Society

Regulatory 
and supervisory 
bodies

Media

Corporate
Stakeholders
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Distribuidores
Web MAPFRE; newsletter específicos; planes de 
formación; plataforma online mediadores; 
cartelería: folletos comerciales, carteles de 
campañas; revistas especializadas; programas 
formativos y de capacitación; reuniones 
comerciales con los canales de venta; redes 
sociales. Estudio corporativo de Materialidad. 
Canal Directo de Red Agencial. Site Mediadores.Servicio telefónico al accionista; información web 

específica: “Accionistas e Inversores”; Junta 
General de Accionistas; boletines semestrales 
de actividades; correo electrónico; reuniones 
presenciales y teleconferencias; webcasts

Accionistas, inversores y socios

Asegurados y clientes
Oficinas físicas; call center; portal MAPFRE y 
Oficina MAPFRE Internet; encuestas 
de satisfacción; newsletters; quejas y 
reclamaciones; envíos postales; redes sociales; 
publicidad; patrocinios. Estudio corporativo de 
Materialidad. App Móviles. Whatsapp

Empleados 
y representantes legales
de los trabajadores
Intranet / portal interno / correo electrónico; 
newsletters; encuestas de clima laboral (GPTW); buzón 
de sugerencias, blogs, foros.; reuniones de objetivos; 
revistas: El Mundo de MAPFRE. Estudio corporativo de 
Materialidad
Reuniones periódicas, Comités, buzones

Asegurados
y clientes

Proveedores
Plataformas web; portales específicos; plataformas 
telefónicas propias y concertadas; boletines y revistas 
específicas; grupos de trabajo; redes sociales; 
reuniones y convenciones; encuestas internas. 
Estudio corporativo de Materialidad

Sociedad
Web Corporativa MAPFRE; informes de Responsabilidad 
Social; buzones: responsabilidadsocial@mapfre.com; 
medioambiente@mapfre.com; redes sociales; revista 
Mundo MAPFRE. Web Corporativa FUNDACIÓN MAPFRE

Organismos reguladores
y supervisores
Directamente o a través de Asociaciones 
empresariales, locales e Internacionales

Contacto directo con medios de comunicación
Sala de prensa web
Perfiles específicos en redes sociales.

Medios de
comunicación

Distributors
MAPFRE website; specific newsletter; training 
plans; online broker platform; posters: 
commercial leaflets, campaign posters; 
specialist magazines; training and skills 
programs; commercial meetings with sales 
channels; social networks. Corporate 
Materiality Analysis. Agency Network Direct 
Channel. Broker site.Shareholder telephone service; specific website: 

“Shareholders and Investors”; annual general 
meeting; six-monthly newsletters; email; meetings 
and video conferences; webcasts

Shareholders, Investors and Partners

Physical offices; call center; MAPFRE portal and 
MAPFRE Internet Office; satisfaction surveys; 
newsletters; grievances and complaints; 
mailings; social networks; advertising; 
sponsorship. Corporate Materiality Analysis. 
App for mobile devices. WhatsApp

Employees and 
Workers' Legal Representatives

Intranet / internal portal / email; newsletters; Good 
Place to Work surveys (GPTW); suggestion box, blogs, 
forums; objectives meetings; magazines: The World of 
MAPFRE. Corporate Materiality Analysis
Regular meetings, committees, mailboxes

Asegurados
y clientes

Providers
Web platforms; specific portals; own and 
subcontracted telephone platforms; newsletters 
and specific magazines; work groups; social networks; 
meetings and conventions; internal surveys. 
Corporate Materiality Analysis

Society
MAPFRE corporate website; social responsibility reports; 
mailboxes: responsabilidadsocial@mapfre.com; 
medioambiente@mapfre.com; social networks; 
World of MAPFRE magazine. Fundación MAPFRE 
corporate website

Regulatory and Supervisory 
Bodies
Directly or through local and international 
business associations

Direct contact with media
Press office website
Specific profiles in social networks

Media

Insured parties and Clients

3.3.1. Relationship Channels

maPFre possesses various communication channels, which 
allow for permanent dialogue with its stakeholders. the main 
ones are outlined below.



Distribuidores
Web MAPFRE; newsletter específicos; planes de 
formación; plataforma online mediadores; 
cartelería: folletos comerciales, carteles de 
campañas; revistas especializadas; programas 
formativos y de capacitación; reuniones 
comerciales con los canales de venta; redes 
sociales. Estudio corporativo de Materialidad. 
Canal Directo de Red Agencial. Site Mediadores.Servicio telefónico al accionista; información web 

específica: “Accionistas e Inversores”; Junta 
General de Accionistas; boletines semestrales 
de actividades; correo electrónico; reuniones 
presenciales y teleconferencias; webcasts

Accionistas, inversores y socios

Asegurados y clientes
Oficinas físicas; call center; portal MAPFRE y 
Oficina MAPFRE Internet; encuestas 
de satisfacción; newsletters; quejas y 
reclamaciones; envíos postales; redes sociales; 
publicidad; patrocinios. Estudio corporativo de 
Materialidad. App Móviles. Whatsapp

Empleados 
y representantes legales
de los trabajadores
Intranet / portal interno / correo electrónico; 
newsletters; encuestas de clima laboral (GPTW); buzón 
de sugerencias, blogs, foros.; reuniones de objetivos; 
revistas: El Mundo de MAPFRE. Estudio corporativo de 
Materialidad
Reuniones periódicas, Comités, buzones

Asegurados
y clientes

Proveedores
Plataformas web; portales específicos; plataformas 
telefónicas propias y concertadas; boletines y revistas 
específicas; grupos de trabajo; redes sociales; 
reuniones y convenciones; encuestas internas. 
Estudio corporativo de Materialidad

Sociedad
Web Corporativa MAPFRE; informes de Responsabilidad 
Social; buzones: responsabilidadsocial@mapfre.com; 
medioambiente@mapfre.com; redes sociales; revista 
Mundo MAPFRE. Web Corporativa FUNDACIÓN MAPFRE

Organismos reguladores
y supervisores
Directamente o a través de Asociaciones 
empresariales, locales e Internacionales

Contacto directo con medios de comunicación
Sala de prensa web
Perfiles específicos en redes sociales.

Medios de
comunicación

Distributors
MAPFRE website; specific newsletter; training 
plans; online broker platform; posters: 
commercial leaflets, campaign posters; 
specialist magazines; training and skills 
programs; commercial meetings with sales 
channels; social networks. Corporate 
Materiality Analysis. Agency Network Direct 
Channel. Broker site.Shareholder telephone service; specific website: 

“Shareholders and Investors”; annual general 
meeting; six-monthly newsletters; email; meetings 
and video conferences; webcasts

Shareholders, Investors and Partners

Physical offices; call center; MAPFRE portal and 
MAPFRE Internet Office; satisfaction surveys; 
newsletters; grievances and complaints; 
mailings; social networks; advertising; 
sponsorship. Corporate Materiality Analysis. 
App for mobile devices. WhatsApp

Employees and 
Workers' Legal Representatives

Intranet / internal portal / email; newsletters; Good 
Place to Work surveys (GPTW); suggestion box, blogs, 
forums; objectives meetings; magazines: The World of 
MAPFRE. Corporate Materiality Analysis
Regular meetings, committees, mailboxes

Asegurados
y clientes

Providers
Web platforms; specific portals; own and 
subcontracted telephone platforms; newsletters 
and specific magazines; work groups; social networks; 
meetings and conventions; internal surveys. 
Corporate Materiality Analysis

Society
MAPFRE corporate website; social responsibility reports; 
mailboxes: responsabilidadsocial@mapfre.com; 
medioambiente@mapfre.com; social networks; 
World of MAPFRE magazine. Fundación MAPFRE 
corporate website

Regulatory and Supervisory 
Bodies
Directly or through local and international 
business associations

Direct contact with media
Press office website
Specific profiles in social networks

Media

Insured parties and Clients
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3.3.2. Materiality 2015-2016  
[G4-18, G4-19, G4-20, G4-21]

In 2015, with a view to identifying areas for improvement, a 
review was undertaken of the materiality analysis with three 
significant innovations: 

1. the maturity variable was included during the initial internal 
analysis phase, i.e. the analysis of the 29 topics analyzed in the 
study this year were connected with the level of engagement 
and development in the strategic plan of the corresponding 
area and in maPFre's strategic Plan. In this way, we managed 
to obtain a score that reflects the level of “maturity” for each 
topic within the company.

2. the perception variable was incorporated into the survey  
of those stakeholders selected to participate in the study.

3. changes were also included in the presentation of the 
results. this section presents the key data from the study; for 
a greater level of detail, we recommend visiting the corporate 
website www.mapfre.com.

INTERNAL EXTERNAL

INTERNAL 
dEvELoPmENT  
of ToPICS  
(mATURITy)

ImPoRTANCE ANd 
PERCEPTIoN of 
STAkEhoLdERS

G4

STRATEGY

how do you feel mAPfRE 
is dealing with this 
subject?

1 2 3 4 5

1: Not satisfactorily

5: Very satisfactorily

PHASES OF THE MATERIALITy STUDy 

[G4-26]

the materiality study was initiated in 2014 employing in-
house maPFre methodology. In 2015 it was maintained and 
updated, taking as a reference framework the guide on drafting 
reports of the global reporting Initiative (grI), as well as that 
of the International Integrated reporting council (IIrc). 

the 2015 study was divided into three phases:

PHASE 1: Dialogue and analysis with the internal 
stakeholders 

as the basis for this we took the 124 grI g4 indicators (and 
the applicable indicators of the financial supplement). these 
indicators were once again subjected to analysis and review 
by the main areas with which we collaborated – human 
resources, Providers, environment, clients, corporate 
governance, regulatory compliance and social responsibility, 
both at a corporate level and in the five countries that 
participated (Brazil, colombia, spain, mexico and Puerto rico).

In the dialogue and analysis process, as previously indicated, 
the maturity variable was incorporated, with the areas being 
asked about the relationship of the grI indicators with their 
strategic lines and plans for the next few years, as well as the 
current development of each of them.

with the results of the internal assessment, the corporate 
social responsibility division grouped the 124 grI indicators 
into 29 topics in order to prepare for the next phase.

PHASE 2: Stakeholder consultation

learning the views of the stakeholders on the 29 topics is the 
most complex process in this study, given that the perception 
variable was also incorporated. this was in order to discover 
how maPFre is tackling each of the topics being consulted, 
from the perspective of employees, clients and distributors in 
spain, Brazil, colombia, mexico and Puerto rico.

the external consultation process was carried out by cBI 
consulting, by means of an online questionnaire; their 
participation guarantees anonymity and the confidentiality of 
the answers. 
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only the external consultation of maPFre clients in spain was 
carried out by the consultancy firm Izo, using the telephone 
survey methodology.

the results of both the cBI and Izo surveys were 
incorporated into the results matrix, the basis for identifying 
the materiality and relevance of the topics.

KEy PARtiCiPAtiOn DAtA: 

In 2015 every effort was made to improve the participation 
data of the various stakeholders. In view of the results listed 
in the participation table, we can say that this objective was 
achieved. 

STAKEHOLDER

USER PARTICIPATION

2015 2014

Employees 10,247 1,739

Clients 8,477 1,753

Providers 3,195 653

Distributors 5,135 n.a.

In 2016 we will continue to work along the same lines to 
increase participation.

PHASE 3. Presentation of results

the key corporate data for this study are presented below. 
First of all, the full matrix is reflected, with all the scores 
given for the 29 topics, then the classification of the material, 
relevant issues and, finally, the perception of the stakeholders 
who participated relating to how maPFre is addressing these 
material issues.

generally speaking, the scores given for the topics were high. 
Four levels of impact were considered: 

_ MAtERiAL tOPiC: those in which there exist coincidences in 
the high score level and consideration of the topics, both for 
maPFre and for the stakeholders consulted.

_ ExtERnAL RELEvAnCE: we only considered those topics that 
obtained a high score from the stakeholders, but not from the 
company.

_ intERnAL RELEvAnCE: we only considered those topics 
that obtained a high score from maPFre, but not from the 
stakeholders.

_ nOt MAtERiAL: those topics that received the lowest scores 
from both the company and the stakeholders.
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16   

F3.1. MATERIAL AND RELEVANT TOPICS

[G4-19, G4-20, G4-21]

Global Matrix: which incorporates the score  
for the 29 topics

TOP 10 MATERIAL TOPICS 

Employees, clients, providers and distributors from the corporate areas and from Brazil, Colombia, Spain, Mexico  
and Puerto Rico   _ Localization of information

1    to guarantee the privacy of client data    
 _ maPFre and its clients

2    to discover client satisfaction level 
 _ maPFre and its clients

3    to generate sustainable financial profits 
 _ annual accounts report 2015

4    to offer products and services designed to generate  
a social benefit 
 _ maPFre and its clients

5    to guarantee transparency and correct management  
in the structure of the governing bodies 
 _ corporate governance report 2015 
 _ maPFre and corporate social responsibilty

6    to promote diversity, equality and non-discrimination 
within the company 
 _ maPFre and its employees

7    to promote occupational risk Prevention (orP) 
measures and health in the company 
 _ maPFre and its employees

8    guarantee safety and stability in the workplace.  
 _ maPFre and its employees   _ maPFre and society

9    to guarantee training and skills development of 
employees    
 _ maPFre and its employees   _ maPFre and society

10    to possess ethical codes and whistle-blowing 
mechanisms     
 _ corporate governance report 2015 

 _ maPFre and corporate social responsibilty

CoRPoRATE mATERIALITy mATRIX

+

Relevance for 
stakeholders

–

– Relevance for mAPfRE +

1
2

3
45

6
7

89

10

11
12

14
1516

13

29 18
28

22
21

20

25

23

1719

24
26
27
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EXTERNAL RELEVANCE – STAKEHOLDERS

Employees, Clients, Providers and Distributors 
_ Localization of information

11    to fight against corruption, money laundering and fraud 
 _ maPFre and corporate social responsibilty

12     to respect and protect basic human rights 
 _ maPFre and corporate social responsibilty 

 _ maPFre and society

13    to control the discharge of waste into the environment  
 _ maPFre's environmental dimension

14     to reduce emissions into the environment 
 _ maPFre's environmental dimension

15    to provide information and labeling of products and 
services 
 _ maPFre and its clients

16    to possess formal complaint mechanisms that guarantee 
regulatory compliance 
 _ maPFre and corporate social responsibilty 
 _ maPFre and its clients

INTERNAL RELEVANCE – MAPFRE

MAPFRE in Brazil, Colombia, Spain, Mexico and Puerto Rico 
_ Localization of information

17    to possess policies and procedures for assessing social 
and environmental risks 
 _ corporate governance report 2015 
 _ maPFre and corporate social responsibilty 

18    to possess social and environmental audit processes  
 _ maPFre and corporate social responsibilty 

19    to opt for managers from the local community where  
the company operates  
 _ maPFre and its employees

20    to screen providers on environmental issues   
 _ maPFre y sus Proveedores

21    to discover the social and environmental impacts on 
products and services  
 _ maPFre and corporate social responsibilty  

 _ maPFre and its clients

22    to possess policies and procedures for the remuneration 
of the governing bodies  
 _ corporate governance report 2015 

 _ Board remunerations report

IMMATERIAL

23    carry out human rights assessments of providers

24    carry out social impact assessments of providers

25    carry out labor practice assessments of providers

26    engage services from local providers

27    carry out impact assessments in local communities where 
the company operates

28    Invest in, control expenses and resolve any significant 
environmental complaints

29    control impacts on biodiversity

CoRPoRATE mATERIALITy mATRIX

+

Relevance for 
stakeholders

–

– Relevance for mAPfRE +
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F3.2. PERCEPTION OF MATERIAL ISSUES

Evaluations submitted by stakeholders

Distributors Providers Employees Clients

1. To guarantee the confidentiality of client information. 2. To learn about client satisfaction.

3. To generate sustainable financial results.
4. To make available products and services 
that are of benefit to society.

5. To guarantee transparency and ensure correct 
management in the structure of governing bodies.

6. To promote diversity, equality and 
non-discrimination within the company.

7. To promote workplace accident-prevention 
measures and good health within the company. 8. To ensure stability and security of employment.

9. To guarantee training and development of employees. 

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

10. To work in line with ethical codes and grievance measures.

IMPORTANCE:

Distributors Providers Employees ClientsPERCEPTION:



3.4. commITmenT To susTaInable 
develoPmenT: InTernaTIonal and 
local InITIaTIves  
[G4-15; HR5-HR7, HR9, HR10; SO3-SO5]

maPFre is committed to sustainable development, a 
commitment it expresses through its corporate social 
responsibility. this enables the company's corporate purpose 
to be reconciled with the legitimate interests of the various 
stakeholders who may be affected, while assuming the impact 
of the company's activities on the community as a whole and 
on the environment. 

moreover, this commitment is reaffirmed publicly, through 
maPFre signing up to both international and local initiatives, 
recognized as significant in this field:

Commitments to international initiatives

maPFre has supported the united nations global compact 
since 2004, reaffirming its commitment to this initiative 
each year. this commitment entails integrating within its 
management the 10 principles of action related to human 
rights, as recognized in the International Bill of human rights, 
labor rights, the environment and the fight against corruption. 

the following table lists the grI g4 indicators on which 
information is reported and their correlation with the global 
compact principles.
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GLOBAL COMPACT PRINCIPLES GRI G4 INDICATORS

HuMan RiGHts

1.  Businesses should support 
and respect the protection of 
internationally proclaimed human 
rights under their sphere of 
influence.

Social performance

_ Investment: G4-HR1, G4-HR2 
_ Non-discrimination: G4-HR3 
_  Assess providers in relation to human 

rights: G4-HR10, G4-HR11
_  Freedom of association and collective 

bargaining: G4-HR4 
_ Child labor: G4-HR5
_ Forced labor: G4-HR6
_ Security measures: G4-HR7
_ Indigenous rights: G4-HR8

Economic performance: G4-EC5 

_ Labor/management relations: G4-LA4 
_  Occupational health and safety: 

G4-LA5- G4-LA8
_  Diversity and equal opportunities: 

G4-LA12
_  Equal remuneration for women and 

men: G4-LA13
_  Client health and safety: G4- PR1, 

G4-PR2
_ Client privacy: G4-PR8

2.  Businesses should make sure they 
are not complicit in human rights 
abuses.

Social performance
_ Investment: G4-HR1, G4-HR2 
_ Non-discrimination: G4-HR3 
_  Assess providers in relation to human 

rights: G4-HR10, G4-HR11
_  Freedom of association and collective 

bargaining: G4-HR4 
_ Child labor: G4-HR5

_ Forced labor: G4-HR6
_ Security measures: G4-HR7
_ Indigenous rights: G4-HR8
_ Assessment: G4-HR9
_  Human Rights grievance mechanisms: 

G4-HR12

LaboR RiGHts

3.  Businesses should uphold the 
freedom of association and the 
effective recognition of the right 
to collective bargaining.

Social performance
_  Labor/management relations: G4-LA4 
_  Investment: G4-HR1, G4-HR2 

_  Freedom of association and collective 
bargaining: G4-HR4 

4.  Businesses should uphold the 
elimination of all forms of forced 
and compulsory labor.

Social performance
_ Investment: G4-HR1, G4-HR2 
_ Forced labor: G4-HR6

_  Assess providers in relation to human 
rights: G4-HR10, G4-HR11

5.  To abolish child labor. Social performance
_ Investment: G4-HR1, G4-HR2 
_  Freedom of association and collective 

bargaining: G4-HR4 

_ Child labor: G4-HR5
_  Assess providers in relation to human 

rights: G4-HR10, G4-HR11
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GLOBAL COMPACT PRINCIPLES GRI G4 INDICATORS

6.  Businesses should uphold the 
elimination of discrimination 
in respect of employment and 
occupation

Social performance
_ Employment: G4-LA1, G4-LA2
_  Diversity and equal opportunities: 

G4-LA12

Economic performance: G4-EC6

_ Investment: HR1, G4-HR2 
_ Non-discrimination: G4-HR3 

enviRonMent

7.  Businesses should support 
a precautionary approach to 
environmental challenges.

Economic performance: G4-EC2 Environmental performance
_  Emissions, effluents and waste: 

G4-EN19
_  Products and services: G4-EN27, 

G4-EN28
_ Overall: G4-EN31

8.  Businesses should undertake 
initiatives to promote greater 
environmental responsibility.

Environmental performance
_ Materials: G4-EN1, G4-EN2
_ Energy: G4-EN3 - G4-EN7
_ Water: G4-EN8 - G4-EN10
_ Biodiversity: G4-EN11 - G4-EN14
_ Issues: G4-EN15 - G4-EN21
_ Effluents and waste: G4-EN22 - G4-EN24

Social performance
_  Product and service labeling: G4-PR3, 

G4-PR4

_  Products and services: G4-EN27, 
G4-EN28

_ Regulatory compliance: G4-EN29
_ Transportation: G4-EN30
_ Overall: G4-EN31

9.  Businesses should encourage 
the development and diffusion 
of environmentally friendly 
technologies.

Environmental performance
_ Materials: G4-EN2
_ Energy: G4-EN5 - G4-EN7
_ Water: G4-EN10
_  Emissions, effluents and waste: G4-EN19

_  Products and services: G4-EN27, 
G4-EN28

_ Overall: G4-EN31

anti-coRRuPtion

10.  Fight corruption in all its forms, 
including extortion and bribery

Social performance
_  Anti-corruption: G4-SO3 - G4-SO5
_  Local communities: G4-SO2 - G4- G4-SO4

_  Public Policy: G4-SO5 - G4-SO6
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the areas of action within which the 10 principles are 
integrated form part of maPFre's new csr Policy.

additionally, in 2015 maPFre yet again received the maximum 
score, “advanced level”, from global compact in its progress 
report, which can be consulted on the official global compact 
website at www.globalcompact.org

moreover, maPFre's commitment to the global compact has 
allowed it to work over the last few years with the spanish 
global compact network on the millennium development 
objectives (mdgs) initiative. likewise promoted by the united 
nations, this was recently replaced by the new 2015-2030 
sustainable development objectives (sdgs) approved in 2015.

to continue with the practice used in previous reports and 
notifying maPFre's contribution to these objectives, in 2016 
we will be working on identifying those sdg objectives, toward 
which the company can actively contribute, sharing the data in 
the next report. 

since 2003 maPFre has belonged to the united nations 
environment Program Finance Initiative (unePFI), which 
develops and promotes links between the environment, 
sustainability and financial performance, identifying 
and promoting the adoption of best environmental and 
sustainability practices at all levels of a financial institution's 
operations.

this Initiative promoted the Principles for sustainable 
Insurance (PsI), which maPFre signed up to in 2012, 
pledging to work on four principles specific to the insurance 
industry. they are designed to be incorporated into the 
management of the business, as a risk and an opportunity, 
and consist of: environmental issues such as climate change, 
damage to biodiversity and the degradation of the ecosystem, 
water management and contamination; social aspects related 
to financial inclusion, human rights, health hazards stemming 
from development and the aging population; and issues 
related to corporate governance, regulatory compliance, 
ethical management, conflicts of interest and transparency. 
these are referred to as esg factors.

the table below shows the Principles for sustainable 
Insurance, how maPFre is working toward integrating them 
into its business, and the grI g4 indicators associated with 
these principles:
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PRinciPLes foR sustainabLe 
insuRance

Location in the MaPFRe 2015  
cSR annuaL RePoRt

1 
 embed in our decision-making 
environmental, social and 
governance issues relevant to our 
insurance business. 

Letter from the Chairman and CEo

mAPfRE and the Corporate Social Responsibility 

_  New CSR policy 
_  The Sustainable Value Creation Model
_  Relations with stakeholders: materiality
_  Commitments to Sustainable Development: 

International:
• United Nations Global Pact
• UNEFI – PSI
• Adhesion to the UN Global Insurance Industry Statement
• Signatory to Paris Pledge for Action at COP 21
•  Signatory to the Carbon Disclosure Program; Water Disclosure and Carbon 

Action 
Business premises:
•  Joining the Spanish Green Growth Group; Signatory to the Barcelona 

Declaration, Signing of the Biodiversity Agreement; Adhesion to the "One Million 
for the Climate" Initiative

_  Environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors and risks
_  Prevention and compliance measures

mAPfRE's Social dimension

_  MAPFRE and its employees: employment policy; diversity; inclusion and equal 
opportunities; talent management; compensation and recognition policy; well-
being and work-life balance; work environment and internal reputation; internal 
communication; employee legal representation, corporate volunteering

_  MAPFRE and Its clients: innovation; communication channels; quality; grievances 
and complaints

_  MAPFRE and Its distributors: recruitment and training
_  MAPFRE and Its providers: relationship with suppliers and support systems, 

selection and relationship criteria; approval; loyalty and evaluation of service 
quality; training

_  MAPFRE and its shareholders: FTSE4good and FTSE4Good Ibex and Carbon 
Disclosure Project (CDP)

mAPfRE's Environmental dimension

_  MAPFRE's Commitment to the Environment and Sustainability 
_  Integrated Environmental, Energy and Carbon Footprint Management System.
_  MAPFRE's Strategy for Mitigating and Adapting to Climate Change
_  Biodiversity Preservation

Supplementary information: GRI G4 Table of Contents
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PRinciPLes foR sustainabLe 
insuRance

Location in the MaPFRe 2015  
cSR annuaL RePoRt

2  
work together with our clients 
and business partners to raise 
awareness of environmental, social 
and governance issues, manage risk 
and develop solutions.

mAPfRE and the Corporate Social Responsibility  
_  Environmental, Social and Governance Risks (ESG): The Importance of Turning 

Risks into Business Opportunities

mAPfRE's Social dimension
_ MAPFRE and Its clients: innovation; communication channels; quality
_ MAPFRE and Its distributors: recruitment and training
_  MAPFRE and Its providers: relationship with suppliers and support systems, 

selection and relationship criteria; approval; loyalty and evaluation of service 
quality; training

mAPfRE's Environmental dimension
_   MAPFRE's Commitment to the Environment and Sustainability
_  Initiatives taken 2015: Calculation and reporting of the carbon footprint for 

products and services for companies in the MAPFRE portfolio, decrease in energy 
requirements in products and services, assessment of the environmental impact 
of the organization by client

_  Climate Change: Initiatives with Providers, Products and Services

Supplementary information: GRI G4 Table of Contents

3  
work together with governments, 
regulators and other key 
stakeholders to promote 
widespread action across society 
on environmental, social and 
governance issues.

mAPfRE and the Corporate Social Responsibility  
_ Commitments to Sustainable Development:

International:
• United Nations Global Pact
• UNEFI – PSI
• Adhesion to the UN Global Insurance Industry Statement
• Signatory to Paris Pledge for Action at COP 21
•  Signatory to the Carbon Disclosure Program; Water Disclosure and Carbon 

Action 
Business premises:
• Joining the Spanish Green Growth Group; Signatory to the Barcelona 
Declaration, Signing of the Biodiversity Agreement; Adhesion to the  
"One Million for the Climate" Initiative.

mAPfRE's Environmental dimension
_  MAPFRE's Commitment to the Environment and Sustainability
_  Integrated Environmental, Energy and Carbon Footprint Management System
_  Environmental Culture

Supplementary information: GRI G4 Table of Contents

4  
Demonstrate accountability 
and transparency in regularly 
disclosing publicly our progress in 
implementing these Principles.

mAPfRE Annual Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2015

www.mapfre.com



Progress made in the integration of these principles in the 
business is reported annually, the report may be consulted 
on the official website of the PsI (www.unepfi.org/psi) and on 
maPFre's own website.

In addition, within the PsI framework, maPFre signed up in 
2015 to the general commitment of the insurance industry to 
support the united nations disaster risk reduction initiative 
(united for disaster resilience) and spelled out its individual 
commitments to help build coping mechanisms in the event 
of disasters and promote social, economic and environmental 
sustainability.

during the Paris climate conference (coP 21), an appeal 
was made to organizations, enterprises, regions, cities and 
investors, inviting them to join the commitment “Paris Pledge 
for action”, in order to act immediately without waiting for the 
Paris agreement to come into force in 2020 and build survival 
mechanisms (resilience) to tackle the consequences of climate 
change that are already taking place.

maPFre has signed up to this international initiative and, 
among other aspects, ratifies its commitment to achieve a 
safe, stable environment in which the temperature rise is 
limited to well below 2ºc and undertakes to adopt measures 
immediately to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to a safe 
level.

maPFre is also a signatory to the carbon disclosure, water 
disclosure and carbon action Programs which form part of 
the climate disclosure Project (cdP). In addition, in 2015 
on the international stage the company was included in the 
global a-list for having achieved the highest rating  
(a) relating to performance in mitigation and adaptation  
to climate change.

Commitment to local initiatives

this kind of initiative allows for the development of 
international commitments and adaptation to local concerns 
related to sustainable development. the following initiatives 
were subscribed to in spain during this financial year: 

_ support for the spanish green growth group, an initiative 
of the ministry of agriculture, Food and the environment for 
discussions on policies for a green, low-carbon economy and 
for combating climate change.

_ the Barcelona declaration to encourage a change of model 
toward a low-carbon economy and sustainable development, 
with a commitment to convey to both the general public 
and the public administrations its vision of a model for 
economic growth that is compatible with the efficient use of 
environmental resources.

_ the initiative “one million commitments for the climate”, 
promoted by ecodes and the ministry of agriculture, Food 
and the environment, through which maPFre publicizes its 
commitment to a 20 percent decrease in its greenhouse gas 
emissions by 2020.

_ the wwF's “100 companies for Forests” initiative which aims 
to contribute to the restoration of spain's doñana national 
Park, through the recovery of biodiversity and the creation of 
a green corridor to prevent the isolation of threatened species 
such as the Iberian lynx. maPFre contributed toward the 
reforestation of one hectare of this protected area.

_ signatory to the Biodiversity Pact, a company and 
Biodiversity initiative in spain, launched by the ministry of 
agriculture, Food and environment through the Biodiversity 
Foundation. this is an initiative whereby signatories show 
their commitment to the conservation and sustainable use 
of biodiversity and acknowledges that its preservation is a 
common interest for humanity, given its importance for life on 
the planet, social well-being and economic development.
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3.5. envIronmenTal, socIal  
and governance facTors  
and rIsKs (esg) 
[G4-2, 14, 16, 45,47; EC-2; FS5, FS9]

maPFre assumes the impact of its business activity on the 
environment and society in general. Its social responsibility 
model and policy facilitate the integration of environmental, 
social and governance (esg) aspects into its business.

during recent years, the insurance industry has had to face 
the financial risks that have arisen as well as those to its 
reputation. 

maPFre knows that proper tracking of the esg aspects 
makes it possible to obtain additional information about 
these potential risks, and gain better understanding of 
social movements and transformation, and its stakeholders' 
expectations (investors, clients, regulatory bodies, distributors, 
general public, employees, etc.). 

In this context, management of esg risks helps to take 
decisions on such important issues as underwriting, 
investment, innovation in products and services, and 
reputation management, the latter being essential to gain the 
trust of our stakeholders.

By integrating the management of these risks with more 
traditional insurance risks, we can develop and foster more 
responsible and sustainable businesses.

even though these risks sometimes require unconventional 
assessment techniques, the insurance mechanisms (i.e. 
techniques for transferring risks to a third party subject to 
prior payment of a premium) are similar to those used by the 
insurance industry, which has always been able to anticipate, 
integrate and cover emerging risks.

ESG factors in MAPFRE  
[G4-15]

the table of esg factors published in 2014 has been updated, 
taking as a reference, among others, the material issues and 
those of internal and external relevance in the 2015 materiality 
analysis, page 36.
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TABLE OF MAPFRE ESG FACTORS

SPECIFIC FACTORS AND CRITERIA

enviRonMentaL _  Climate change
_  Eco-efficiency: optimization of resources
_  Biodiversity preservation and ecosystem degradation
_  Contamination

sociaL Labor rights
_  Employment
_ Equality and non-discrimination
_ Inclusion of vulnerable or at-risk groups
_ Training and career development
_ Decent salary
_ Work-life balance
_ Managing internal talent and attracting external talent

Safety and health
_  Prevention: accidents, sick leaves, etc.
_  Health: population aging, promote healthy environments and global programs
_  Security: ensure a safe and reliable workplace

Responsibility toward clients:
_  Responsible marketing
_  Channels for grievance and tracking
_  Security and privacy of personal data
_  Portfolio of products and services:  
• Innovation: products designed to generate social and environmental benefits 
• Demographic questions: aging population

_   Technology: new knowledge and collaboration environments, new systems,  
new risks and new products.

_  Promote insurance culture

value chain (providers, subcontractors, etc.)
_  Integrated procurement policy and procedures: select, approve and hire taking into account social 

responsibility and environmental criteria
_ Analysis and evaluation: labor rights, health and safety, human rights, environment

GoveRnance Ethics, Integrity and principles:
_  Governing bodies: 

• Leadership by Board of Directors 
• Anti-corruption and anti-bribery 
• Fiscal transparency 
•		Regulations/Codes of Ethics and Conduct: tracking, compliance, evaluation, reporting mechanisms 

(internal and external), transparency 
_  Protection of shareholder rights
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Analysis of ESG Risks 
[G4-HR5 - HR7; SO3-SO5; FS1-FS3]

maPFre has approved two major policies with regard to this 
issue: 

_ the group's risk management Policy, which has the 
following objectives:
  •	to establish general guidelines, basic principles and the 

general framework of action for risk management.
  •	to promote a solid culture and an effective system of risk 

management.
  •	to ensure that risk analysis forms part of the decision-

making process.
  •	to preserve the group's solvency and financial strength.

_ the group's compliance Function Policy (updated as of 
december 2015), whose main objective is to minimize the 
likelihood of any legal or compliance risk being realized. to this 
end, it defines effective prevention and control mechanisms, 
encourages specialized staff training and promotes an ethical 
and compliance culture across the organization.

additionally, the framework set by the risk management 
Policy states that the group's governing Bodies (Board of 
directors, steering committee, audit committee and risk 
and compliance committee) are responsible for identifying, 
measuring, supervising, managing and mitigating risks. 

Furthermore, the Board of directors has appointed the First 
vice chairman - general manager of the Finance area at 
maPFre s.a. as the risk manager who is responsible for 
supervising that the risk management system operates 
correctly. this manager relies on the aid of the solvency 
II steering committee and the security and environment 
committee, and acts in the following six areas: actuarial, 
Internal audit, Internal control, compliance, risk 
management and security and environment.

the risk policy and the systems in place to manage and 
control risks are discussed in greater detail in the consolidated 
annual accounts and management report in note 7,  
(page 205).

many of the esg factors listed in the table (page 47) are 
specifically analyzed by the aforementioned areas; also, they 
are mainly grouped into operational risks, strategic and 
corporate governance risks, legal and compliance risks, and 
security and environment risks.

I. Operational Risks: this type of risk is inherent in the 
performance of any activity, and its occurrence may give rise to 
a loss and/or an adverse impact on business results. therefore 
the management of this type of risk, as well as being critical, 
aims to mitigate actual and potential losses arising from the 
inadequacy or failings of processes, personnel and internal 
systems, or the occurrence of external events.

november 2015 saw the approval of the maPFre group 
operational risk management Policy whose objectives include 
establishing the general guidelines, basic principles and the 
general framework for operational risk management in order 
to ensure their consistent application throughout the group.

II. Strategic and Corporate Governance Risks: which 
include risks related to business ethics and good corporate 
governance, organizational structure, alliances, mergers and 
acquisitions resulting from the regulatory environment and, 
lastly, competition.

maPFre created the risk and compliance committee in 2015 
and it is responsible for overseeing the implementation of the 
good governance guidelines in place at any given moment.

apart from its Institutional, Business and organizational 
Principles, maPFre has a series of corporate policies, as well 
as a code of ethics and conduct which reflects its corporate 
values and overriding principles of action, and has the ethics 
committee which is the body responsible for the application, 
supervision and control of the code, which contributes to 
minimizing risks in this area.

III. Legal and Noncompliance Risk: which includes the 
risk of regulatory or legal sanctions, material financial losses 
or loss of reputation that may affect the company as a result 
of not complying with the law, regulations, rules, internal and 
external standards or administrative requirements applicable 



to its business activity. It is managed by those responsible 
for compliance in the companies, in keeping with their 
compliance Policy and the guidelines handed down by the 
management of the group's compliance area and by those 
areas with responsibilities for specific compliance questions.

the initiatives taken for the management of legal and 
noncompliance risks are reflected annually in the activities 
report presented to the company's administrative Body, 
either directly or through its steering committee.

overseeing compliance with the internal and external 
regulations at the group level corresponds to the risk 
and compliance committee, as the steering committee of 
maPFre's Board of directors.

IV. Security and Environmental Risk: these risks are 
identified, divided into types, assessed and tracked by the 
corporate security and environment area and the corporate 
security and environment committee. the committee 
is responsible for ensuring that the group's security and 
environment risks are managed correctly and in line with the 
company's business objectives and needs.

maPFre has taken the measures below to manage security 
and environment risks related to esg factors:

_ data privacy protection relating to employees, clients, 
collaborators and other stakeholders: there are controls 
destined to protecting the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of the information it handles and information 
systems supporting it. maximum priority is given to the 
protection of the personal details of its employees, clients, 
collaborators and other stakeholders. to do so, among other 
specific measures, it has set up a corporate office for data 
Protection and Privacy, designed to provide the group with 
capabilities, processes and global, standardized mechanisms 
in this field. and it also possesses monitoring and response 
capabilities (via the ccg-cert general control center) 
to thwart cyber-attacks seeking to compromise the 
confidentiality of the information that the company stores 
and/or manages. In 2015, maPFre successfully participated 
once again in the cyber-exercises organized by the spanish 

Industry and Interior ministries, which seek to assess the 
capability of spain's major enterprises in the face of a massive 
cyber-attack.

_ Personal protection: It has drawn up emergency and 
self-protection Plans, deployed security and fire protection 
systems and implemented specific protocols which aim to 
prevent personal injuries to people (and damages to property) 
in its premises or during events organized by the company. In 
addition, training and informative initiatives are carried out to 
prevent security risks in employees' and collaborators' private 
sphere, in particular through tips when they go away on 
vacation, business trips, etc.

_ operational continuity in case of disaster or catastrophe: it 
develops, implements, tests and updates business continuity 
plans with the purpose of ensuring that maPFre services are 
still available to its clients in the event of disasters.

_ collaboration in detecting and investigating criminal acts: 
It works closely with security Forces and organizations by 
answering their requests for information in due time and in the 
appropriate fashion. In spain, maPFre is a direct participant 
of the “coopera” (civil guard) and “red azul” (national Police) 
programs. Furthermore, it forms part of the international 
networks FIrst and cert, which seek to prevent, detect and 
respond to telematics crimes. From the above, it becomes 
apparent that maPFre contributes to the general security of 
every environment where it operates, including cyberspace.

_ environmental protection: it has an Integrated 
environmental, energy and carbon Footprint management 
system (sIgmaye) which identifies, assesses and minimizes 
environmental risks caused by its business activity. this 
system helps to prevent indiscriminate or excessive energy 
and supply consumption by implementing eco-efficiency 
measures. with respect to climate change, maPFre is 
executing the 2020 strategic Plan for climate change and 
energy efficiency. this plan defines specific measures for 
adapting, mitigating and committing to reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions (a 20 percent decrease in emissions by the year 
2020), relating to biological and epidemic plagues, and natural 
or catastrophic risks.
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Risk control

the aim of risk control is to discover the true level of control 
and the adequacy of the controls, thus permitting increased 
efficiency of operations and attaining the pursued objectives 
and objectives in a reasonably safe manner, at both the 
company and group level.

among other aspects, this includes monitoring the controls 
put in place, responding adequately to risk, assessing the 
effectiveness of such controls and establishing corrective 
measures, whenever needed. such action, already applied 
uniformly throughout the companies of the group through 
riskm@p, allows for the identification of opportunities for 
improvement in the efficiency of operations, in the integrity of 
the information and regulatory compliance.

the established risk control model is based on a dynamic 
analysis of processes at the different business units, in such 
a way that the managers of each area or department identify 
and assess those aspects that could affect the attainment 
of the objectives for each process, as well as the potential 
risks. the conclusions are shown for each business or support 
process analyzed via the control and risk maps (commercial 
activities, customer service, coinsurance/reinsurance, 
committees, product development, issuing, administrative 
management, investment, technical provisions, human 
resources, claims / services and technology systems) grouped 
into 10 areas of risk (actuarial, legal, technological, personnel, 
collaborators, procedures, information, fraud, market and 
material assets).
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the following table shows the aspects related  
to the esg factors, grouped according to the maPFre  
risk areas:

NAME DESCRIPTION

ACTUARIAL Inadequacy or failings caused by:
_  incorrect definition of the reinsurance policy and the issues arising from noncompliance
_ inappropriate pricing of products and review of rates

LEGAL Inadequacy or failings caused by:
_  Lack of knowledge about or failure to apply the legal, fiscal or specific regulations governing  

the activity, or conducting operations that violate the country's local laws
_  The non-existence of contracts maintained by the entity, errors in drawing them up, failure to review 

them
_  Incorrect handling of complaints and grievances, as well as of suspicious and mandatory anti-money 

laundering operations

TEChNoLoGy Inadequacy or failings caused by:
_  Inconsistent technology network and lines of communication (RCCM, ADSL, telephone, fax, LAN/WAN, 

etc.)
_  Inadequate security and protection of technology systems and computer applications, access 

(passwords) and data encryption
_  Non-existence of applications (software), failure to adapt these to the needs of the areas, and insufficient 

integration between the different applications

STAff Inadequacy or failings caused by:
_  Lack of training, experience, and skills among company employees and the non-alignment of staff  

with the corporate vision, mission and values. This includes aspects related to the size of departmental 
workforces

CoLLABoRAToRS Inadequacy or failings caused by:
_  Lack of training, experience and skills of the company's commercial structure or external 

professionals hired by it
_  Non-alignment of the commercial network or external professionals with the corporate vision, mission 

and values
_  Inadequate size of the commercial structure or external professionals/collaborators
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NAME DESCRIPTION

PRoCEdURES Inadequacy or failings caused by:
_  Inconsistent design of policies, procedures, plans and internal regulations governing the different 

management processes
_  Incorrect execution of the former

INfoRmATIoN Inadequacy or failings caused by:
_ Incorrect communication or transmission of information
_ Lack of confidentiality in treating information
_ Insufficient, unreliable or inaccurate information

fRAUd Inadequacy or failings caused by:
_  Lack of tools and procedures to detect and prevent fraudulent actions conducted by people outside 

the organization or by people who belong to it

mARkET Inadequacy or failings caused by:
 _ Lack of knowledge about the local market
 _ Inability to react to changes that occur in markets
 _ Damage to the company's reputation in the eyes of society and markets

mATERIAL GoodS Inadequacy or failings caused by:
_ Lack of technical and material resources (including hardware)
_ Inadequate asset management and protection

the importance of turning risks into 
business opportunities

Insurance companies play an important role in addressing  
the global sustainability challenges, since they have the ability 
to project the knowledge and experience acquired for their 
own protection toward protecting the interests of clients  
and third parties. thus, in the case of certain products,  
it is not just a business opportunity but also a chance to 
benefit society at large.

In this sense, in a globalized, hyper connected world such as 
the present, the management of environmental, social and 
governance (esg) risks enables the company to develop new 
products to mitigate and remedy the negative impacts, should 
they occur, arising from these risks. these risks would be, 
for example, those stemming from climate change or risks 
associated either to the loss of confidentiality of the personal 
data of clients or employees, or to the loss of availability of 
the information systems that underpin the business operation. 
such losses can be caused by the accidental or deliberate 
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compromising of information systems and communications 
networks at companies storing or transmitting such data. 
these situations also offer insurance companies the chance to 
develop specific products (cyber policies), which enable part of 
the impact associated with a cyber incident to be transferred, 
among other possibilities.  

Innovation in products and services that responds to the 
needs of clients to confront this type of esg risk becomes a 
challenge and an ongoing business opportunity.

EXAMPLES OF GOOD PRACTICES:

_ throughout 2015, the commercial department of empresas 
has continued with the implementation and promotion of the 
”companies 360º” management model enabling small- and 
medium-sized client and non-client companies to have free 
access to a comprehensive analysis of the risks associated 
with their activity, so that they can truly understand their 
protection requirements, the degree of coverage and the most 
suitable insurance options.

_ From the implementation of the commercial management 
model until the closure of the 2015 financial year, a risk map 
of more than 28,000 companies was drawn up, and more than 
15 million euros in premiums was obtained, corresponding 
to more than 14,000 new policies. Furthermore, more than 
100,000 good or very good business opportunities were 
identified last year.

strongly committed to contributing to economic and social 
improvements in the countries where it operates, maPFre 
develops microinsurance and products specifically designed 
for groups with limited means, mainly in latin america.  
In this way, maPFre helps to reduce social inequalities and 
poverty, protect the assets of families that launch small 
enterprises or basic businesses, improve the quality of life of 
people who can now bury their relatives or access basic health 
products, etc. also, some of these products are marketed in 
such a way that they contribute to creating jobs in depressed 
areas. (For additional information, see pages 99-103 maPFre 
and Its clients)

moreover, it is considered necessary to foster an insurance 
culture among clients and the public in general, so as to 
promote the benefits and advantages of being insured, not just 
to protect assets, but also to mitigate the impact of a possible 
incident hitting their activity – commercial and/or personal – 
thus benefiting society as a whole. 

For this reason, maPFre provides its clients/insured and 
reinsured parties with individual support and specialized advice 
in its various lines of business, thus enabling them to benefit 
from adequate financial protection for their risks, by means of 
insurance and reinsurance coverage. (For more information see 
'maPFre and its clients on pages XX) In addition, it promotes 
the insurance culture and risk management knowledge for 
both clients and non-clients, by means of specific publications 
and specialist training courses, forums and international 
seminars 

In this respect, we should highlight the participation of 
maPFre re in a number of courses and sector conferences 
held in spain, colombia, chile and mexico, as well as offering 
training courses to clients in turkey, chile, argentina, mexico 
and venezuela and seminars with technicians from tarsIm 
(turkey) and colombia. It is also important to underscore 
the reinsurance Forum which was held in madrid, with the 
participation of 18 guests from 14 countries; and a number of 
executives from the company took part in sector conferences, 
featuring the Pacific Insurance conference (PIc), held in 
manila, alasa (colombia) and congreso de Biomedicina 
de seguros (spain), some of which were sponsored by the 
company. 

In spain, the corporate security and environment division 
(dIsma) collaborates by organizing specialized courses and 
master degrees in the security and environment disciplines. 
as an example, we should mention the master in risk and 
Insurance management run by Icea.
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3.6. PrevenTIon measures  
and comPlIance  
[G4-57, 58; LA-16, HR2-HR7, HR12; SO3- SO5; FS9]

the group's Institutional, Business and organizational 
Principles determine its conduct as a company and help to run 
sustainable businesses in every country where the company 
operates. these principles are embedded in the company 
through its core values (solvency, integrity, vocation for 
service, innovation for leadership and committed team) and 
developed through the fulfillment of the international  
and local commitments, as well as the policies, standards and 
action protocols adopted by the organization. all this enables 
the company to act under the due diligence principle to 
prevent, detect and eradicate irregular behavior, whatever its 
nature, which could have a negative effect on the company and 
on the environment in which it operates.

the company makes available to employees a set of policies, 
regulations, procedures, protocols and other reference 
documents, both corporate and local, which serve as a guide  
to determine the behavior that is expected of all those who 
work for or collaborate with maPFre.

moreover, maPFre publishes the following corporate policies 
on its website (www.mapfre.com) and places them at the 
disposal of all its stakeholders

.

_  Institutional, Business and 
Organizational Principles

_  Code of Ethics and Conduct

_  Treasury Stock Policy

_  Dividends Policy

_  Corporate Governance Policy

_  Corporate Tax Policy

_  Policy on the Management 
of Conflicts of Interest and 
Operations Linked to Significant 
Shareholders and Senior Executive 
and Managerial Officers

_  Director Selection Policy

_  Policy for Communication with 
Shareholders, Institutional 
Investors and Proxy Advisors

_  Policy on Attendance Allowances

_  Corporate Social Responsibility 
Policy

_  Diversity and Equal Opportunities 
Policy

_  Promotion, Selection and Mobility 
Policy

_  Policy on Health, Well-Being and 
Prevention of Occupational Risks

_  Respect for People Policy

_  Corporate Security Policy

_  Business Continuity Policy

_  Environmental Policy



there now follow some of the most important procedures  
and systems, which we permanently use to prevent and 
mitigate conduct contrary to the company's principles, values 
and policies:

Ethics Committee

maPFre has an ethics committee, responsible for ensuring 
the implementation of the code of ethics and conduct, 
which lays down the rules of conduct which must govern 
the behavior and actions of employees and their relationship 
with third parties, always based on mutual respect for all the 
people they come into contact with; commitment to their work 
and the company; responsibility, solidarity and cooperation; 
and the integrity and respect for the law, so that a climate 
of trust is created in the workplace that allows personal 
and professional development, respect for basic human and 
labor rights, free from any type of exploitation, intimidation, 
harassment and discrimination. this code is mandatory 
throughout the group.

the committee comprises members of the group's senior 
management and its role is consultative, decisive, supervisory 
and to promote the code.

this committee reports annually to the steering committee 
on the activity carried out each year.

Furthermore, in order to allow all employees, regardless of 
their place of work, to lodge queries and possible complaints 
about the code, the committee has a channel for conveying 
ethical queries and complaints. 

In 2015 the ethics committee received three queries 
regarding this procedure. during the same period, no 
complaints regarding the code of ethics and conduct were 
received via the channels established for this purpose.
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CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT:  
KEy CONTENTS

1.  
Relations with and among employees:
_ Labor rights

_ Commitment, efficiency and career development

_ Respect for others

_ Equal opportunities and non-discrimination

_ Work-life balance

_ Occupational risk prevention

_  Protection and appropriate use of the company's 
property

_  Confidentiality of information and protection of 
personal data

2.  
Relationships with third parties:
_ Business branding and image

_ Service quality, customer service and fair competition

_ Relationship with providers

_ Relationship with partners

_ Conflicts of interest

_ Anti-corruption and anti-bribery

3.  
social responsibility:
_ Code of conduct,

_ Environmental policy

_ Information transparency

4.  
compliance with the code  
of ethics and conduct: 

_  Ethics Committee: responsibilities, members and 
operation.

Whistleblower Channel for Financial and 
Ethical Complaints

maPFre has set up two types of whistleblower channels, one 
for financial and accounting complaints and one for ethical 
queries and complaints.

the Financial and accounting whistleblower channel enables 
group employees to confidentially report any potentially 
significant financial and accounting irregularities they observe 
within their company to the audit committee of maPFre s.a. 

any complaints can be sent to the email link accessible 
from www.mapfre.com/Cdf. employees can also send their 
complaints by post. 

the whistleblower channel also features an ethical Query and 
complaints channel, which lets any maPFre employee who 
has queries about the application of the code, or who observes 
a situation that might involve a breach or violation of any of the 
ethical or conduct principles and standards established in the 
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code, to report them to the ethics committee, confidentially 
and with total guarantee. the ethical whistleblower channel 
is accessible to all employees via the email link at  
www.mapfre.com/Etica. employees can also send their queries 
and complaints by post.

Both channels are accessible in spanish, english, Portuguese 
and turkish.

Measures to protect employees  
against moral and sexual harassment  
in the workplace

In 2015 the Board of directors approved a Policy of respect 
for people which expressly states that respect for others 
should be a basic element of employee behavior. maPFre 
thus rejects any manifestation of workplace harassment, and 
any other behavior that is violent or offensive to the rights and 
dignity of people, given that these situations contaminate the 
work environment and have negative effects on the health, 
well-being, confidence, dignity and performance of those who 
suffer it.

respect for people is a responsibility of the entire 
organization and it extends both to relationships between 
employees, regardless of their position in the company, and 
to relationships between employees and clients, providers, 
collaborators and other stakeholders. they must all contribute 
to ensuring a work environment in which people’s dignity is 
respected.

therefore, maPFre is expressly and will not tolerate 
situations of harassment at work, regardless of who the victim 
or the harassed person is in the situation reported, and that 
any member of the company is entitled to report harassment 
if it occurs.

maPFre's general principles in this area are:

1 to contribute to maintaining a work environment that is 
free of harassment and behavior that is violent or offensive to 
people's rights and dignity and to guarantee that, if it occurs, 
there are appropriate procedures for dealing with the problem 
and correcting it.

2 to reject any manifestation of harassment, whether 
ethical, sexual, psychological or of any other type, and also 
any behavior that is violent or offensive to people's rights and 
dignity, and consider respect for people and their dignity as one 
of the organization's basic principles of action.

maPFre has mechanisms in place in every country where it is 
present to help prevent harassment situations and where they 
should they arise, it also has suitable procedures for dealing 
with and rectifying the problem. 

during this fiscal year 16 harassment claims were made and 
resolved using the in-house procedures put in place for this 
purpose. all the professionals providing instruction on this 
topic first received specific training themselves.

Compliance

the group permanently assumes the institutional 
commitment to conduct all of its activities and business in 
accordance with strict standards of ethical conduct and zero 
tolerance to noncompliance with regulations. In line with 
this premise, it pursues a global environment of compliance, 
including all laws and other regulations, as well as internal 
and external rules and standards. 

zero tolerance to noncompliance is complemented by 
preventive initiatives organized by the compliance area of 
the maPFre group in order to mitigate the risk of potential 
noncompliance.

this function helps the group to minimize this risk, raises 
awareness about the need to comply with internal and 
external regulations, and ensures that compliance is fully 
integrated into the corporate culture and all of the group's 
activities. It is also important to underscore that every 
member of staff is responsible for adhering to the compliance 
culture.

the effective management of the compliance risk is regarded 
as a basic boost to sustainable and profitable growth. It also 
helps protect maPFre's solvency, integrity and reputation 
while supporting the group in achieving its strategic objectives.
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During the last quarter of 2015 a course entitled "Introduction 
to the Compliance Function" was given via the virtual campus 
of the MAPFRE Corporate University, aimed at all personnel 
and especially those Responsible for Compliance appointed 
within the MAPFRE Group insurance and reinsurance entities, 
with the aim of providing basic knowledge on the Compliance 
Function in the companies in general, and specifically in 
the insurance field, as well as the implementation of the 
function within the MAPFRE Group. In this, the first phase 
of the launch, the course was given by 50 individuals with 
Compliance responsibilities, and it will be generally available 
during 2016.

Internal Control

Internal Control involves everyone, irrespective of their 
professional grade within the organization, and it seeks to 
improve internal operations by promoting the management 
of potential risks that could affect the achievement of the 
established strategic objectives.

For the implementation of the Internal Control System, 
MAPFRE has adopted the COSO model, a benchmark at global 
level in the sphere of internal control and risk management 
within organizations.

The Internal Control system draws on basic principles 
covering issues like MAPFRE employee responsibility in 
matters of internal control, promotion of control over risks 
which may prevent objectives being reached, improvement 
in the efficiency of operations (increasing the capacity for 
managing the different internal and external situations 
which may arise), and the identification of possible errors or 
deficiencies in MAPFRE procedures and structures.

In 2015 MAPFRE approved the new Internal Control Policy, 
which updates the Group's procedures and methodologies in 
this area, and delivered more 113,778 hours of internal control 
training to 11,622 Group employees.

Prevention of Money Laundering

MAPFRE is permanently vigilant so as to detect and inform 
the appropriate bodies of any suspicious operation carried out 
with the aim of laundering resources derived from criminal 
activities. Accordingly, it has established appropriate human 
and organizational resources, the actions of which are 
supervised by the Group’s Committee for the Prevention of 
Money Laundering, all in accordance with the provisions of 
Law 10/2010 and its Regulations.

In 2015, more than 14,820 hours of training in the prevention 
of Money Laundering were given to 12,140 employees.

Prevention of Fraud and Corruption 
[G4-SO4] 

A number of procedures exist to combat fraud, which is 
understood to be any action taken or omission committed 
intentionally and dishonestly, when taking out insurance, 
reporting an incident or accrediting the damage caused, 
and during the processing of the same, with the intention of 
obtaining unjust enrichment from the insurance company. 
MAPFRE collaborates fully with the security forces in this 
area and implements early warning mechanisms to detect 
potentially fraudulent anomalous situations, through the use 
of computer tools harmonized at the corporate level.

In each country training and educational activities are carried 
out, in some cases in collaboration with institutions from the 
sector, which allow fraudulent actions to be identified and 
prevented.

Furthermore, MAPFRE is a member of the Subcommittee for 
Anti-Corruption Management Systems of the AENOR (Spanish 
Association for Standardization and Certification), and worked 
to create the future standard ISO PC 278 Anti-Bribery 
Management Systems, which will lead to the international 
standard for this issue. The establishment of auditable 
standards in this field will help to improve the control 
atmosphere at the companies.  
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In 2015, more than 9,743 hours of training in the prevention of 
fraud and corruption were delivered to 10,174 employees.

Security
[G4-PR8]

la seguridad es un aspecto fundamental en todas las security 
is a critical aspect in all of maPFre's activities; therefore, 
from a social responsibility perspective, it focuses on 
protecting workers, safeguarding client and other stakeholder 
information, and ensuring the sustainability of its operations 
and the services it provides.

workers are protected by providing a safe work environment, 
achieved through the preventive maintenance of the facilities, 
the implementation of self-protection plans in workplaces, 
the design of specific measures for business travel and trips 
(especially to unstable areas), and the provision of direct and 
specialized support in the event of risk situations.

the commitment to information security relating to clients 
is materialized through aspects such as high standards of 
compliance with data privacy and protection regulations. 
therefore, various safeguard measures have been established, 
ensuring the necessary confidentiality and integrity and 
thus honoring the trust placed in our company by clients, 
shareholders and other stakeholders.

In this regard, 2015 saw continued development of privacy by 
default and privacy needs addressed in the design of processes 
and the use of information technologies, anticipating the 
regulatory requirements expected to be included in the future 
european data Protection regulations. likewise, from the very 
outset, the new corporate initiatives and information systems 
have incorporated security criteria designed to minimize 
risks, protect the privacy of the data and increase capacity for 
detecting and responding to incidents.

In 2015 the group initiated two sanctioning procedures, 
both associated to maPFre FamIlIar, for matters related 
to spanish organic law 15/1999, of december 13, on the 
Protection of Personal data (loPd). 

In terms of availability, business continuity solutions are 
designed and implemented which ensure maintenance 
of the services provided to clients in the event of serious 
contingencies, thus contributing to the sustainability of 
business operations.

to facilitate all of these actions, security training and 
certification are promoted among workers to help them 
carry out their duties and as a guarantee of the quality of the 
services provided. In this context, in 2015 the staff responsible 
for different security processes attended more than 6,714 
hours of training. also, the number of individual qualifications 
and certifications that endorse and vouch for the expertise 
of its professionals rose to 251. Furthermore, 61 percent of 
security personnel are trained in the organization's policies and 
rules on human rights that apply to the duties they have to 
perform.

Social Responsibility Audits

In 2015 the maPFre Internal audit general management 
carried out 129 special audits across the group concerning to 
different aspects related to social responsibility. these audits 
explored aspects such as human resources, internal control, 
prevention of money laundering, customer service, complaints 
management, fraud prevention, review of ethical and social 
compliance, and the corporate social responsibility report. 
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4.1. maPfre and ITs emPloyees 

among maPFre's objectives are its employees' professional 
development and boosting their employability and well-being 
by developing their skills and abilities. all of this is pursued 
within an environment of commitment and mutual respect, 
free of insults, intimidation, harassment and discrimination, in 
a work environment that guarantees security and stability of 
employment.

It has a code of ethics and conduct that is inspired by its 
institutional and business principles and that is intended to 
reflect corporate values and the basic principles that should 
guide the conduct of the company and its staff. 

maPFre expressly condemns child exploitation and forced 
labor, and it upholds the legislation on the minimum age for 
employment in all the countries in which it operates, provided 
that the said legislation does not contradict the stipulations on 
child labor enshrined in International labor organization (Ilo) 
agreements.

4.1.1. Organization
[G4-9, 10; LA12]

WORKFORCE STRUCTURE 

MAPFRE's workforce  

comprises 38,405 employees,  
3.6 percent more than in 2014.

the staff distribution by gender according to lines of business 
and aggregate data from the corporate areas is shown below:

GENDER

Corporate Areas

13,586
792

515

2,664
3,607

129 179129 163

16,641

Insurance

Men Women

Assistance

Global Risks Reinsurance
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In MAPFRE  

the average staff age is 38.2 
years and the average time in 
employment is 9.0 years

Broken down by job levels as follows:

AVERAGE LENGTH 
OF SERVICE

Managers

16.4 47.4

9.4
38.4

Average length 
of service

Average age

Technicians

6.6
35.6

Administrative

12.5 42.6

Heads & Managerial 
Positions

EMPLOyMENT POLICy 

[LA1; HR5, HR6]

the employment policy encourages permanent over 
temporary contracts, seeking a stable environment in a 
continuous working relationship. the percentage of staff with 
an indefinite contract during 2015 was 96.4 percent.

PERCENTAGE OF STAFF 
with an indefinite contract

Corporate Areas & CS

98.1
99.0

97.5

97.1

99.1

99.4

Year 2015

Year 2014

LATAM

Reainsurance

92.3

92.0

International

98.0
98.0

Iberia
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the new hires and departures that occurred during the year 
are shown below, grouped according to reason:

NEW hIRES ANd EmPLoyEE 
dEPARTURES By REASoN 2015 2014

NEW HIRES
Merger or acquisition 1,589 0
External recruitment 6,870 6,258
Return after leave of absence 127 188
Return after overseas posting 16 26

DEPARTURES
Transfer 6 42
Voluntary 3,562 2,984
Dismissal 3,399 2,446
Leave of absence 156 138
Retirement 77 50
Early retirement 4 6
Death 21 17
Disability 25 16

unwanted employee turnover (employees leaving the 
organization voluntarily, expressed as a percentage of average 
staff) for the last three years is shown below:

UNWANTED EMPLOYEE TURNOVER
as a percentage of average staff

Corporate Areas & CS

0.3 

2013 2014 2015

2013 2014 2015

2013 2014 2015 2013 2014 2015

2013 2014 2015

0.9 0.9 

11.0 

8.6

11.1

0.5 0.6 0.7 

LATAM

2.6

0.6 

1.5 

16.3 

18.3 

Reinsurance

International

Iberia

20.5 

unwanted staff turnover remains similar to other years and at 
a low level. total turnover amounted to 9.2 percent.
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4.1.2. Diversity, inclusion  
and equal opportunities 
[G4-LA12]

In 2015, the Board of directors approved a diversity and equal 
opportunities Policy that includes as the general principles for 
action of the group in this regard the following:

1. to reject any discrimination due to race, age, sex, marital 
status, nationality, beliefs, or any other physical or social 
condition between employees and consider diversity a value, 
as it allows different points of view to be compared and 
contributes to greater creativity and innovation.

2. to consolidate a culture of respect for people and behavior 
that is favorable and open to diversity faced with any of the 
company's stakeholders.

3. to guarantee the right to effective equal opportunities 
and dealings with all workers and collaborators to allow 
them, without exception, to develop themselves personally 
and professionally and give the best of themselves. and 
furthermore, to avoid any type of occupational discrimination 
in the areas of access to employment, promotion, professional 
classification, training, compensation, work/life balance and 
other working conditions.

maPFre values the diversity of everyone who forms part of 
the company in every country it operates in. the different 
generational, cultural and gender characteristics enrich the 
company, contribute to its growth, and increase innovation and 
creativity.

GENDER DIVERSITy  

In MAPFRE 

37.9 percent of employees with 
management/head of department 
positions are women, with a 7.9 percent 
increase over the last 3 years.  

52 women occupy senior management positions or positions 
on Boards of directors. the maPFre s.a. Board of directors 
includes three women among its members, representing 16.6 
percent of its members, 50 percent more than in 2014.

In 2015, 51.9 percent of new additions to staff were women.
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the distribution of the workforce by gender and job level is 
shown below:

WORKFORCE 
by gender and job level 

Managers

1,152 399 

8,410

2,563 1,869

Technicians

5,225

9,338

17,350

21,055

Administrative

TOTAL

Heads & Managerial 
Positions

Men Women

9,449

maPFre is designing specific actions to promote equal 
opportunities and treatment of men and women, among which 
are worth highlighting: 

_ Brazil: women's empowerment program that develops 
positive actions for preparing women to assume positions of 
responsibility.

_ Spain: equal opportunities Plan, establishing measures 
relating to access to employment, promotion, training, 
remuneration and communication.  In 2015, a health 
awareness campaign specifically for women was carried out  
in the community of madrid entitled “women by the heart”. 

likewise, the signing of the agreement with the ministry  
of health, social services and equality is worth mentioning, 
through which maPFre commits to boosting a series 
of measures that facilitate the increase of women in 
management positions and committees. 

_ United States: It belongs to the women leaders  
network that monitors the progress of women in positions  
of leadership.

FUNCTIONAL DIVERSITy: GLOBAL DISABILITy 
PROGRAM

the maPFre global disability Program continued throughout 
2015, with implementation in 22 countries.
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this program has been executed through the following actions:

awaReness-RaisinG actions to 
GeneRate a cuLtuRe sensitive to 
DisabLeD PeoPLe. 

_  Launch of a global e-learning course on Disability.

_  Volunteering activities for people with disabilities.

_  1 awareness-raising talk and activity about 
development training programs.

_  48 news items on the intranet and the publishing 
of studies made by Fundación MAPFRE.

_  Awareness-raising initiative with MAPFRE 
providers: the corporate Procurement Rules now 
grant preference to special employment centers 
during selections and approvals. 

woRkPLace inteGRation actions.  

Directly at MaPfRe:

_  In 2015, 70 people with disabilities joined the workforce.

_  At present, 479 MAPFRE employees with disabilities work across 21 
countries. 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE NO. PEOPLE WITH 
DISABILITIES

CORPORATE AREAS & CS 1 19

IBERIA 113

LATAM 232

INTERNATIONAL 112

REINSURANCE 3

(1). central services (cs)

_  Internships by people with disabilities. Internships for 35 people with 
disabilities at MAPFRE Spain.

indirectly:

_  In Spain, the Group has a protocol to ensure compliance with the 
number of positions set aside for people with disabilities to ensure 
compliance with this legal requirement. 

_  In 2015 in Spain, agreements were signed for the provision of services 
or the acquisition of goods with special employment centers totaling 
304,658.81 Euros, and donations made1 totaling 1,007,753.75 Euros 

_  The amounts donated were allocated to:

• Promote workplace inclusion for people with an intellectual 
disability and mental illness through a program involving 752 
companies and which managed to place 467 individuals in a job and 
professionally train 419.

• Collaboration in the implementation of other employment projects 
for disabled people, created by associations and foundations, via 
financial support which has benefited 18,471 individuals since 2010. 
Furthermore, donations totaling 249,762.7 RMB have been made in 
China, 32,974 euros in France and 1,192 euros in Malta.

actions to iMPRove  
quaLity of Life.

_  Personalized procedures were designed for 
employees with a disability.

_  Review of the accessibility to all buildings  
and 6 workstations

_  Development of computer applications in line  
with accessibility criteria.

actions  
to DeveLoP PRoDucts.

_  An assessment of this group's needs that remain 
unaddressed by the insurance industry. 

_  Design of new products and specific services. 

1. these donations are exclusively for compliance with the LiSMi in Spain. For further information about MAPFRE donations, see the Annual Accounts Report and the 
Fundación MAPFRE Report.
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CULTURAL DIVERSITy

maPFre has 38,405 employees from 65 nationalities, giving 
the company great cultural diversity and providing it with the 
talent it needs to progress, with innovative individuals holding 
different points of view. 

with regard to senior management and executives who work 
in the group's companies outside spain, 74.2 percent are hired 
locally. 

Proper management of cultural diversity enables for smooth 
collaboration and communication among all employees, 
avoiding cultural barriers and taking advantage of the different 
perspectives they contribute.

the corporate areas have 1,307 employees from 30 
nationalities.

to this end, international mobility is fostered, which meant 
that in 2015 enabled 118 employees relocated their job 
situations to another country.

GENERATIONAL DIVERSITy

[G4-EC6]

several generations work together at maPFre, as reflected in 
the following graph.

2,437
1,823

8,120
9,588

6,793

Men Women

BABY BOOMERS
(born untill 1963)

GENERATION X
(born between 1964 and 1979)

GENERATION Y
(nacidos a partir de 1980)

GENERATIONS

9,644

the purpose is to take advantage of the capacities of all 
generations so that each one may contribute its best, 
facilitating a coexistence among employees from different 
generations that is smooth, natural, respectful and that 
enables mutual learning.

maPFre has instigated a global trainees Program to 
promote young talent, including 22 young individuals from 
four nationalities (spain, china, romania and turkey). the 
upcoming destinations for the program will be in asia and 
europe and in the four maPFre business units.
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maPFre has become a member of the generation and talent 
observatory as a collaborating partners, and is a sponsor 
and member of the advisory committee, together with 
large spanish companies and other public organizations, 
academic institutions and opinion leaders, for the purpose 
of driving an active management of generational diversity 
across companies. the objectives of the observatory include 
the development of people management based on equal 
opportunities regardless of age, non-discrimination and 
respect for generational diversity, promoting a favorable 
workplace and disseminating the best corporate and social 
practices. employees participate in this observatory to help 
identify actions that enable companies to make progress in the 
management of intergenerational talent, and to promote and 
bring together the talent of all generations.  

4.1.3. talent management

maPFre has launched a global, strategic talent management 
initiative to identify the profiles required by the organization, 
employee skills and abilities so as to establish development 
plans that boost employability and occupational and 
geographical mobility and to cover vacancies and positions as 
required by the organization. this way, maPFre continues to 
be committed to retaining talent and its internal promotion.

IDENTIFICATION OF TALENT 

maPFre has developed a standard process for identifying 
profiles according to business requirements. to this end, it has 
a duties map and a Job map that are harmonized on a global 
level, to which single, standard organizational criteria are 
applied.

this process is used to identify necessary strategic profiles, 
including knowledge as well as experience, skills and training. 
this is the basis for launching selection and development 
processes. each position has a set of technical requirements 
and skills necessary to perform the duties of the job efficiently.

SELECCTION

maPFre has defined a global selection procedure that 
guarantees objectivity, maximum rigor and non-discrimination 
throughout all procedures.

Furthermore, the tests used during selection have been 
standardized worldwide to cover each position with a 
candidate having the most appropriate profile. In 2015, a 
global agreement was signed with linkedIn as an additional 
channel for external recruitment.

a total of 7,029 selection processes were performed in 2015, 
of which 4,976 were external.

DEVELOPMENT 

[G4-LA10, LA11]

the global evaluation model measures each employee's 
performance, in accordance with the achievement of 
objectives and the development of skills. employees are 
evaluated in accordance with three core skills which are linked 
to the company's values: commitment, client orientation and 
innovation. the evaluation also focuses on other specific skills, 
depending on the job position occupied by each employee, 
and has assigned skills through which each one may know 
his or her level of contribution toward the achievement of the 
corporate strategy. 

during 2015 a total of 29,390 employees were evaluated, 
representing 76.5 percent of the workforce.

after the implementation of the global model in all countries 
in which maPFre is present, the decision was made in 
2015 for this evaluation to be completed using a common 
technology tool, already implemented to date in 18 countries, 
covering a total of 9,310 employees. this makes it possible to 
obtain standardized performance measurement indicators that 
will become one of the main sources for identifying internal 
talent. 

In 2015, the 180º evaluation was launched on a global scale 
for management, with the participation of 178 employees.

INTERNAL MOBILITy AND PROMOTION 

[G4-LA10]

maPFre is clearly committed to mobility as an opportunity  
for employees' professional development of their careers.  
this process is a reference for internal employability.

the group has available a definition of a harmonized job 
structure on a global level, thereby offering opportunities for 
mobility in a transparent manner. 
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the company has a global internal mobility procedure in place 
that enables employees to have information on corporate 
vacancies, the required profile and the steps required to apply 
for the position. 

so, in 2015 from the 7,029 published vacancies, 2,053 were 
covered by internal mobility with 53 percent representing a 
promotion.

Geographic Mobility

In 2015, 118 employees from 22 countries started working 
in 25 countries different from those in which their job was 
located previously.

currently, there are 220 managers and employees working 
outside their country of origin.

% GLOBAL MOBILITY 
by destination regional area
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Brazil
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20
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Task-force

there is a task Force program, active in 3 countries in 2015 
(Italy, germany and the Philippines) that has a specific 
protocol for selection, training, recognition, remuneration 
and international assignment. this program enables, through 
the immediate and coordinated action of a specialized team, 
the launch of new businesses or the implementation of 
transversal, transformation projects, promoting, through 
temporary transfers, the development of employees, the 
increase of employability, and the development of global skills, 
thanks to international experience. this process has enabled 
the mobility of 28 professionals in 2015.   

Occupational Mobility

maPFre promotes occupational mobility (change of job 
position and/or change of area/department within the 
same country) to increase the knowledge and experience of 
employees. In 2015 the percentage of occupational mobility 
achieved was 9.6 percent of the workforce, representing 3,701 
employees.

TRAINING 

[G4-LA9]

the global training model is organized through schools 
of Knowledge and is designed around four major areas, 
depending on the group in question and the nature of the 
training material. 

_ technical and commercial training, through the tEChniCAL 

KnOWLEDGE SChOOLS.

_ cross-disciplinary training, through the CuLtuRE AnD 

GLOBAL POLiCiES SChOOL, SKiLLS SChOOL AnD LAnGuAGE 

SChOOL.

_ training for development, through the PROFESSiOnAL 

DEvELOPMEnt SChOOL.

_ training for leadership, through the LEADERShiP SChOOL.

training is defined and delivered around the world in according 
to a standard learning model aligned with the company's 
strategy. 

the global training model is being developed through the 
corporate university, with an on-site campus (madrid, spain), 
on-site classrooms in all countries, and a virtual campus 
(ecampus), which provides e-learning training in every country 
and provides spaces for sharing knowledge.

the upcoming objectives and challenges of the corporate 
university are:

_ to share knowledge worldwide.

_ to boost the permanent alignment of training with the 
strategy and its adaptation to each employee and occupation, 
through programs and itineraries.

_ to promote self-learning and social and mobile learning.

_ to consolidate the maPFre global culture and develop 
employees with global skills and abilities (multifunctional, 
employable and flexible employees).

_ to launch new technical Knowledge schools as well as the 
Innovation classroom and digital Business classroom as 
key spaces that favor training on those materials identified as 
strategic for the business.

all knowledge is grouped in the maPFre schools to give all 
employees worldwide permanent access from anywhere.
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1. Technical Knowledge Schools: these intend to 
provide teams with the necessary knowledge for optimum 
performance of their duties. 

_ actuarial school

_ Finance school

_ auditing school

_ technology and Processes school

_ operations schools

Business schools were launched in 2016 covering Insurance, 
reinsurance, clients and sales development, strategy, 
legal and reinsurance to integrate all content, training and 
information on technical and commercial duties. likewise, a 
digital Business classroom (as part of the Insurance Business 
school) and an Innovation classroom will be created.

2. Culture and Global Policies Schools, Skills School 
and Language School: 

_ CuLtuRE AnD GLOBAL POLiCiES SChOOL: this school 
focuses on providing training to all employees in the maPFre 
culture, vision, mission and values, the company's global 
policies and the induction and welcome programs (36,742 
employees trained).

_ SKiLLS SChOOL: Includes contents related to the abilities 
and skills that further employees' development within the 
company. the training focused on three strategic skills this 
year (client orientation, innovation and commitment) and 
other skills such as teamwork, assertiveness, adaptation to 
change and flexibility, interpersonal communication and time 
management (25,830 employees trained). 

_ LAnGuAGE SChOOL: offers training (on-site, online and 
telephone) in the three corporate languages. this year 133,454 
hours of training were given in languages, with particular 
attention to the three corporate languages, spanish, english 
and Portuguese.  training in other languages relevant for 
business development was also provided, such as French, 
german and turkish. 

_ a LAnGuAGE LiBRARy has been created, with training 
resources that are accessible for all employees worldwide. 
this is an online space with contents that help employees 
learn maPFre's corporate languages. the language school 
library provides a variety of resources like news in each 
language; exercises for initiating or refining one's learning; 
articles for improving one's skills; videos with the best stories; 
grammar lessons and general or specific vocabulary. 

3. Professional Development School: this school aims 
to drive employees' professional development forward by 
increasing their organizational knowledge, strategic vision, 
knowledge and skills, as well to boost their employability. 

In 2015, eight global and regional development programs 
were carried out (in spain and in other countries that are 
host to the headquarters of regional areas) in which 140 
employees from 30 countries participated. all of these share 
a standard structure and common objectives and content, 
combining internal training with a significant implication of 
maPFre management worldwide as well as external training, 
in collaboration with prestigious partners from the academic 
world (universities, consultants and international business 
schools).

these programs combine:

_ Internal content: maPFre strategy, structure and business, 
given by internal speakers, employees and managers from all 
regional areas, business units and corporate areas.

_ Interpersonal and management skills.

_ Business management content: finance, marketing, 
economic setting, innovation, digital transformation, given in 
collaboration with different partners, such as Financial times

_ Ie Business school corporate alliance, oxford leadership 
academy, Imd, university of alcalá, dom cabral Foundation, 
university of the andes, anahuac university.
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at a local level, in 2015 development programs were also 
developed, such as those as follows:

LoCAL PRofESSIoNAL dEvELoPmENT PRoGRAmS (2015)

Regional Country Program Name Number of Participants duration (hours)
IBERIA Spain Ypsilon 42 58
IBERIA Spain Develop 63 128
IBERIA Spain Executive Development Program 20 55
EMEA Turkey LEADERSHIP 101 16 35
LATAM SOUTH Colombia Executive Skills Development Program 32 120
LATAM NORTH Mexico Certification Program for Commercial Staff 107 262
NORTH AMERICA USA Management Essentials 57 27
BRAZIL BRAZIL Business School 37 141

4. Leadership School: this school has with a global 
program called the global management Program (gmP) that 
is structured around five pillars: strategic vision, economic 
environment, innovation, digital environment, and leadership 
and development of people.

In 2015 three editions of the global management Program 
were developed, together with the Iese International 
Business school, with the participation of 79 top executives 
from 15 countries. likewise, managers received additional 
training on finance, communication and languages, according 
to their individual needs.

OTHER TRAINING DETAILS

invEStMEnt in tRAininG: In 2015 the group invested 
15.2 million euros in training, equivalent to 1 percent of 
remuneration. 

TRAINING HOURS 
by job level

Technicians Administrative

Managers Heads & managerial 
positions

613,280

70,563

455,888

179,527
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TRAINING HOURS 
by type and content

On-site

957,928

Technician

E-learning

315,886

Mixed

45,443

543,203

Transversal

170,987

Commercial

605,066
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GROW WITH US (INTERNSHIP PROGRAM) 

maPFre has more than 404 agreements with educational 
institutes and universities around the world that enable 
young people to gain practical experience at the company and 
contribute to their integration the job market.

In 2015 a global internship program was designed to establish 
a common framework of action for selecting, appointing, 
training and remunerating interns.

a tutor and a detailed training program are assigned to all 
internships, evaluations are conducted, and progress and final 
reports are prepared. Interns receive advice and feedback 
from their tutors and this report is sent to their corresponding 
university or educational center.

In 2015, 1,031 interns from 27 countries completed 
internships in the group’s companies.

1.  
collaboration 
agreements

2.  
selection  
and inclusion

3. training 
and follow-up

4.  
conclusion

PHases of tHe GLobaL PLan  
feLLows "GRow witH us"

+500 academic  
institutions included,  
among them some of  
the best universities  
in the world

In line with the business  
needs and the trainee profile 
after a rigorous selection 
process

training plan designed  
by MaPfRe and the academic 
institution, with  
the collaboration and  
involvement of the Tutor

feedback, cuestionario  
de satisfacción y entrega  
del certificado
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 4.1.4. Pay and recognition policy 
[G4-55; EC3, EC5; LA2] 

maPFre has a global pay policy, the main principles  
of which are:

_ It is based on the position each employee holds.

_ It is competitive with respect to the market.

_ It guarantees internal equality.

_ It is flexible and adaptable to different groups and market 
circumstances.

_ It is aligned with the strategy.

the company is committed to guaranteeing internal equality 
of pay, with a special focus on gender differences. In 2015 an 
analysis was completed, using different ratios, of the equality 
of pay on an international scale.

equal pay studies have commenced in spain with the aim of 
determining whether inequality in pay exists due to any given 
variable (gender in particular). to this end, a statistical analysis 
has been carried out with the largest amount of variables 
simultaneously, verifying their impact on total pay. the study 
will also include common groups (clusters) to verify whether 
their pay is similar; if not, to detect the cause for these 
differences. 

through this test, an analysis is completed of the equality or 
inequality of pay for each group, identifying the variable that 
causes the differences for those in which pay differs. 

From this analysis we may conclude that 71 percent of total 
pay is determined by the level of the job position held. 13 
percent is attributed to length of employment and 8 percent 
to the hierarchical level of the job, while 5 percent is attributed 
to age.

gender determines 0.004 percent of total remunerations, 
indicating that this variable has a residual impact on total pay.

remuneration at maPFre comprises a fixed part, a variable 
part (based on reaching company targets as well as those 
assigned to each employee) and a company benefits package.

during the 2015 fiscal year payments have been made 
amounting to 1,675 million eur. this figure breaks down 
as follows: 71.4 percent corresponds to fixed and variable 
remuneration, 13.7 percent to social security contributions, 
10.4 percent to social benefits and 4.5 percent to severance 
pay and other supplements. variable remuneration represents 
10.9 percent of total remunerations for the group, and 
accounts for between 10 and 40 percent of an employee's 
salary, depending on their position. 

the number of employee with variable pay is increasing, linked 
with the company's targets and their weight as regards the 
total pay. likewise, optimal percentages have been set for 
each job position, in which variable pay is established as a 
percentage of total pay. 

Job level Percent of variable pay over total pay

Executives 40%

Managers and Management 
Positions

30%

Technicians 20%

Admin. assistants 10%

maPFre has a multiannual incentives program, on a global 
scale, for 135 managers.

salaries are raised yearly in accordance with the terms 
of applicable local collective bargaining agreements and 
regulations, as well as salary bands for the position. these 
bands were defined at the company based on job position 
assessment to guarantee internal fairness, taking into account 
market data based on salary surveys by sector and country to 
provide criteria for external competitiveness.

In all countries external economic indicators and market 
surveys are used for reference purposes. employee 
performance, professional development and promotions 
achieved within the company are key elements for determining 
individual pay increases.

generally speaking, wages at maPFre are significantly higher 
than the minimum wage in each country. 
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shown below are details of the differential between the 
countries where the group has the largest number of 
employees: 

% MAPFRE WAGE INCREASE 
WITH RESPECT TO THE 
COUNTRY'S MINIMUM WAGE (*)

Brazil 69.4 Colombia 16.9

Spain 51.4 USA 43.2

United 
Kingdom 57.8 Mexico 53.6

(*) Figures not comparable between countries

RECOGNITION PROGRAMS 

en la política de compensación de maPFre existen programas 
de reconocimiento que distinguen el buen hacer de los 
empleados, sus ideas, su colaboración social y su implicación.

algunos de los programas más relevantes son: 

_ Conference: trip to which employees who have made a 
significant contribution to business growth are invited.

_ Challenges: Quarterly distinctions for reaching sales 
targets for certain products with different prizes.

_ Ovation recognition programs in the USA: to recognize 
the efforts of employees with outstanding commitment, 
innovation, dedication and achievement. 

_ LEAN Technology Awards: Prizes for the best initiatives 
to increase quality and cut production times and costs.

Washington was the Convention destination in 2015
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4.1.5 Well-being and work-life balance  
[G4-LA5 – LA8]

work-life balance initiatives aim to help:

1  
improve the quality of employment, 
with measures such as flexible working 
hours.

2  facilitate flexibility of both time and 
space, with measures such as part-
time work or a reduced workday and 
telecommuting.

3  support the family, including paid and 
unpaid leave and absences for personal 
reasons, among others.

4  
Develop professional skills, with study 
leave in addition to the training offered 
by the company.

5  Promote equal opportunities among 
employees after a long period of leave or 
absence for which integration programs are 
designed.

WORK TIME

reconciliation measures relating to working times are 
maintained. In 2015, two flexi-time initiatives were 
implemented; one at maPFre re by which employees can 
choose to work new, flexible times, which respond to business 
needs whilst reconciling workers' personal and work lives, and 
another in Brazil, by which employees have a broad flexible 
margin at the start of the day and can also have a "layaway"  
of time to compensate with free time.
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the table below outlines the number of employees in 2015 
who benefitted from any of these work-life balance measures 
related with their working hours.

eMPLoyees benefittinG  
fRoM woRk-Life MeasuRes

WORK-LIFE BALANCE INITIATIVES NUMBER OF 
EMPLOyEES 
BENEFITED

flexi-time arrangements 12,131

Part-time arrangements 2,262

Shorter workdays 4,467

Telecommuting 788

Paid and unpaid leave 14,252

Sabbatical for study/personal 
reasons

1,549

Employee reintegration program 
following a protracted leave of 
absence

756

SOCIAL BENEFITS

to facilitate employee well-being and work-life balance, 
maPFre offers its employees a wide range of company 
benefits.

the following table shows the main social benefits applied 
within the group. 

sociaL benefits aPPLieD  
witHin tHe GRouP

 TyPE OF 
SOCIAL 
BENEFIT

% OF EMPLOyEES WHO ENJOyED THE 
BENEFIT WITH REGARD TO ENTITLES 

EMPLOyEES

Health insurance 92.6

Social Protection/Life 
Insurance Programs

95.1

Discounts on insurance 68.7

Long service bonuses 16.2

Schooling grants for 
employees' children

37.9

Birth bonus 6.2

Loans 22.0

all benefits are offered regardless of whether employees are 
on permanent or temporary contracts. the total allocated to 
social benefits in 2015 amounted to 174 million euros.

aid was made available to employees for special situations, 
normally resulting from health problems. In 2015, the total 
for this aid amounted to 508,484 euros. likewise, in 2015 
financial aid was granted to retired employees totaling 
320,976 euros. 

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR EMPLOyEES

maPFre contributes to improving the work environment 
through sports, cultural and family activities that strengthen 
employee relationships and their integration. 
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the main activities carried out are as follows:

_ Sports activities: races, soccer competitions, tennis, 
paddle tennis and athletics.  cultural activities: educational 
workshops on culture and road safety through Fundación 
maPFre.

_ Offers and discounts for employees on products and 
services marketed by maPFre companies and other external 
companies.

_ Parties with employees and children, and christmas 
parties.

_ Open days.

_ Activities with associations of people with disabilities: 
sale of plants and lottery tickets. 

It is worth mentioning that in 2015, social activities in spain 
where given a supportive character whereby money was 
donated to the chosen social projects when employees 
participated in these activities.

In 2015 the company organized 397 social activities, with 
71,217 participations by employees and their families. 

In spain there are two platforms for employees, "me gusta" 
with 6,767 employees enrolled, and "tecuidamos empleados", 
with 9,480 employees enrolled.

"me gusta" is an internal social network offering sports, 
cultural and leisure activities; and "tecuidamos empleados" 
offers employees a space where they can find offers 
and discounts on leisure, health and beauty, restaurants, 
technology, and other services. additionally it offers services 
including psychological guidance, pediatrics, nutritional 
assistance, tax advice, a virtual mechanical assessor, a 
personal manager, electronic pharmacies and second medical 
opinions, among others.

HEALTHy COMPANy

In 2015 the maPFre Board of directors approved the new 
draft of the Policy on health, well-being and Prevention of 
occupational risks. according to this policy, the health, safety 
and well-being of workers are fundamental both for them and 
for their families, and also for the productivity, competitiveness 
and sustainability of the company. 

the general principles of this policy are: 

1. achieving a health working environment that provides well-
being and allows all employees to carry out their work in the 
best physical, psychical and social conditions. 

2. achieving an optimal level of occupational safety, beyond 
mere compliance with regulations in the area of prevention of 
occupational risk. 

maPFre has a policy on health, well-being and the prevention 
of occupational risks. this is the healthy company model 
with a global scope and local implementation through actions 
adapted to the reality of each country. though the base of the 
healthy company model is the work environment and that it 
comprises all of those actions that are traditionally framed 
within the concept of occupations risk prevention, the model is 
broader as it intends to include the person as a whole. In other 
words, by including both physical and mental health, and both 
at the workplace and in one's personal life as well.

special mention must be made of global informational and 
training actions. every year employees receive training in 
health and healthy lifestyles. this year 10,071 training hours 
were specifically dedicated to health and well-being.

as for communication, in 2015 the world of maPFre 
magazine published the following articles in the “estar Bien” 
(doing well) section: “happiness. guidelines for being happier”, 
“the dangers of irresponsible self-medication”, “cutting down 
our sleeping hours, an option that we should not consider” and 
“the advantages of solidarity”.

maPFre adopts a prevention model through which workers 
may actively participate in everything that might affect their 
health and safety at work, for which it has legally established 
representative channels. a total of 27,197 employees, 70.8 
percent of the workforce, is represented in joint management-
employee health and safety committees, which have been set 
up to help monitor and advise on this issue.
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a summary of the healthy company model is displayed graphically below, showing its different scopes of action. 

OCCUPATIONAL

PERSONAL

PHYSICAL

MENTAL

 Workplace environment

Health 
promotion

Physical 
activity and diet

 Personal environment
Mental
well-being

_ Risk assessments in workplaces, 
facilities and at workstations.

_ Training and information for 
employees on occupational risks.

_ Epidemiological and claims ratio 
surveys.

_ Prevention of workplace 
accidents. Emergency 
Measureslaborales.

_ Prevention of genetically 
non-communicable diseases 
(cancer, heart disease and others).

_ Regular medical check-ups.

_ Health awarenesscampaigns.

_ Medical advice.

_ Family environment.

_ Parenting school.

_ Women, Work and Health.

_ Aging.

_ Prevention of accidents in the home.

_ Stress management.

_ Psychological support.

_ Self-efficac

_ Healthy eating habits, campaign 
promotions.

_ Healthy eating in workplaces 
(cafeteria, vending machine, etc.).

_ Information and 
recommendations about the 
benefits of physical exercise.

_ Promotion of sports activities.
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Work Environment

[G4-LA3]  

according to this model, the work environment must be 
addressed in the broadest sense of the term to be a company 
that promotes health among its employees. 

    
woRk enviRonMent

sPain 

_  148 Occupational risk prevention assessments: safety, 
hygiene and ergonomics

_  4,646 hours of training and information for employees on 
ORP

_  5,838 initial, regular and return company medical 
examinations 

_ 7 Epidemiological and claims ratio studies 

_  Medical attention to 698 employees in situations of 
temporary disability

bRaziL 

_  Vaccination campaigns, medical attention for expectant 
mothers, regular health checks (4,723 medical 
examinations)

_   Internal Forum on Prevention of Workplace Accidents 

coLoMbia

_   24 occupational risk assessments and 1 psychosocial risk 
assessment.

_   188 hours of training and information on ORP. 

_   4 epidemiological and claims ratio studies.

_   Exercise drills for emergencies and evacuation. 

uniteD states

_  The Safety Committee determines the policy regarding safe 
working conditions. The Ergonomic Program ensures that 
all employees have all the necessary equipment for them to 
do their work in a safe environment.

Mexico

_ Occupational risk assessments and initiatives were taken. 

_  Occupational accident prevention is performed and there 
are measures for emergencies, first and the evacuation of 
buildings. 

otHeR countRies

_  Most countries provide training in emergencies and first aid 
as well as evacuation drills.
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2014 2015

mEN WomEN mEN WomEN
Number of workplace accidents* 215 214 217 250

Total number of work hours lost due to absenteeism as a result of non-workplace accidents and 
common illnesses

376,144 992,206 490,428 1,076,930

Number of work hours lost due to workplace accidents 24,380 25,264 34,543 29,106

Percentage of hours lost over total of theoretical hours 1.4% 3.0% 1.8% 3.2%

*the data for Spain only take into account accidents that led to time off work.

In 2015 there were 954 cases of maternity leave and 546 
cases of paternity leave. 86.7 percent of women and 98.5 
percent of men taking this type of leave return to work once it 
has finished.

HEALTH PROMOTION

the main aim of the health promotion activities is to prevent 
non-communicable diseases and to optimize healthcare by 
establishing channels and procedures for providing medical 
and psychological advice and running global health awareness 
campaigns. 

Participating in the VI Málaga Marathon
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 HeaLtH PRoMotion

sPain 

_  3 information campaigns on the prevention of the main non-
communicable diseases: cancer and cardiovascular.

_  6 campaigns on: 

_  "Stopping smoking with assistance"   with 62 participants.

_  Flu Vaccination Campaign: 950 vaccinations

_  Tetanus - Diphtheria Vaccination Campaign: 21 vaccinations

_  Eye Health Campaign: 1,454 employees took part in this 
campaign

_  Musculoskeletal Health Awareness Campaign: 638 
employees.

_  Blood donor campaigns "Share your LIFE, share your 
HEART", with a total of 641 donations.

_  995 medical examinations for employees, and 184 for 
relatives of employees.

bRaziL 

_  2 Information campaigns on the prevention of the main non-
communicable diseases: cancer and cardiovascular.

_  11 support group meetings for employees suffering from 
cancer.

_  Forum on the topic of health, safety and well-being.

_  15,192 medical assessments for employees, and 15,039 for 
relatives of employees.

_  13,982 medical examinations made above and beyond those 
legally stipulated in the country.

 

uniteD states

_  MAPFRE USA annually provides education on skin cancer 
and its projections in association with the Dana Farber 
Cancer Institute. The skin cancer solar protection vehicle 
has medical professionals who make skin examinations 
and provide educational materials and lawyers where 
applicable.

_  Breast cancer campaign.

coLoMbia

_  3 information campaigns on the prevention of the main non-
communicable diseases: cancer and cardiovascular.

_  A Health Week was held.

Mexico

_  Campaign on the prevention of the main non-communicable 
diseases: cancer and cardiovascular, via institutional 
statements.

_  2,299 medical examinations for employees.

otHeR countRies

_  Most countries carry out information campaigns on the 
prevention of the main non-communicable diseases: cancer 
and cardiovascular. In October there was a global "Wear It 
Pink" campaign on the prevention of breast cancer.

_  In Turkey the Guide to a Healthy Spine, including information 
and recommendations, was distributed to employees.
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PHySICAL ACTIVITy AND DIET

these are the pillars of good health. the objective is to 
promote employees' participation in sports activities and  
to provide information on a healthy, appetizing and fun diet.  
In addition, the following specific activities were carried out:

    
PHysicaL activity anD Diet

sPain 

_  Popular races, MAPFRE sports events. 

_  Initiatives in menus and other products on offer in 
workplaces. 

_  Promotion of physical exercise, a gym at the Head Office and 
agreements with external gyms.

bRaziL 

_  Nutritional information campaign in offices in Berrini, 
Ibirapuera, São Carlos and Cenesp.

uniteD states

_  "Ready Set Go” Program. This program gives monthly 
information on a healthy lifestyle via online seminars and 
on-site workshops.

coLoMbia

_  There were talks on nutrition.

_  Active Break Routine via a leaflet explaining exercises for 
preventing ergonomic risks.

Mexico

_  There were information campaigns for the promotion of a 
healthy diet and an information campaign for promoting 
healthy physical exercise.

_  Healthy products were promoted at reasonable prices for 
collaborators and their families.

otHeR countRies

_   Information on nutrition through talks, training sessions and 
healthy diet promotion activities in most countries.

_  In Nicaragua there is promotion for doing physical exercise 
by paying half the monthly gym costs for employees who 
decide to take part in the program.

_  In Peru there is a labor gym program.

_  Panama has started a Healthy Living action consisting of 
doing exercises after office hours with the support of a 
specialized trainer.

_  In Turkey there are yoga classes at the headquarters.
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MENTAL WELL-BEING

given that psychosocial risks and mental illnesses  
are emerging issues that are a concern of companies 
and society at large, this area addresses matters such 
as stress management, learning of positive behaviors or 
personal effectiveness tools, as well as topics related with 
psychological support for employees and their relatives. 

    
MentaL weLL-beinG

sPain 

_  There is psychological support for labor/stress problems. 
600 interventions in cases for employees, and 102 for 
relatives of employees.

_  There is psychological assessment by telephone via the 
"TeCuidamos" program.

_  Activities for Stress Management: 

_  Articles published in The World of MAPFRE 
magazine:  

• no. 87. 2015: “Happiness. Guidelines for being happy” 
• no. 87. 2015 "Conflict management"
• no. 89. 2015. "Difficulties: a problem or an opportunity?"

bRaziL 

_  There is psychological assistance within the company.

_  During the week dedicated to health, safety and well-being 
there were workshops relating to stress management 
(painting and quick massage workshop).

uniteD states

_  Telephone Assistance Program for employees and their 
dependants. 

otHeR countRies

_  Malta provides psychological support to employees and 
their dependants via the Richmond Foundation and held 
sessions on the work-life balance, equality, and maintaining 
healthy work relationships.

_  In Peru there was a course on stress management at 
national level and self-esteem management.

_  Turkey offers a therapy package at a special price for 
employees via a Health Network provider. 

_  Venezuela offers a psychological service called "En 
Confianza" whose aim is to provide guidance for employees 
requesting their services.

_  Panama has a psychological well-being program for 
employees who need it.

_  In Puerto Rico there is a telephone help line available to 
employees.

coLoMbia

_  Active Break Routine via a leaflet explaining how the 
exercises are performed.

Mexico

_  Psychological support for work problems/stress by 
telephone operational from Monday through Friday.

_  There are activities and courses in stress management via 
a telephone support line, workshops on handling stress and 
emotional intelligence and handling conflicts.

_  Workshop on handling and administering time.

_  There are group chats with a psychologist.
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PERSONAL ENVIRONMENT

these activities are related with the health and well-being of 
employees and their family members in their personal lives. 
Issues addressed include caring for dependants, children's 
education, prevention of non-workplace accidents, etc.

    
PeRsonaL enviRonMent

sPain 

_  Articles published in "The World of MAPFRE" magazine:

  • no. 88. The dangers of irresponsible self-medication

  •  no. 89. Reducing hours of sleep: an option which should not 
be considered.

bRaziL 

_  Initiatives relating to support for the family environment, 
expectant mothers, prevention of domestic accidents.

_  Finance Education Program for employees.

coLoMbia

_   Specialized medical examinations for women during Health 
Week.

uniteD states

_  Employees and their dependants are provided with 
educational materials and professional counsel via the 
employee assistance program (EAP). This includes children, 
adolescents, older people and addiction to the fight against 
addictions.

_  Information to mothers on bringing up their children and 
prenatal assistance to expectant mothers

otHeR countRies

_  El Salvador supports women during their pregnancy.

_  Most countries have support initiatives for mothers and 
motherhood, equality in labor conditions and health 
promotion.

_  In Malta the Richmond Foundation conducts motherhood 
protection programs, and retired employees maintain the 
benefits of health coverage until the age of 75.

_  In Nicaragua there are special work time measures to 
support the specific needs of the family environment and 
economic support in case of the death of a relative.

_  In Turkey, under the social club structure, activities like 
photography, music, reading, diving, culture, art and tourism 
are promoted.

Mexico

_  Addiction workshop. Vaccination campaign, Campaign for 
vaccination against the HPV virus.



1st MAPFRE WEEK: TARGET HEALTH

during the week of september 28 to october 3, "maPFre 
week" was held: target health, an event held for the first time, 
with the participation of over 1,500 employees and their family 
members. 

the targets achieved through this initiative were:

_ to develop the healthy company model.

_ to promote Fundación maPFre campaigns.

_ to take advantage of synergies with other areas (salud4, 
tecuidamos).

_ to promote health-related messages with contents 
associated with health and well-being during one week.

In addition to information on health in the intranet, over 
50 activities took place that week at the installations at 
majadahonda (madrid, spain) with the objective of promoting 
health among employees, in collaboration with salud 4, 
Fundación maPFre and tecuidamos.

the week ended with an open house event for all maPFre 
employees in madrid, during which corporate volunteers had a 
significant presence, with an attendance of 1,000 people.

workshops and a master class on healthy and fun cuisine, 
presentations on first aid and emergencies, tai chi and zumba 
courses or sessions on improving one's physical and mental 
health were some of the best-rated activities by employees. 

this initiative was held as a pilot test to, once having analyzed 
its repercussion, consider the celebration of a similar event on 
a global scale in the future. 
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During MAPFRE Week: Objective – Health, sporting activities were organized 
with employees
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here are the activities and the number of people attending:

MAPFRE HEALTH OBJECTIVE WEEK 2015 REGISTRATIoNS

Women for the heart bus 84

Blood Donor Campaign 87

Information talks on ICT control 48

Tai Chi Class 52

Zumba Class 88

Forum on "Pregnancy and Driving, and Child Restraint Systems" 10

Forum: techniques for the care of older dependants 28

Forum: Looking after our health. Healthcare for the over 35s 27

"Healthy and fun cuisine" master class 175

Women for the heart 58

Health 4. ODONTOLOGY 62

Health 4. DERMATOLOGY 39

Health 4. STUDY OF THE FOOTPRINT 140

Health 4. PHYSIOTHERAPY AND OSTEOPATHY 137

Health 4. OPHTHALMOLOGY 69

Session on physical and mental health improvement through Cardiac Coherence 79

Information session "Taking care of the elderly by taking care of ourselves 22

Session for Elsa Punset HR management 23

Diet workshop: "From the supermarket to the kitchen. Choose Health" 103

Workshop on the prevention of accidents in the home. Fires and other risks 20

Workshop on first aid and emergencies 85

Relaxation workshop 65

Garage: Get to know your workstation 21

4.1.6. Work environment and internal 
reputation

during 2015 satisfaction, commitment and reputation surveys 
have been performed in some of the main countries where 
maPFre is present. great Place to work (gPtw) is a survey 
that measures employee satisfaction and commitment.  
In 2015 this took place in 13 countries with 9,786 employees 
taking part.  Furthermore, maPFre is now in the rankings 
for Best workplace in Brazil, el salvador, spain, guatemala, 
honduras, mexico, nicaragua, Panama, Peru and the 
dominican republic, as well as in latin america, central 
america and the caribbean. 

For internal reputation management, other monitors such  
as merco (corporate reputation Business monitor) are 
taken into account. the merco talento ranking of the top 100 
companies for attracting and retaining personal talent places 

in spain, maPFre at number 13, an improvement of four 
positions over last year. additionally, maPFre was recognized 
among the 100 best companies to work for in the merco 
talent ranking in colombia, argentina and Peru.

4.1.7. internal communication 

a permanent dialog with employees is maintained, reporting 
any relevant aspects on the development of the business and 
listening to their opinions. 

the main employee communication channels are the 
intranet and magazines (the world of maPFre, the global 
magazine for all employees around the world, and the 
internal magazines published in the different countries 
where the group operates). In 2015, progress was made in 
the development of a new global Intranet, to be launched 
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in 2016, and which will become the group's main internal 
communication channel worldwide. 

In addition, to achieve two-way communication, employees 
have different resources and tools available, such as 
mailboxes, surveys, blogs and forums, that enable them to 
send comments and suggestions, and the company to reply 
to these. In 2015, surveys were conducted to understand the 
importance employees give to those topics which maPFre 
considers relevant in matters of social responsibility and 
innovation. on another hand, the possibility was launched 
for evaluating articles in the digital version of the world of 
maPFre corporate magazine, so that employees may send 
their opinion on the articles that most interest them.

likewise, the maPFre internal communication model 
was drafted and approved, a document that comprises the 
corporate framework for the development of this task across 
the group. major advances have also been achieved in the 
communication of the strategy to group employees.  

Besides, in spain that is a dedicated area on the intranet, 
called People management, where team supervisors and 
leaders can find information, recommendations and practical 
tips to help them manage their teams. In the future this area 
will be available for all supervisors and managers who lead 
teams in all countries where maPFre operates. 

4.1.8. Workers' legal representative 
[G4-11; LA4; HR4]  

maPFre is committed to fully respecting workers’ freedom 
of association and collective bargaining rights, complying 
with prevailing legislation in each country. to this end, it 
maintains ongoing dialog with its labor union representatives, 
acknowledging union representation as a stakeholder. to this 
end there are company participation bodies with the legal 
labor representatives in spain, argentina, Peru, malta, mexico, 
uruguay and venezuela. the relationship with these bodies 
is coordinated and managed through the human resources 
departments based on legal and/or formal requirements, and 
adapted to local customs and practices.

there are formal committees in spain and colombia, and 
specific work groups in mexico, argentina, Peru and malta, as 
well as regular meetings agreed by both parties.

Furthermore, the company helps representatives 
communicate and dialogue with employees by providing 
specific email accounts or spaces on the intranet and the 
means for holding meetings and assemblies. representatives 
in spain also have union hours (108,195 in 2015) and subsidies 
for carrying out their activities (81,398 euros in 2015).

at maPFre 21,180 employees are covered by collective 
bargaining agreements in 25 countries, which means that 55 
percent of the workforce has union representation.

4.1.9. Corporate volunteering

volunteering becomes consolidated in one of the corporate 
programs of greatest social repercussion. maPFre has a 
corporate volunteering Program that lays down guidelines for 
developing country-specific, local plans.  

volunteer activities enable the employee's spirit of solidarity 
to be channeled and contributions to be made to improving the 
quality of life of others.

In 2015, 4,120 maPFre employees and their dependants 
worldwide took part in 765 volunteering activities of a social 
and environmental nature. employees also took part in 
classroom training and e-learning on various topics relating to 
solidarity activities.  

the Program is executed via Fundación maPFre, which 
acts as a collaborating entity in its design, organization and 
execution in 21 countries in america, asia and europe.

In the maPFre and society section of this report you will 
find details of the corporate volunteering activities which have 
taken place in 2015. 
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the main volunteering activities carried out in different 
countries, with their impact, are: review and complete with 
information on the group.

CAmPAIGN GUIdE ANd INTERNAL ANd EXTERNAL ACTIvITIES

LINE OF ACTION CAMPAIGNS AND ACTIVITIES ImPACT 
BENEfICIARIES

NUmBER of 
ACTIvITIES

NUTRITION Alimentos con Corazón" (activities in communal gardens, food subsidies, food collections, money collections, 
soup kitchens, donation of food hampers, snack,s community nutrition, etc.)

25,131 93

HEALTH Psychosocial support ("Compartiendo Ilusión", "Dibujando Sonrisas", hospital decoration, visits to homes for 
the elderly, visits to hospitals, talks on the prevention of gender violence, etc.)

341,537 109

"Soy Donante" (money collections, donations of blood, organs, hair, bone marrow)

EDUCATION "El corazón de Mapi" young volunteers 18,235 66

Hazlo Útil" (adaptation of school facilities and libraries, study grants, collection of school supplies, clothes, 
shoes, tutoring, etc.)

EMERGENCY AID "Allí donde estés puedes ayudar" (activities to assist in the event of a catastrophe, logistical support, 
collections of money, basic supplies, etc.)

1,348 11

ENVIRONMENT "Recicla de Corazón" (recycling batteries, cell phones) 18,200 28

"Comprometidos con el Medio Ambiente" (activities to raise awareness about the environment, talks, 
cleaning beaches and lakes, workshops with animals or protected species, etc.)

CROSS-CUTTING INITIATIVES Fair trade (solidarity market, rummage sales, bazaars, barters, etc.) 136,957 403

Fundación MAPFRE Solidarity Month (All the activities organized in Solidarity November)

"Un juguete, Una Alegría" (children's parties, collections of baby articles, sweets, chocolate, toys, Christmas 
parties, toy donations, Three Kings, etc.)

Solidarity campaigns (collections of toiletries, spectacles, office supplies, clothes, shoes, etc.)

Cross-cutting activities with other areas of the Foundation or with business or company campaigns (logistical 
support, participation in volunteering activities)

Solidarity cooperation (channeling donations from people associated with MAPFRE and channeling surplus 
supplies or discontinued MAPFRE material)

Facility maintenance (purchase of furniture and basic supplies, construction of housing and playgrounds, 
cleaning, painting and repairing facility facades)

Loyalty campaigns (meetings of volunteers and similar)

Professional volunteering

Other activities (solidarity travel, solidarity project competition, solidarity races, etc.)

Micro-donations (on-site and online)

Training for volunteers (online volunteering course, talks, awareness-raising activities, etc.)
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4.2. maPfre and ITs clIenTs 
[G4-8]

maPFre does not only work uninterruptedly for its clients but 
also makes every effort to respond to their main expectations. 
this chapter specifically addresses the material and relevant 
topics relating to clients which were identified in the corporate 
materiality analysis.

excellence of products and services is the main premise for 
maPFre to gain and retain the confidence of its clients. In 
addition, the client's experience is the main tool used by the 
company to measure the quality perceived by the insured 
parties with regard to the services provided by maPFre. 

excellence also takes great account of economic, social and 
technological changes, the appearance of new consumer 
spending habits and the increasing importance of the Internet.

the keys to the ongoing adaptation to the above elements 
are product and service innovation, client satisfaction, a 
professional commercial network and its omnichannel nature. 
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maPFre has over 34 million clients and is the leader in 
various markets where it operates and the group's market 
share in the main countries where it operates is as follows: 

mAPfRE mARkET 
ShARE

NoN-LIfE mARkET 
ShARE LIfE mARkET ShARE mAPfRE'S PoSITIoN IN 

GLoBAL CoUNTRy RANkING

% % % Unites

Argentina 2 3 2 15

Brazil 8 12 5 4

Colombia 6 8 4 4

Chile 6 11 0.3 4

Ecuador 4 2 1 10

USA 0.4 0.4 n.a. 39

El Salvador 9.1 13 9.9 4

Spain 12 15 11 1

Philippines 4 4 n.a. 11

Guatemala 8 8 5 4

Honduras 19 17 23 2

Malta 9 23 1 1

Mexico 7 11 3 4

Nicaragua 9 10 4 5

Panama 15 15 14 3

Paraguay 19 87 13 1

Peru 13 17 8 3

Portugal 1 3 1 15

Puerto Rico 4 4 1 9

Dominican Republic 16 15 18 3

Uruguay 16 12 26 2

Venezuela 6 6 6 5

Turkey 7 8 0.4 4

Furthermore, one of the main objectives of maPFre is to 
increase the number of clients and to increase their loyalty 
to the group. to this end, in 2015 client segmentation has 
been taken further, a project which began in 2014 to orient 
operations and processes to the main client types; both 
natural persons and legal entities, including in the latter group 
both small and medium-sized companies as well as large 
industrial and financial groups.
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the following table displays the number of clients by different 
regional area within the group:

CLIENTS / REGIONAL AREAS

Iberia 6,175,224

748,681

Individual
clients

Business
clients

Individual
clients

Business
clients

Individual
clients

Business
clients

Individual
clients

Business
clients

Individual
clients

Business
clients

Individual
clients

Business
clients

Individual
clients

Business
clients

Brazil 10,581,831

717,470

LATAM
North

2,304,764

139,897 

LATAM
South

4,301,709

234,968

North 
America

2,389,874

122,072

EMEA 6,450,725

140,192

APAC 468,688

94,191

the data corresponding to gloBal rIsKs and maPFre asIstencIa are 
aggregated in their corresponding regional areas..

In order to respond to client needs and to guarantee the best 
possible service, the group has: 

_ In-house vehicle claims assessment and quick payment 
centers (1,251) staffed with highly-trained professionals and 
5 of our own workshops (3 in spain, 1 in Puerto rico and 1 in 
venezuela) for repairing damaged vehicles. 

_ automotive service centers (19 in spain, 7 in turkey, 1 
in venezuela and 2 in Paraguay), in which the repair of the 
damaged vehicle is managed, coordinated and supervised, 
offering clients a replacement vehicle while theirs is being 
repaired.

_ automotive diagnostic units (12 in spain, 2 in Peru, 3 in 
colombia, 1 in el salvador, 1 in Puerto rico and 2 in honduras) 
to perform free vehicle checks and thus promote safety.

_ repair shops (27,851) with which there are agreements for 
repairing the damaged vehicles.

_ traffic accident prevention system and vehicle repair r&d 
centers (cesvImaP) in spain, argentina, mexico, Brazil, 
colombia and France, whose research is a benchmark in road 
safety.

_ health Polyclinics (13) in spain (3) in Peru and (1) in 
guatemala to offer healthcare assistance and medical 
specialties.

chartered clinics (2,605) in which the companies provide 
assistance to the insured parties.

_ dental clinics (7 in spain) with the latest technology and 
most advanced dental health devices. 

_ medical centers for attending to traffic accident victims (5) 
with rehab departments (2) in Portugal, (2) in guatemala, and 
(1) in Peru. 

_ company business management centers (30), at which 
companies receive a comprehensive service.

_ specific mobile applications in each country to access 
certain group services.
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the payment of benefits, which is the compensation paid by 
insurers in the event of a claim, play a significant role in the 
formation of income for citizens and companies. 

In 2015 maPFre's insurance entities paid out claims to its 
clients amounting to 11,230.9 million euros, an increase of 3 
percent over 2014. 

the following table shows the breakdown for the main 
territorial areas: 

AREAS
BENEfITS

2015 2014* vARIATIoN (%)

IBERIA TERRITORIAL AREA 5,734.0 5,659.3 1.,32

LATAM TERRITORIAL AREA 2,974.7 3,588.9 (17.11)

INTERNATIONAL TERRITORIAL AREA 2,522.2 1,652.1 52.66
millions of euros
*2014 restated due to catalunya caixa

innovation 
[G4-2, 4; FS5, FS6]

client orientation is one of the main axles of the maPFre 
strategic Plan, which has identified innovation as one of the 
tools that can help to offer insurance solutions focused on 
client needs, the very center of all group activity. Innovating 
in client-oriented products and services thus becomes a 
key element for reaching maPFre's objectives in the short, 
medium and long term, as well as consolidating its position as 
the "most trusted global insurance company".

In this respect, the maPFre Innovation model was 
launched, which was designed to promote a culture of 
innovation throughout the organization and to respond to 
business challenges. For this purpose a corporate Innovation 
committee was set up and the corporate Innovation division 
was created.

the maPFre innovation model, serving both local and global 
strategy, has become one of the key instruments for achieving 
differentiation and helping to reach objectives. Innovation is 
oriented toward strategic priorities and the development of 
value propositions for clients.

so, in 2015 the implementation of this innovation model 
was consolidated, incorporating thirteen Innovation and 
development offices in all the group's regional areas 
and Business units. these offices promote the innovation 
culture, provide a work method and contribute to aligning the 
organization around innovation. 

the model was completed in 2015 with the Innoagents 
network, comprised of employees acting as ambassadors for 
innovation and an incentive for the cultural transformation of 
the company toward innovation. these impetus is completed 
by contributions and creativity provided by all those who work 
in the company.
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new products and services

the most innovative products launched in all markets in 2015 
are shown below:  

COUNTRy LINE TyPE OF PRODUCT / SERVICE

ibeRia teRRitoRiaL aRea

  spain Automobile _  Tú Eliges: modular Insurance allowing the client to choose required coverage at 
the best price.

Life _  Scheduled premium savings product, with capital deferred to retirement.

_ FondMapfre Renta Medio, FondMapfre Renta Corto. 

_  FondMapfre Elección Moderada (FEM). 

_  FondMapfre Elección Decidida (FED). 

_  FondMapfre Elección Prudente (FEP).

_  Dollar Confidence Insurance. 

_  Multi-Fund Selection Insurance. 

_  Triple XXX Insurance.

_  SIALP insurance, guaranteeing profit. 

LataM teRRitoRiaL aRea

  argentina Automobile _  Active Policy: full insurance against third parties and tailor-made for each insured 
party. 

_  Agricultural Machinery policy: insurance designed to cover agricultural machinery 
and the liabilities arising from possible injury to third persons which may accrue 
from its use.

Life _  Individual Eternal: a burial insurance whose services include the following, among 
others: transfer from the place of death, funeral parlor, cafeteria services, medical 
attention, death certificate. 

Assets _  Grain Transportation insurance: coverage for the agriculture sector, aimed at 
protecting the merchandise against the unexpected which may arise during 
transportation.
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COUNTRy LINE TyPE OF PRODUCT / SERVICE

  brazil Automobile _  Small fleets: product designed for fleets of up to 15 vehicles.

_  Online claims inspection services: Interactive Website where the insured party 
can, for example, take advantage of online claims inspection services and send 
photos of the incident, thus accelerating indemnity.

Life _  MAPFRE Selection of Private Credit Fixed Income Mutual Funds: This product has 
been specially developed for attracting funds from qualified investors.

  chile Automobile _  Essential Plan: includes combined TPL, passenger, legal defense and roadside 
assistance.

_  Medium Plan: in addition to the above coverage, it includes total loss due to 
damage, theft or non-authorized use; and damage to windows and bodywork.

_  Plus Plan: in addition to the above, it includes partial damage to the vehicle itself, 
damage to third parties by the load itself, theft of accessories, replacement 
vehicle, processing of technical checks and the driver responsible.

Life _  Total Life: annual life insurance, with comprehensive protection at an economic 
cost.

health _  Supplementary health insurance: complements coverage given by the social 
security health system (Isapre/Fonasa), refunding the percentage of the value (co-
payment) not covered by the former.

  ee.uu. home _  Comprehensive cover: a property protection policy with coverage extending to the 
owner of the property.

_  Premier Living Coverage: guarantees coverage and replacement costs.

_  Restoration Guaranteed: guarantees restoration, without limit.

Assets _  Yacht coverage: insurance for owners of recreational vessels. The vessel must 
comply with regulations and the main operators should be correspondingly 
qualified.

  el salvador Automobile _  Centennial Auto Insurance Plan: a replica of the Auto Insurance Plan implemented 
for the Centennial of La Centroamericana, including two new clauses: 100 hours of 
home assistance and 100 days of replacement vehicles in case of claim.

  nicaragua Automobile _  MAPFRE the Veteran: insures real value risks for vehicles more than 7 years old.
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COUNTRy LINE TyPE OF PRODUCT / SERVICE

  Paraguay Automobile _  Mobile App Service: via this application, insured parties can manage their claims 
and request assistance for motor vehicles, the home and other products,

_  Distributor client App service: this application enables insurance agents to send 
risk inspections (including photographs) for auto, home and multiperil insurance.

_  Online MAPFRE website quotation service: this quotation service enables 
distributors to print their coverage certificates and the Green Card.

_  Basic International: product aimed at that market sector which does not take 
out or has no access to premium coverage and who occasionally drive on roads in 
neighboring countries. 

_  Website renewal notifications: prior availability of the renewal portfolio for each 
commercial channel and for each agent, in the internet context (MEL). Affects all 
business lines.

home _  Combined home product: has increased coverages and is adapted to each client.  
It includes fire, theft, TPL, equipment, glass and hailstones.

Assets _  Fully Safe-Guarded Card: product aimed at the card portfolio for banking and 
finance institutions. It comprises purchase protection + domestic appliance 
guarantee extension + robbery.

Life _  Individual Life: renewable product and with coverage for up to one year. It includes 
death, disability and accidents, as well as funeral costs, medical costs resulting 
from accident, advance due to terminal illness or organ transplant.

  Peru Assets _  MAPFRE Empresas: insurance oriented to protecting the insured party, his/
her business and clients against any type of incident. It is aimed at commercial 
establishments, services and industries.

  Puerto Rico Assets _  Segurviaje Premium: it gives additional coverage to the current product, such as 
the cancellation or interruption of the trip in case of hospitalization or the death 
of a close relative. 

   Dominican 
Republic

Automobile _Trébol Mujer: a special product for women with motor vehicle, home, fitness, 
medical and pediatric and computer assistance; and coverage in cases of cancer, 
facial surgery resulting from a traffic accident, replacement of stolen documents, 
road protection, mechanical guarantee and TPL.

health _  Travel insurance covering unforeseen medical problems or emergencies when 
away from the country of residence.
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COUNTRy LINE TyPE OF PRODUCT / SERVICE

inteRnationaL teRRitoRiaL aRea

  Philippines Life _  Kakampi MO: accident insurance marketed via a mobile telephone platform.

  turkey Automobile _  Auto Plaza: insurance covering vehicles on display, as well as additional risks like 
transport and test drives.

_  Fuel-Oil Package Policy: insurance covering risks of commercial activity in a gas 
station.

Assets _  Hotel Package: a policy covering risks of commercial activities in hotels. Both 
clients and their belongings are covered.

Products and services with high social 
content 
[G4-4; FS1, FS3, FS7, FS13- FS15]

year on year, maPFre develops products aimed specifically 
at low level income groups, above all in countries in latin 
america, with the aim of generating value for society by 
encouraging access to insurance products for individuals with 
few resources. 

these are products with basic coverage (crops, death and 
home, etc.), adapted to the specific needs of each country and 
with low premiums; these are distributed above all through 
unconventional channels; and they contribute to envisaging 
and covering the personal risks of these groups and promoting 
an insurance culture. 

the following table provides a schematic view of the main 
insurance aimed specifically at low-income groups:  
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COUNTRy LINE TyPE OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL 

PREMIUMS

PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL IN 

THE LINE

NO. OF 
INSURED 
PARTIES

ibeRia teRRitoRiaL aRea

  spain Life _  Essential Funeral: Based on a 
natural premium adapted to 
those clients who wish to keep 
their burial insurance but who are 
experiencing financial problems.

2.8 2.8 272,370

LataM teRRitoRiaL aRea

  brazil Life _  BB Microseguro de protección 
personal: Conditions available with 
advantages and benefits, such as 
coverage against accidental death.

0.085% 0.26% 6,348

_  BB Seguro Vida Agricultura e 
Familiar:

0.567 3.59 523,278

_  Pró-Trabalho: Aimed at the 
bargaining agreement sector, with 
different and exclusive coverages 
aiming to assist those with low 
purchasing power.

0.037% 0.11% 72,939

_  Rural Lender Insurance: life 
insurance for rural credit

0.004 0.08 3,964

_  Family Protection Insurance: As 
the main coverage, the insured 
party may choose funeral 
assistance

0.005 0.01 1,759

_  MAPFRE Multi-market Mutual 
Fund: Mutual Fund with an initial 
investment of R200.00.

- - 483,532

 Mexico Automobile _  MAPFRE Standard Basic Insurance 
for Motor Vehicles: especially 
designed so that any motor 
vehicle has the minimum required 
protection, covering personal or 
property damage to third parties, 
regardless of who is driving in case 
of accident.

- - 97
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COUNTRy LINE TyPE OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL 

PREMIUMS

PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL IN 

THE LINE

NO. OF 
INSURED 
PARTIES

   Puerto  
Rico

Automobile _  Auto Plus covers TPL, death and 
roadside assistance for 36 dollars 
per year. And the Trébol Policy 
covering important collision 
damage from a cost of less than 
200 dollars per year, 

0.03 0.1 487

Automobile _  A product providing the insured 
party with immediate roadside 
assistance for only 45 dollars per 
year for the first vehicle and 25 for 
further vehicles.

0.02 0.1 12,035

   Dominican 
Republic

Assets _  Assistance program for 
entrepreneurs, small and medium-
sized businesses who are clients 
of Banco BHD Leon Credit Cards: 
A set of services and assistances 
for the business of the insured 
party. Services include plumbing, 
electrical installations, locks, legal 
assistance.

0.01 0.06 1,196

health _  Coverage of Male Cancer victims 
who are clients of Banco BHD 
Leon Credit Cards: Coverage 
guaranteeing that the insured 
party receives the contracted 
capital, where he is diagnosed for 
the first time with prostate cancer.

0.03 0.1 701

_  Assistance granted to the insured 
party for holding a Banco BHD 
Leon Woman's Credit Card. 
Services include assistance for 
home, traffic, legal, medical 
emergencies during national and 
international travel and personal 
assistant.

0.17 0.8 29,184
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COUNTRy LINE TyPE OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL 

PREMIUMS

PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL IN 

THE LINE

NO. OF 
INSURED 
PARTIES

   Dominican 
Republic

Life _  Education Insurance coverage for 
the death of the pupil's father: 
In the event of the death or total 
disability of the insured party, 
the company will pay the agreed 
amount to the education center 
which certifies the inscription of 
the children of the insured party.

0.13 0.2 9,619

inteRnationaL teRRitoRiaL aRea

  Philippines Life _  Kakampi Insurance: renewable 
insurance with coverage for 
natural and accidental death. It is 
designed for the low income sector 
and coverage includes funeral 
assistance services.

0.01 0 395

Products and services with environmental 
content 
[G4-4; EC2; EN12, EN27; FS1, FS3, FS8]

maPFre's commitment to environmental conservation 
and the promotion of energy saving and efficiency, and the 
willingness to tackle climate change, is manifested, among 
other initiatives, through the creation of specific insurance 
products aimed not only at projects relating to sustainable 
development but also environmental risk management. 

environmental initiatives aimed at clients can be grouped into 
three categories:

_ Environmental Risk Management, which includes cover 
for damages, third-Party liability and environmental liability; 
services for the identification, analysis, evaluation and control 
of risks; and the review and follow-up of the development of 
the risks and their corrective measures.
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_ Insurance products for sustainable renewable energy 
projects, forestry projects, and initiatives related to energy 
efficiency and savings.

_ Services that favor environmental protection and 
saving resources, such as charging facilities for electrical 
vehicles, vehicle part recovery and renovations for providing 
greater energy saving, etc.

the following table shows the key facts and figures for 
environmental products and services.

Environmental Products and 
Services  2015

Environmental risk coverages No. of policies 26,481
Insurance for sustainable projects Net premiums (€) 51,641,906
Environmental and energy-saving services Billing (€) 542,834

the main insurance and services related to the environmental 
scope are detailed below::

COUNTRy  TyPE of PRodUCT oR SERvICE PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL 

PREMIUMS

PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL IN 

THE LINE

NO, INSURED 
PARTIES

ibeRia teRRitoRiaL aRea

  spain _  Green policy: First comprehensive insurance for use 
with electric, hybrid and ecological vehicles.

0.09 0.33 18,338

_  Damage and Third-Party Liability Insurance: Product 
aimed at solar, photovoltaic plants, wind farms and 
cogeneration plants.

0.05 0.5 1,394

_  Environmental Liability cover in general Third-Party 
Liability policies. coverage includes policyholder 
liability for damage caused due to environmental 
pollution.

0.03 0.26 1,084

  Portugal _  Environmental liability: This covers the cost for repairs 
due to accidents or an imminent threat, damage to wild 
animals and habitats, water and land pollution.

0.18 4.53 271
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COUNTRy  TyPE of PRodUCT oR SERvICE PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL 

PREMIUMS

PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL IN 

THE LINE

NO, INSURED 
PARTIES

LataM teRRitoRiaL aRea

  brazil _  Environmental Third-Party Liability: This insurance is 
taken out at total risk, that is, the insurance company 
guarantees payment for damages and losses up to 
the maximum limit stated in the insurance policy. 
This insurance consists of basic coverage, obligatory 
recruitment, and additional coverage, optional rent.

0.044 0.41 477

_  Removal of Wrecks: A policy for recreational boats and 
general aviation vessels that provides compensation 
to policyholders to recover damaged property and 
minimize environmental harm.

4.033 38.16 2,093

_  Petroleum risk: This offers direct or indirect cover for 
risks linked to oil or gas prospecting, drilling and/or 
production activities.

0.355 3.36 8

  Mexico _  Safe Gas Station: insurance that includes Third-Party 
Liability coverage against contamination.

0.18 NA 2,038

inteRnationaL teRRitoRiaL aRea

   Puerto  
Rico

_  MCS-90: Transportation policy that provides coverage 
for repairing the damage resulting from contamination 
due to leaks of dangerous products.

0.06 0.61 82

GLobaL businesses

GLobaL Risks _  Damage and Third-Party Liability Policy: Insurance 
that covers the different phases (design, construction, 
commissioning and operation) of large renewable 
energy plants (thermosolar and wind). 
 
These products are marketed by MAPFRE GLOBAL 
RISKS, MAPFRE RE and MAPFRE ASISTENCIA.

3.01 23.8 69
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the following table shows the main environmental indicators 
related to the insurance solutions marketed. In the case of 
coinsurance, the indicators only refer to maPFre. 

Unit 2015
Environmental third-party liability policies underwritten No. 6,053
Wind power facilities underwritten MW 34,028
Wind turbine generators (WTGs) underwritten nº  20,530
Sustainable forest plantations has 18,842
Green Motor Policies No. 18,338

overall more than 26,400 policies covering environment-
related aspects were issued in 2015, representing a premium 
volume of more than 51 million euros representing 0.23 
percent of the total for the group's premiums.

In the case of environmental and energy services, some are 
directly linked to insurance benefits, such as the assistance 
service in Brazil with electric bikes for minor breakdowns or 
mechanical repairs that do not involve taking the vehicle to a 
workshop. others are linked to research into vehicle accident 
repair techniques at the experiment and road safety centers 
(cesvI) in spain and america and which contribute to savings 
in the use of polluting resources such as paints or solvents and 
to minimizing the environmental impact for vehicle repairs.

In other cases, they are directly related to third-party services. 

cesvImaP, through cesvI recamBIos, manages scrapped 
vehicles. In 2015, 3,247 scrapped vehicles were processed, 
from which 105,620 parts and components were recovered 
and recycled, representing a significant increase on the figure 
for 2014. 

RECovERy of vEhICLE PARTS

Unit 2015 2014
Scrapped vehicles handled unit 3,247  3,086
Scrapped vehicle parts recovered unit 105,620  73,282

the environmental services provided by multImaP are 
primarily aimed at energy savings and efficiency. this company 
installs charging points for electric vehicles in the garages of 
private houses or in car parking spaces of housing associations. 
It also provides comprehensive energy efficiency and saving 
services for buildings and facilities. In addition, it carries 
out energy saving activities by installing led technology, 
recharging points for electric vehicles and optimizing building 
insulation by renewing outdoor joinery.  
this entailed a business volume of 542,834 euros in 
environmental services.

Channels for communication with clients  
[G4-FS5]

maPFre is committed to developing omnichannel options so 
that clients can choose how they interact with the company at 
any given moment.

maPFre communicates with its clients through the following 
channels:

the group's own distribution networK, is composed of 
5,848 company-owned offices, of which 3,073 were in spain, 
2,331 in latin america and 444 in the International sector, 
and which provides personal and direct attention by means of 
80,330 delegates, agents and brokers (14,973 in spain, 12,300 
in mexico, about 7,200 in the usa and more than 23,000 in 
Brazil). In 2015 we saw how advances in the strengthening 
of the commercial network and its high level of maturity and 
greater specialization improved our ability to assess our clients, 
especially in the more complex products. 

Bank branches (8,932, of which 3,330 are located in spain, 5,424 
in Brazil and 178 in the dominican republic) of companies with 
which the group has product marketing agreements. In 2015, 
we continued to promote distribution through bank branches 
under the umbrella of our agreements with partners. 

specific personnel, highly qualified to provide assistance 
to clients who need special attention (industries and great 
industrial risks, agricultural sector, savings products, etc.) with 
specialists with great experience, broad training and knowledge 
of the different markets. 

maPFre website and maPFre Internet office: through the 
maPFre websites in the various countries, clients can purchase 
certain products, consult their policies, notify incidents, change 
personal and bank data, request document duplicates, consult 
communications and payment notification, among other 
initiatives. 

In 2015, different initiatives were implemented to develop 
online sales worldwide. Furthermore, it is also important to 
mention the international commitment of vertI (reaffirming 
its leadership in spain, this online channel is a point of access 
for a number of client profiles), which was reinforced with the 
integration of dIrect lIne Italy and germany, a key operation 
in digital distribution strategy.
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MAPFRE and its Clients. Direct Line head office in Germany

the contact centers provide permanent assistance 24 hours 
a day every day of the year; and they allow our clients to ask 
questions about or manage the policies and services they have 
taken out. In 2015 the maPFre contact centers managed 
more than 100 million contacts and 30 million transactions 
worldwide.

maPFre has 61 contact centers, with a total of 5,933 
positions. 50 percent of the contact centers are in the emea 
and latam south regional areas and 72 percent of them 
belong to maPFre asIstencIa. the 61 contact centers 
employ 7,436 Full time equivalent (Fte) agents mainly in the 
Brazil, latam south and north america regional areas. 

a quarterly report is made on the operations of contact 
centers analyzing, among other strategic indicators, the 
number of contacts made, the different channels for 
communication with clients, the percentage of independent 
agents working in these centers and waiting times. 

at the close of 2015, the following parameters were observed: 

_ the volume of activity showed a slight decrease in 
transactions and an increase in contacts with respect to the 
previous year.

_ 96 percent of contacts came from calls, (50 percent from 
incoming and 46 percent from outgoing).

_ the main non-telephone channels available to the contact 
centers are email (87 percent) and fax (64 percent)

_ assistance calls made up 52 percent of transactions. 

Distribution of contacts managed by regional areas 

CONTACT CENTERS DISTRIBUTION
managed by Regional Areas

Iberia 20%

LATAM
South

19%

North
América

16%

EMEA 15%

Brazil 14%

APAC 8%

LATAM
North

7%
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2015 was the first year in a three-year project entitled digital 
dispatch which aims to substantially improve efficiency in 
the contact centers and provide a higher quality of customer 
service. digital dispatch should automatically provide, - without 
human intervention and error-free - all required services for 
the international network of providers. In this way, and once 
customer service requirements are known, the system takes 
care of the service request to the providers, selecting the 
nearest by gPs location or the most suitable - in accordance 
with applicable business rules -, making this transaction in a 
shorter time than if it had been done with the intervention of an 
agent. 

For the 2015-2017 triennium a number of percentage objectives 
have been established for digital dispatch, in order to achieve by 
2018 that more than 50 percent of service provision requests to 
providers are performed "automatically". 

Finally, a gamification project called BeyondthemaPFregame 
was implemented, with the participation of all contact center 
managers and which in 2016 will cover 30 percent of contact 
center agents worldwide. this project participated in the 
Gamification World Congress, held in Barcelona in november 
2015. 

social networks, those allowing consultations to be made and 
access to doubt and/or claims resolution platforms, amongst 
other functions. this year development of social network 
strategy continued, defining specific client attention processes 
for each region and social network type. within the framework 
of this progress, profiles of the different networks have been 
obtained in a large number of the countries where the group 
operates. In 2015, more than 323,000 queries were dealt with 
through these channels.

Quality at MAPFRE  
[G4-PR5]

MAPFRE QUALITy OBSERVATORy

ensuring the quality of the products offered is a primary 
objective for maPFre. therefore in 2015, within the 
framework of a corporate initiative and in order to evaluate 
the quality perceived by clients, the maPFre global model 
for measuring client experience was defined. to this end, 
the maPFre Quality observatory has been created, which 
is responsible for carrying out all measures of perceived and 
delivered quality through client surveys. 

this initiative aims:

_ to be constantly aware, by using a consistent methodology, 
of the level of client satisfaction in the different countries and 
businesses.

_ to identify the aspects that impact the client experience in 
order to improve it.

_ to provide countries with a tool to help them define and 
implement initiatives, assigning the most appropriate priority 
level.

_ to set objectives for improvement and aspire to be a 
benchmark client experience in all countries and lines.

the maPFre Quality observatory will measure the client 
experience in every country where the company operates, 
covering all lines of insurance and assistance services, every 
six months, by analyzing the net Promoter score (nPs®) 
indicator, evaluating satisfaction and critical points of client 
contact. recommendations on the main area for improvement 
are shown below.

the reports from the Quality observatory will provide data 
on the level of client experience, which will help the different 
maPFre business areas with taking decisions, where the focus 
is always on the client. 
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the methodology chosen for the corporate study of client 
experience is nPs® (net Promoter score), an indicator for 
measuring client loyalty. the nPs® is based on the question:       

     

1 

Components for globally measuring model of MAPFRE client experience 

2 

Overall studies about 
client experience 

Reports 
about 

forums and 
social media 

Critical 
episodes 

score 
(decisive 
moments) 

Reports 
about 

cancellations, 
incidents, 

grievances 
and 

complaints 
Corporate 

study about 
client 

experience 
MAPFRE 

Global measuring model of client experience 

•  Corporate study 
•  Corporate level management,  

•  Minimal additional training 
•  Management at country level 

issued by the Corporate Area 

•  Quality perceived by clients 
-  NPS and root causes 
-  Satisfaction level in critical episodes 
-  Financial value of client experience 
-  Comparison with competitors 

MAPFRE client experience corporate study  

•  Telephone surveys* to MAPFRE clients 
and competitors 

•  Half-year period report 

MAPFRE QUALITY OBSERVATORY 

Global measuring model of Client experience 

2 

MAPFRE Global Client Experience Model 1 

NPS methodology classifies clients as promoters, neutrals and detractors for a later finance evaluation of 
each profile 

On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is highly unlikely and 10 is 
very likely, how likely are you to recommend MAPFRE 

to a friend or relative? 

Highly unlikely Highly likely 

Promotor Neutral Critic 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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the first wave of measurements covers 8 countries and 11 
lines, with a volume of about 35 percent of the group's total 
premiums. In 2016 the maPFre Quality observatory will 
perform two waves of measurement with the nPs®, which will 
reach a premium volume close to 60 percent.

maPFre allocates 307 employees to quality control and 
follow-up throughout the world and several companies have 
quality certifications. to renew these certifications, these 
companies must maintain high customer service standards. 

the group's main quality certifications are listed below: 

CERTIFICATIONS COUNTRy 

ISo 9001:2008 Spain, Brazil, Colombia, 
Nicaragua, Turkey

Quality Seal of the 
Portuguese Association 
of Contact Centers 
(APCC)

Portugal

PRoBARE certificate Brazil

Customer loyalty at MAPFRE 
[G4-PR5]

maPFre carries out different customer loyalty and cross-
selling programs that include promotions, discounts and 
exclusive offers and benefit more than 6.5 million members 
around the world.

In 2015, the client experience project was developed, with the 
objective of establishing a working methodology, sustainable 
over time, that enables listening to the clients of each of the 
contact channels and in interaction with maPFre. 

this will, thus, enable the measurement of this contact with 
the company's analytical data and, with it, be able to pursue 
action in three lines:

_ steer processes, operations, services and tools in accordance 
with what clients perceive and express.

_ take proactive action with clients, consolidating clients that 
recommend the company.

_ develop actions to drive client interaction, thereby promoting 
their customer loyalty. 

among the initiatives implemented in 2015 are, among others, 
the development of different applications targeting a more 
specific relationship management with clients through any 
channel. 

OTHER INITIATIVES

In 2015 the following initiatives were also taken:

_ customer loyalty programs such as tecuidamos in spain, 
cluB maPFre in Brazil and the loyalty card Program in 
malta, which offer discounts on insurance and special prices 
for certain services provided by companies which collaborate 
with the group and with which agreements have been signed. 
these are free benefit programs created to reward the loyalty 
and confidence of all maPFre clients. 

_ analysis of information on clients and the application of 
analytical models.

_ Personalization of policy renewal notifications.
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Complaints and grievances 
[G4-2; PR4, PR8, PR9]

maPFre ensures that its insured parties and clients in every 
country around the world in which operates in direct insurance, 
have an internal channel for the extra-judicial defense of 
their rights derived from their policies, and is diligent in 
preserving its client's trust by complying with its commitment 
to providing them with the best attention and promoting the 
implementation of internal bodies that protect their rights, 
In this regard, the group currently has in spain the Insured 
Party defense committee created in 1984 and the complaints 
division since 2004. there are also client protection services in 
Brazil, mexico, the dominican republic, honduras, nicaragua, 
argentina, chile, Peru, united states, turkey, malta and the 
Philippines.

during the year 2015, compliance has continued with the 
acquired commitment to protecting the rights of users of 
the group's financial services, through the establishment 
of a global action in the processing of information on client 
complaints grievances, always respecting the peculiarities 
of local businesses and in accordance with the following 
objectives:

individuaL

To provide the client with a free, voluntary, flexible, simple and quick extra-judicial procedure 
to meet, handle and resolve grievances and complaints when, in the client's opinion, the 
entity has not satisfactorily delivered on its promises.

 To provide information about this procedure in polices and on each country's website.  
This out-of-court procedure does not impede the right of clients to exercise the judicial and 
administrative actions to which they are entitled.

To implement, where applicable, the Insured Party Ombudsman, in accordance with the local 
legislation in each country, in order to receive and resolve complaints filed by policy holders, 
insured parties or beneficiaries of insurance policies, as well as by the holders or beneficiaries 
of pension schemes promoted, managed or deposited with MAPFRE and all their rightful 
claimants.    

coLLective

To preserve the trust of clients in the operations and capacity of the MAPFRE companies  
from which they have purchased products. To this end, every year the Complaints 
Departments, and where applicable the Insured Party Ombudsman, will issue general criteria 
and recommendations, respectively, drawn from their experience in dealing with claims and 
grievances in order to reduce their number and improve the service.
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GuiDinG PRinciPLes of tHe GLobaL 
coMPLaints anD GRievances ManaGeMent PoLicy

A Complaints Department in every country 
where MAPFRE operates direct insurance, whose 
responsabilities and activity are set out in a regulation for 
conflict resolution between MAPFRE GROUP companies 
and users of its financial services.

Advertisement of the existence of the conflict resolution 
extrajudicial procedure and the Complaints Department.

Any writen text for refusal of an incident, claim or other 
instance derived from the insurance contract will include 
information on the right to complain.

Separation of the Complaints from the rest of the 
organization's commercial or operating services.

Optional implementation of an Insured Party 
Ombudsman.

Annual information for the Board of Directors of the 
respective company or equivalent governing body and 
periodic information on the activity of the Compaints 
Department.

Issuing general guidelines and recommendations of 
procedure aimed at reducing the number of grievances 
and complaints, and improving customer service.

Consolidated information on complaints and grievances 
management around the globle.
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Main figures for complaints and grievances received and processed in 2015 for the countries in which mapfre has 
direct insurance operations

AREA 
CoUNTRIES
WITh
dIRECT 
INSURANCE

CLIENT PRoTECTIoN                                
BodIES

GRIEvANCES ANd ComPLAINTS 12/2015
dIRECT INSURANCE, ASSISTANCE ANd GLoBAL RISkS

Territorial Regional
voLUmE

RESoLvEd / SIGNS PENdING 
12/2015RECEIvEd PENdING 

12/2014
ToTAL

dR or SAC ombudsman Accepted  Rejected Estimated dismissed other Rejected ToTAL

IBERIA   • • • Spain DR (1) P P 7,289 1,724 340 9,353 2,737 3,924 760 1,724 9,145 341

  CG (2) P 260 22 0 282 70 132 29 22 253 29
  • • • Portugal 774 0 0 774 152 619 0 0 771 3

IBERIA (2 COUNTRIES) 1 P
1 NO

1 P
1 NO

8,323 1,746 340 10,409 2,959 4,675 789 1,746  10,169 373

LATAM • • • Brazil (1 COUNTRY) 1 P 1 P 32,615 2,334 336 35,285 16,964 14,984 658 2,334 34,940 225
NORTH • • • Mexico P P 8,027 859 209 9,095 3,589 3,847 0 859 8,295 355

• • Panama 118 0 3 121 17 39 3 0 59 3
• • Dominican 
Republic

P 36 1 0 37 34 1 0 1 36 2

• • El Salvador 11 0 0 11 11 0 0 0 11 0
• Costa Rica NA
• • Guatemala NA
• • Honduras P 24 1 0 25 4 20 0 1 25 0
• • Nicaragua P 21 1 0 22 19 1 2 1 23 0

LATAM North 
(8 COUNTRIES)

3 P
5 NO

2 P
6 NO

8,237 862 212 9,311 3,674 3,908 5 862 8,449 360 

SUR • • Venezuela P P 4,211 288 28 4,508 3,725 755 214 269 4,963 4,480
• • Colombia P P 15,612 0 261 15,873 15,612 0 0 0 15,612 118
• • Argentina P P 553 0 59 612 530 0 0 0 530 23
• • Chile P 466 4 0 470 230 181 40 4 455 19
• • Peru P P 1,106 0 46 1,152 659 448 0 0 1,107 45
• • Uruguay NA
• Paraguay 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• • Ecuador 135 25 0 160 120 0 0 25 145 0

LATAM South (8 COUNTRIES) 4 P
6 NO

5 P
5 NO

22,083 298 394 22,615 20,876 1,384 254 298 22,812 4,685

LATAM (17 COUNTRIES) 6 P
11 NO

6 P
11 NO

62,935 3,494 942 67,211 41,514 20,276 917 3,494 66,201 5,270

INTERNA- 
TIONAL

NORTE 
AMÉRICA

• • USA P P 457 0 5 462 87 370 0 0 457 3
• • Puerto Rico 14 12 0 26 14 12 0 12 38 0

North America 
(2 COUNTRIES)

1 P
1 NO

1 P
1 NO

471 12 5 488 101 382 0 12 495 3

EMEA • • Turkey P 6,682 0 122 6,804 1,360 4,957 0 0 6,317 373
• • Malta P 32 0 0 32 9 22 0 0 31 2

EMEA (2 COUNTRIES) 2 P 2 NO 4,979 0 122 6,836 1,369 4,979 0 0 6,317 375
APAC • • Philippines P P 54 0 0 54 54 0 0 0 54 3

• • Indonesia NA

APAC (2 COUNTRIES) 1 P
1 NO

1 P
1 NO

54 0 0 54 54 0 0 0 54 3

International (6 COUNTRIES) 4 P
2 NO

2 P
4 NO

7,239 12 127 7,378 1,524 5,361 0 12 6,897 381

TOTAL COUNTRIES WITH DIRECT  
INSURANCE: 25

11 P
14 NO

9 P
16 NO

78,497 5,252 1,409 84,998 45,997 30,582 1,706 5,252 83,267 6,024

 %S/Estimated  
and pending. A/A

% S/ 
Dismised

%S/Vol

57.6% 38.3% 2.14% 100% 97.9%

KEY: 
• DIRECT INSURANCE      • ASSISTANCE      • GLOBAL RISKS       P HAVE        NA  NOT AVAILABLE

(1)  DR Group: Responsibility for main companies and subsidiary companies
(2)  CG Verti Complaints Handling Office 
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examples of the policy regarding the protection of client rights 
are some of the actions undertaken by the complaints division 
in spain, such as: 

_ GEnERAL GuiDELinES AnD RECOMMEnDAtiOnS FOR 

PROCEDuRE issued to improve relations with clients, based 
on the arguments set out in the complaints and grievances 
resolved and subsequent implementation and supervision. 

_ SAtiSFACtiOn SuRvEyS tO ASCERtAin thE DEGREE 

OF SAtiSFACtiOn of clients who used the complaints and 
grievances procedure, and to arbitrate improvements in the 
different attention processes. 

_ DECREASE in thE RESPOnSE tiME FOR COMPLAintS 

AnD GRiEvAnCES SuBMittED By CLiEntS by implementing 
technological solutions that favor document management.

_ REPORtinG On SPECiFiC ASPECtS By thEiR inFLuEnCE 

On thE BuSinESS, such as the impact that complaints and 
grievances have on the termination of contracts, average 
resolution times by management center and follow-up on 
complaints and grievances not accepted.

In the year 2015, we completed the implementation process 
of the recommendations that were issued by the Insured 
Party defense committee on the 2014 fiscal year, which in 
turn generated different initiatives that have been addressed 
by the corresponding areas throughout the year. 
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REASON                                    RECOMMENDATION 2014 ACTION PROPOSED 2015

contRact 
foRMaLization

_  To include in Life insurance documents linked 
to mortgages or personal loans the applicable 
amortization table when this does not coincide 
with the credit company. 

_  To remember that this recommendation 
must be taken into account when marketing 
new products with the same characteristics. 

_  To advise the commercial network, in 
particular those bank-insurance operators on 
how to evaluate the sum insured, independently 
of the amount of the mortgage loan.

_  To reinforce training in the commercial 
network with regard to this aspect, taking 
into account that the value of the land should 
not be included in the insured amount and to 
guarantee suitable information to the client.

contRact 
woRDinG

_  To modify concepts or their configuration, 
such as those of private pipes or jewelry and 
cash, in the Specific Conditions of Home 
policies. 

_  To collect with greater precision the 
terms that define the coverage or not of 
recommended issues and, once isolated, to 
change the wording of the conditions that 
correspond to it.

_  To include in the General Conditions of 
contracts a mention of the legal principle of 
indivisibility of the premium, to promote its 
understanding by clients, establishing in the 
contract that the premium is not partially 
refundable.

_  To adjust the insured sums in home policies 
with transfer of rights to mortgage creditors so 
that they do not include non-insurable assets, 
such as the value of the land or its commercial 
value.

_  To clearly express the terms when income is 
paid and when it starts to accrue, given that 
these are two different concepts, in Life Annuity 
insurance.

contRact 
inteRPRetation

_  To conduct stricter legal viability analyses 
in Legal Defense benefits, and to specify more 
clearly concepts such as complaints about 
non-contractual liability covered or expenses 
chargeable to the insured sum of the guarantee.

_ To make such verifications as may be 
required to determine the nature of the 
activity to be deployed, including a legal report 
which evaluates it, as well as to confirm to 
the Technical Area the scope which, for the 
coverage of Legal Defense, will be granted in 
Home policies.

_  To restrict the interpretation of what is 
considered termination of professional activity 
in Total Temporary Disability policies.

_ To provide irrefutable proof for the 
termination of working or professional activity 
in the case of self-employed persons. 
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REASON                                    RECOMMENDATION 2014 ACTION PROPOSED 2015

ManaGeMent 
PRoceDuRes

_  To improve written communications to 
clients, especially notices of claim rejections, 
so that they are clearer and contain more 
complete information.

_  To provide clients with the information they 
need in the most clear and comprehensive 
manner possible, answering all the questions 
they raise regarding the claim or the service 
provided, clearly reflecting in all written 
correspondence issued the reasons behind 
the company's decision.

_  To demand maximum technical rigor to 
appraisers and investigators in the reports 
that will support the decisions taken by the 
company, in particular when these limit or 
reduce the claims of insured parties.

_ To train the network of appraisers in order 
to reinforce the importance of backing and 
documenting appraisal reports, concentrating 
on clarifying any specific questions entrusted 
to them, avoiding conjectures and contrasting 
the data

maPFre’s Insured Party Protection committee made in its 
2015 annual report the following recommendations on how 
to improve customer service standards, extracted from the 
resolutions issued:

_ to review the content of the text in home insurance 
contracts with regard to regulating jewelry and cash, objects 
of special value, the issue of accidents and dIy.

_ to monitor that changes in the criteria for managing motor 
vehicle services do not infringe the agreements reached with 
clients and that they are fully understood by the network.

_ to improve the information given to future clients of other 
nationalities regarding the extent of the automobile insurance 
in their respective countries.

_ to rigorously document and inform clients regarding the 
causes for invalidity in claims for motor vehicle damages.

_ to reinforce the technical content in medical reports which 
form the basis of decisions in matters of services to clients.

_ to study the extension of agreed medical services in those 
areas where there is insufficient coverage, or compensation 
criteria for possible defects.

_ to take great care with what could be considered fraudulent 
concealment in health surveys, avoiding interpretations which 
lack sufficient proof.

_ to evaluate the possibility of introducing cohabitants as 
generic beneficiaries in life insurance policies, in a similar way 
as with married couples.
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General criteria and procedures  

as a result of these activities, the complaints division's annual 
report for 2015 established, among others, the following 
general guidelines devised to reduce the number of complaints 
and grievances from clients and to influence the correct 
development of management procedures:

_ to improve coordination and communication between the 
different areas and departments, paying special attention to 
the client in consideration of their position within the group, 
when requesting coverage for a specific incident, and to assess 
whether this could be covered by a guarantee other than that 
included in the policy, or even a policy in s different line.

_ to insist on the need to provide to clients, in the 
communications directed to them, appropriate, reasoned and 
relevant information on the case in question, avoiding giving 
incomplete or incorrect information, and generating uncertain 
expectations. 

_ to always respect the regulated procedure included in om 
eco/734/2004, of march 11, and the regulations for the 
defense of the client, guaranteeing the rights of the Insured 
Party and complying with the company's obligations.

_ to reserve third-party appraisal, as envisaged in art. 38 lcs, 
for those cases where they can provide an effective function, 
offering this to clients when discrepancies of a technical 
nature arise.

_ to suitably evaluate the aims of the client when disputing 
possible blame or negligence in the provision of services by 
professional appointed by the company, managing the claim 
through the third-party liability guarantee of the professional, 
outside the legal defense guarantee. 

_ to demand maximum technical rigor from doctors 
collaborating in insurance covering total temporary disability 
when issuing medical discharge reports, assessing whether 
or not client is able to resume in suitable conditions the 
professional activity he/she engaged in prior to the accident 
causing the disability.

_ In life insurance, to improve the premises in rejection letters, 
avoiding the use of generic phrases and specifying, on the 
basis of the medical documentation provided by the client, the 
pathologies or medical circumstances on which the company 
bases its rejection of the claim in cases of pre-existing 
concealments or illnesses.        

these general criteria have been approved by the governing 
bodies and sent to the respective units for analysis and 
assessment regarding their implementation as an instrument 
to improve the service provided to clients and users.
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the aforementioned recommendations and guidelines were 
extracted from the complaints and grievances handled during 
the 2015 fiscal year, in which the complaints division received 
9,013 written communications. of these, 7,289 were accepted 
for processing, having considered 4,052 complaints with 
actual financial implications and 3,237 complaints relating 
to carelessness in the processing of benefits or policy issue/
purchasing.

COMPLAINTS AND GRIEVANCES 
submitted by insurance type

Automobile

Health

Businesses

Home

Life

Other insurances

32.5%

34.1%

8.5%

9.0%

5.4%
10.6%

at the close of year 2015 it was estimated that 29.9 percent 
of complaints and grievances had been accepted for 
investigation, rejecting 42.9 percent and providing alternative 
solutions in 8.3 percent of the cases (alternative appraisal, 
knowledge during the approval period that the plaintiff 
had initiated a parallel judicial or administrative procedure, 
withdrawal by the plaintiff, etc.).
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COMPLAINTS AND GRIEVANCES 
accepted for processing

Complaints Grievancesp12.7%
3,331

p10.7%
2,896

p11.8% p24.3% p4.2%

p47.8%
408 q(1.6%)

247

p6.3%
302 q(2.1%)

92

q(94.6%)
8

q(96%)
1

p50%
3
q(66.7%)

1

500

1,500

1,000

3,500

3,000

2,500

2,000

0

Familiar Life Empresas Assistance U. Global Risks U. 

Insurance U.    p12.4%
                            7,276 received

p9.5%
 7,289 received

q(94.8)%
9 received

q(20)%
4 received

In addition, 1,724 complaints submitted were not accepted 
because they did not comply with the legal requirements. 
this decision was notified and explained to the various users, 
reminding them of their right to correct the shortcomings 
within 10 days and informing them that the case would be 
dismissed if they failed to do so. 
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0

REJECTED PENDING AA RENEWED ACCEPTED PE OTHER SOLUTIONS REJECTED ESTIMATED

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000 9,000

VOLUME

INDEX OF SOLVING:  96.4%

TOTAL: 9,486

1,724

1,724 760 3,924 2,737

340 133 7,289

COMPLAINTS 
AND GRIEVANCES 

SOLVED TOTAL: 9,145

customer service was improved by reducing the average 
resolution time by 3 days compared with the previous financial 
year, down to 13.6 days (rotation period), over a maximum of 
60 days legally allowed.

Security

DATA PROTECTION AND INFORMATION SECURITy

maPFre gives absolute priority to privacy and the protection 
of personal details, understanding that these aspects are 
essential elements which should be pursued proactively, not 
only with the aim of complying with applicable regulations, 
but also as a fair response to the confidence placed by clients, 
providers, collaborators, employees and the rest of the 
stakeholders. 

advances in digitalization have gone hand-in-hand with an 
increase in cyber-attacks and the subsequent proliferation 
of security and privacy incidents suffered by companies. 
this scenario obliged maPFre to pay special attention to 
protecting the confidential nature of the information stored in 

corporate information systems, taking the required action to 
prevent information leaks and in the detection of and response 
to unauthorized attempts to access via cyberspace. to achieve 
this maPFre has:

_ a general control center (ccg-cert), which enables 
maPFre to perform ongoing monitoring (24x7x365) both on 
the information stored in its own technological platform and 
on all that is its property which may be accessible in systems 
belonging to third parties, which enables both the prevention 
of information leaks and early detection of cyber attacks and a 
flexible response to the same.

_ certified personnel highly specialized in matters of cyber 
security, responsible for identifying, defining, designing, 
implementing and operational technological tools designed to 
protect the company's digital assets. 

_ methodologies, procedures and expert professionals enabling 
the incorporation of security and privacy requirements into the 
new Information systems and processes implemented by the 
company, contemplating the full lifecycle verifying the correct 
implementation of said requirements. In this regard, 2015 
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saw the start of the development of the concepts of privacy 
by default and privacy by design, attempting to anticipate the 
regulatory requirements expected to become obligatory in 
future european data Protection regulations.

to articulate and coordinate initiatives taken in matters of 
privacy, maPFre has a corporate dPo (data Protection 
officer), and a specific area within the corporate security 
and environment division. Furthermore, throughout 2015 
and also within the organizational structure responsible for 
privacy, there has been progress in the implementation of the 
corporate office for data Protection and Privacy (ocPPd), 
whose mission is to be a reference point for all activities 
relation to Privacy and data Protection within the maPFre 
group, providing the organization both internally and externally 
with a single, global vision of the matter and fostering 
homogeneity in all processes and criteria relating to this 
matter whilst improving its efficiency.
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4.3. maPfre and ITs shareholders

this chapter demonstrates the way maPFre relates to its 
shareholders and investors, both private and institutional, and 
with the financial markets. the commitments made in this 
direction have been established through specific corporate 
policies, such as the policy on dividends, the policy on treasury 
stock, the policy on communication with shareholders, 
institutional investors and proxy advisors, and the policy on 
maPFre's corporate social responsibility. these policies 
were approved by the Board of directors on July 23, 2015 and 
published on the corporate website. 

maPFre considers that its relationship with shareholders and 
investors should be based on trust, communication and equity 
and it should be committed to promoting the participation of 
shareholders at general meetings.

maPFre’s role as a listed company that encourages 
sustainable development and respect for human rights 
has earned recognition by its inclusion, since 2006, in the 
Ftse4good and IBeX Ftse4good indices. Furthermore, in 
2015 driving sustainable economies (cdP) recognized the 
maPFre group as a global leader for action against climate 
change, including the group in its 'global climate a list'. this 
list comprises the top 113 global companies in terms of a 
decrease in emissions and the fight against climate change.

  



fully subscribed and paid up.

Main stock market 
index membership

Stock exchange 
listings

Basic data concerning MAPFRE’s shares 
as at the end of the 2015 fiscal year: 

_ IBEX 35
_ Dow Jones STOXX Insurance
_ MSCI Spain
_ FTSE All-World Developed Europe
_ FTSE4Good(*) and FTSE4Good IBEX(*)

Madrid and Barcelona 
Stock Exchange 
(Continuous Market).

ISIN Code
ES0124244E34

* Indexes which assess the 
performance of companies based 
on their actions in upholding and 
supporting sustainable development 
and human rights.

MAPFRE’S SHARES

Number of shares outstanding

3,079,553,273

Face value of 
each share

Share class
Common, represented by book 
entries. All outstanding shares 
carry identical voting and 
dividend rights.0.1€
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Shareholder structure 

at the end of the 2015 financial year, the company had a total 
of 232,095 shareholders, 228,867 of which were resident in 
spain and held individual shares of less than 0.10 percent 
of the capital. the Fundación maPFre, through its direct 
and indirect holdings, held 67.8 percent of the share capital; 
spanish investors with a holding over 0.1 percent represented 
0.3 percent. Foreign shareholders holding over 0.1 percent 
accounted for 19.2 percent of investors, and others 1.7 percent.

the table below shows the shareholder breakdown by country: 

Country %
Spain 79.12
United States 5.26
Germany 2.08
United Kingdom 1.76
Nordic Countries 1.24
France 0.91
Switzerland 0.26
Netherlands 0.24
Canada 0.18
Australia 0.06
Irlanda 0.05
Austria 0.04
Hong Kong 0.04
Italy 0.04
Japan 0.02
Portugal 0.02
Andorra 0.02
Unidentified 8.64

Share value and returns      

the share price performance during the 2015 fiscal year is 
shown in the following table, compared to two key benchmark 
indices (the IBeX 35 and the dow Jones stoxx Insurance 
indices): 

  1 yEAR 3 yEARS 5 yEARS
MAPFRE (%) (17.8) (0.1) 11.3
DJ Stoxx Insurance (%) 14.0 61.3 84.9
IBEX 35 (%) (7.2) 16.9 (3.2)

ethe performance of maPFre’s earnings per share (ePs) 
during the same period was as follows:

  2015 2014 2013 2012 2011
EPS (euros) 0.23 0.27 0.26 0.22 0.32
INCREASE (14.8) 3.8 18.2 (31.3) 3.2

Shareholder remuneration

suitable shareholder remuneration is among maPFre's 
main commitments. the dividend policy established that 
shareholders remuneration must be linked with the company's 
profit, solvency, liquidity and investment plans, and also its 
shareholders' expectations. as a general rule, the Board 
of directors will propose at the annual general meeting a 
distribution of dividends of between 45 and 65 percent of the 
attributable profit (pay-out ratio). 

For the 2015 fiscal year, the Board of directors has agreed to 
pay an interim dividend against the year's results of €0.06 per 
share, raising the total dividend payout in the year to €0.14 per 
share, the same amount as the previous year, until reaching a 
total dividend payout of 431.1 million euros.

the final dividend for fiscal year 2015 to be proposed at 
the annual general meeting is a dividend of 0.07 euros per 
share (before tax). therefore, the total dividend against 2015 
earnings amounts to 0.13 euros per share before tax, entailing 
a pay-out ratio of 56.5 percent.
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the trends in dividend payments and the dividend yield, 
calculated on average share prices, are indicated below:

  2015 2014 2013 2012 2011
DIVIDEND (EUROS) 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.15
DIVIDEND YIELD 4.9 4.7 4.4 6.1 5.9

It should also be mentioned that since the current economic 
and financial crisis broke out in 2007 maPFre has increased 
the amount allocated to dividends by 72.2 percent. 

MAPFRE's relationship with shareholders 
and investors
[G4-37, 49, 50; FS5]

communication and dialogue with all stakeholders, based 
on transparency, truth and commitment, are established as 
critical pillars for building stable relationships that generate 
trust.

In this regard, the new policy for communication with 
shareholders, institutional investors and proxy advisors sets 
forth the following, basic principles:

_ strict compliance, in time and manner, with legally 
established information and communication obligations, and 
also corporate governance recommendations in this area. 

_ truth and transparency of communicated information. 

_ appropriate channels made available to shareholders for 
exercising their right to information. 

each of the communication channels created by maPFre are 
described below.

Spanish National Securities and Exchange Commission 
(the "CNMV") and other official organizations

Information outlining the company’s business performance, 
corporate activities and significant milestones are sent, prior 
to their publication, to the spanish national securities and 
exchange commission (cnmv). the following table displays 
the information which the company regularly makes available 
to its investors: 

REQUENCy TyPE OF INFORMATION

annuaL _  Individual and consolidated annual 
reports

_  Intrinsic value of the Life and Savings 
business

quaRteRLy _  Reports following the format 
required by the Spanish National 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
(CNMV)

_  Presentations of results
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CORPORATE WEBSITE

the corporate website www.mapfre.com constitutes the 
main means of communication between the company and 
the shareholders, the institutional investors and the public 
in general.  the company will immediately publish in this 
website all reports sent to the spanish national securities and 
exchange commission (cnmv) and to other official bodies. 

likewise, any other documents required by legislation in effect 
as regards announcements and celebrations of annual general 
meetings and any other information of which publication is 
mandatory, as well as corporate governance policies and any 
information considered appropriate for dissemination  
to shareholders and investors, are also published here.

In the same way, the corporate website also offers a form for 
processing queries and requests of shareholders and investors, 
both private and institutional.

INVESTOR RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

the Investor relations department is the communications 
channel, of a permanent nature, that is open between the 
company and its shareholders for dealing with their queries 
and requests for information. For this purpose, please use the 
email address relacionesconinversores@mapfre.com or the 
toll-free number 900 10 35 33 and the query form available 
through the corporate website.

this department is also the communications channel with 
the proxy advisors for informing them and dealing with their 
queries in relation to proposals for agreement presented 
to the annual general meeting that is the object of their 
recommendations.

as regards responding to private shareholders on the actions 
carried out in 2015, the following noteworthy initiatives were 
undertaken to further develop shareholder communication 
channels:

_ the shareholder hotline (at the toll-free number 900 10 
35 33) serviced over 800 consultations, primarily related to 
share price performance, annual general meeting, dividend 
payments, and financial information.

_ a total of 183 requests were answered through the 
corporate website query form.

_ specific links were included in the “shareholders and 
Investors” section of the corporate website to facilitate access 
to documentation which is deemed of particular importance to 
shareholders, such as documentation relating to the agm.

the electronic shareholders’ Forum set up in 2011,  
was also operational for the annual general meeting held  
on march 13, 2015.

_ two newsletters were distributed with half-yearly 
information on the group’s earnings, key events and the 
performance of the company’s share price. 
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these channels of communication enabled management to 
identify the main topics of interest for shareholders, as shown 
in the graph below: 

ITEMS OF GREATER INTEREST
to shareholders

Annual General 
Meeting

General information
on MAPFRE

Financial information

The Share

Dividends

29%

26%

22%

14%

9%

In 2015 the Investor relations department carried out 
intense activity regarding communications with financial 
analysts, shareholders and institutional investors. among the 
main issues discussed were the financial results in the usa, 
the macroeconomic outlook in latin america, particularly in 
Brazil, the competitive environment in spain, the expected 
trends for forthcoming dividends, and the adaptation process 
to the requirements established by solvency II.

likewise, meetings were held together with the corporate 
social responsibility division, with analysts and investors 
specialized in esg (environmental, social and governance), 
participating in specific events, such as the Forum organized 
by eXane BnP ParIBas in november 2015.
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the table below shows a summary of the financial markets 
communication activity carried out in 2015:

Video conferences

4

348
Meetings with 
shareholders 
and institutional 
investors from 
other countries
of which:

_ United Kingdom

_ France

_ Switzerland

_ Germany

_ United States

_ Others

151

50

37

33

19

58

9

_ United Kingdom

_ Spain

_ Switzerland

_ Italy

_ United States

4

2

1

1

1

Participation 
in institutional 
investor forums
of which:

91
Meetings 
with Spanish 
shareholders 
and institutional 
investors

Meetings 
with financial 
analysts

68

Presentations 
of results

4
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since 2001, maPFre has been an active member of aerI, the 
spanish Investor relations association.

Stock market data

during 2015, maPFre s.a. shares were traded for 257 days on 
the continuous market, with a frequency index of 100 percent. 
2,553,834,115 securities were underwritten, compared to 
2,986,558,095 in the previous year, reflecting a decrease of 
14.5 percent. the effective value of this transactions rose to 
7,314.2 million euros, compared to 8,813.8 million euros in 
2014, a decrease of 17 percent.

at year-end of 2015, six spanish and international investment 
banks had "Buy" recommendations for the company’s shares, 
compared to six who held "hold" recommendations, while five 
had the stock on their "sell" lists.
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4.4. maPfre and ITs dIsTrIbuTors 

this chapter presents how maPFre works with its distributors 
of goods and services, explains its relationship with brokerage 
professionals, their selection and training, and its distribution 
agreements. 

maPFre is committed to promoting omnichannels, supported 
by the strength of its distribution channels, strengthening its 
commercial network and expanding its digital business. the 
company, which considers distribution as a cross-disciplinary 
management of channels and processes, is committed 
through its own networks and other distribution channels to 
offer clients all possible options for contacting and relating. 

maPFre’s commercial global network comprises 5,872 
company-owned offices (972 direct, 4,876 sub offices and 
24 representative offices), 8,932 bancassurance offices and 
other sales points corresponding to different distribution and 
collaboration agreements. 

Furthermore, 7,174 of the group's employees are engaged in 
commercial activity in the different territorial areas (2,699 in 
IBerIa, 4,457 in InternatIonal and 18 in the reinsurance 
unit). 

the table below provides further details of the structure of 
maPFre’s global commercial network. 

OFFICES 2015 2014

IBERIA
Direct and Delegate Offices 3,073 3,149
Bancassurance 3,330 3,861
Subtotal Iberia 6,403 7,010
LATAM
Direct and Delegate Offices 2,331 2,087
Bancassurance 5,602 5,623

Subtotal LATAM 7,933 7,710

INTERNATIONAL
Direct and Delegate Offices 444 288

Subtotal INTERNATIONAL 444 288

TOTAL Offices 14,780 15,008

the following table shows the breakdown of brokers by groups 
and territorial areas: 

COMMERCIAL NETWORK 2015 2014

IBERIA  
Agents 9,498 10,999

Delegates 2,575 2,697

Brokers 5,268 5,038

Subtotal IBERIA 17,341 18,734

LATAM 
Agents 13,286 12,599

Delegates 7,155 6,161

Brokers 32,357 33,459

Subtotal LATAM 52,798 52,219

INTERNATIONAL
Agents 8,548 6,742

Delegates 101 197

Brokers 1,542 1,397

Subtotal INTERNATIONAL 10,191 8,336

TOTAL cOMMerciAL neTWOrK 80,330 79,289

this commercial model promotes the presence of the entity 
in each territory;, improves guidance and customer service 
(personal and corporate), and creates the synergies necessary 
to increase effectiveness and complementarity in the different 
distribution channels.

with the aim of strengthening relationships with brokers 
and developing joint ventures, maPFre has collaboration 
agreements with insurance broker associations, brokerage 
firms, insurance producers, micro financial companies and 
other bodies connected to insurance brokerage in various 
countries. 

the relationship maPFre has with these professionals has 
been reinforced in different areas during 2015.



transversal distribution

as a complement to traditional networks, maPFre continues 
promoting a transversal, multichannel distribution strategy 
in all countries, with other specialized professionals and 
with online and telesales. Furthermore, it is working on 
technological developments that strengthen the presence of 
the collaborators network on the Internet. 

Online tools

there are consolidated online platforms for brokers to further 
harness the Internet and social networks for commercial 
management. special mention should be made of the 
“networK within the network” platform in spain, which 
reinforces the Internet presence in maPFre's offices and their 
capacity to interface with clients in this environment. these 
means are increasingly used to interact with the different 
channels and as a tool for promoting customer loyalty.

each country is developing initiatives in this regard to improve 
communication channels and make them more effective. the 
following examples of good practices are worth mentioning: 

Paraguay has seen the implementation of the mel channel 
website service which enables sales channels to consult on 
policies, claims, quotations, issue of certificates, renewal 
notifications and commercial tracking by the agents. 

Brazil has the BB network Blog (BB network Blog in 
movement), through which the commercial team can access 
its data base from any location.

In Puerto rico there have been improvements in services 
offered through the company website and the maPFre 360 
mobile application for better browsing. 

Social networks and apps

the use of social networks and applications for mobile 
devices (smartphones and tablets) also help to promote 
the brand's position on the Internet and redirect business 
to brokers. they are also used to share experiences and 
information with brokers and to conduct special campaigns. 
In 2015, some countries developed new channels and tools 
for communication with collaborators and brokers, like mexico 
for example, where they are using social networks to inform 
about innovative activities and commercial campaigns, which 
help to improve commercial management. the aim is to create 
a direct communication channel between maPFre and its 
agents which fosters communication and confidence  
in the same.

chile has the "asegurate Bien.cl" blog, offering information 
about the company and guidelines for generating greater 
knowledge on the insurance activity. 

Direct marketing 

direct marketing initiatives to clients have increased, the 
information and consultation options for collaborators 
via smartphone were improved and some countries have 
greatly promoted meetings and video conferences with 
brokers and representatives. others have included on their 
websites information about the products and services of their 
bancassurance partners; on the portals for brokers they have 
included information about the new policies mandatory by law; 
and they have created specific microsites on their intranet with 
sections of interest for daily business management. 
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Greater efficiency

In 2015, new initiatives have also been undertaken to improve 
the efficiency of commercial structures, simplifying processes 
and implementing measures that reinforce the commercial 
activity and decrease the administrative burden of employees 
linked to the distribution or coordination of sales teams. an 
example of this is the measures taken by Portugal, via the 
integration of applications and data using internet services, 
considerably improving productivity and service quality.

In some countries the company has operating platforms, 
communication and work tools, documentation and specific 
corporate manuals to assist the commercial activity of the 
brokers, and in certain cases there are specialized publications 
for these professionals. spain has tools for pricing, policy 
purchasing and tracking of positions.

Portugal has the Brokers website. an internet platform 
incorporating numerous functionalities which help agents to 
manage their insurance portfolio, featuring information on 
clients, policies, payments, cancellations, claims, management 
committees, as well the results of commercial campaigns.

chile has the Brokers website (maPFre online), which 
provides information on the portfolio, payments, fees and 
claims declarations, among other functionalities.

In the Philippines there are apps for the distributors, with 
a special mention for sales KIts, which incorporates 
client management tools; and maPFre aPPs, which 
enables intermediaries to access material for meeting and 
presentations.

Efficient commercialization

all countries have continued promoting technological 
platforms linked to marketing, commercial campaigns, 
incentive plans and capture and training programs to 
consolidate and promote the positioning of insurance 
distribution in their local market. one example is the 
consolidation of distribution agreement strategies to improve 
marketing through banking institutions and auto dealerships, 
which was carried out in Panama.

In argentina there is an incentive program to reward sales 
in the country's regional banking structure and in Paraguay 

there is ongoing training for bank agents so that they have 
better knowledge of maPFre products and there are incentive 
programs to promote sales.

Furthermore, in the desire to improve relations between 
brokers and the company, surveys have been taken to measure 
the degree of satisfaction in the commercial network which 
distributes maPFre products, as can be seen in the following 
table: 

dEGREE of SATISfACTIoN 

Territorial area Country PERCENTAGE

IBERIA SPAIN 51
PORTUGAL 80

LATAM
 

BRAZIL 78
PANAMA 53
PERU 88
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 84

INTERNATIONAL
 

MALTA 95
PUERTO RICO 75
TURKEY 74

Recruitment and training

In spain and certain countries in latin america,  where 
the implementation of the commercial distribution model 
with brokers and own networks is more advanced, these 
professionals demonstrate a high degree of engagement with 
the company and there is a low turnover ratio in this area. 

this engagement is reinforced by the global and flexible 
nature of the group, which allows brokers to present a 
personalized and complete offering adapted to the specific 
needs of each client. maPFre's commitment to its brokers is 
also reflected in the multiple training and service initiatives 
implemented to promote their business and professional 
development. the brokers also positively evaluate maPFre's 
solvency and reputation, which consolidates their own client 
management.

another objective of maPFre is to promote environmental 
awareness among its brokers, promoting environmentally-
friendly practices that also lead to savings in paper and energy 
consumption. different countries have developed initiatives 
to involve brokers in good practices in the fields of social 
and environmental responsibility. Initiatives have already 
been taken in spain and Portugal, for example, to advise the 
commercial network on waste management and energy 
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saving, which enables the implementation of policies that 
address these two issues. taking into account the average 
saving achieved per team, the estimated decrease in energy 
consumption achieved in the IBerIa territorial area in 2015 
was more than 500,000 kwh when compared to 2012, the 
year in which the computer equipment energy saving policies 
were implemented.  

to assess the professional competences and skills -and other 
aspects such as commercial efficiency or sales-oriented 
attitudes- the selection of new brokers has a number of 
commercial checks and tests available:

Professionals from the human resources and commercial 
areas are involved in these processes, working in collaboration 
to select high-potential, skilled and ethical professionals. In 
some countries there is an official degree for practicing as 
an insurance broker, and this qualification is a requirement 
requested by the company during the recruitment process.

once aspect in which maPFre stands out in its relations with 
brokers is the importance given to training which continuously 
promotes the professional development of collaborators 
through the provision of training tailored to the needs of each 
broker, with a special focus on new products, customer loyalty, 
initial training and recycling and centralized information. also, 
in some cases, we have continued the specific skill-building 
program for supplementary channel offices, adapted to 
specific needs.

the training developed for brokers is designed to help to meet 
the established objectives and to contribute to the professional 
development of the people it targets, in accordance with each 
profile and the experience of each trainee.

the training programs also include corporate information 
designed to transmit the company’s policy, culture, strategy 
and values; technical training devised to raise awareness about 
the processes of the group's different areas; information on 
new legislation affecting insurance; and commercial training 
conceived to provide knowledge on products, tools, skills and 
sales techniques. 

In some countries brokers carry out assignments in different 
areas of the company as part of their training. 

In 2015, more than 1.6 million hours of training were delivered 
to brokers, mainly commercial and technical training, among 
other subjects. 

throughout 2015, training has been provided as follows:

BROKERS Type hoURS

COMMERCIAL Multimedia 691,923

On-site 528,867
CROSS-DISCIPLINARY Multimedia 45,994

On-site 93,415
TECHNICAL Multimedia 52,351

On-site 192,037

TOTAL generAL 1,604,586

Distribution agreements

there are supplementary distribution channels arising from 
agreements with financial institutions, repair shops, car 
dealers, shopping malls, etc. there are also agreements 
with service companies and associations that distribute 
maPFre products to their clients and partners (companies or 
individuals).

SUPPORT FORMULAS

In some countries specific areas have been created to 
provide support and tracking for the commercial networks of 
collaborating companies for constant product improvement 
and adaptation; the development of training programs for the 
respective structures and the adaptation of marketing and 
management platforms; and offering commercial campaigns 
and incentives aimed at these collaborators.

spain, for example, has the recover Plan, provided with 
resources and investment aimed at improving support and 
tracking for our commercial network in collaborating entities 
with the aim of increasing the recovery of policies.
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the following table shows the main maPFre distribution 
agreements with financial institutions:

COUNTRIES FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

ARGENTINA Banco Patagonia- Santander Rio- ICBC

BRAzIL Banco do Brasil, Caixa Seguros, Porto 
Real

CoLomBIA Banco Finandina, Banco Corpbanca, 
Bancamia                   

ChILE Banco Chile, Banco Santander, Banco 
Itau.

SPAIN Bankia, Bankinter, Caja Duero, CCM

mALTA Bank of Valleta

mEXICo Compartamos Banco, Banco Forjadores 

PANAmA BAC, BANVIVIENDA Y DELTA

PARAGUAy BBVA, ITAU and BANCO REGIONAL.

PERU Scotiabank, Financiera Confianza, Caja 
Piura

PoRTUGAL BBVA, BBIC

PUERTo RICo BANCO POPULAR , SCOTIA BANK, 
ORIENTAL BANK

domINICAN 
REPUBLIC

BHD Leon

TURkEy Finansbank

at the end of 2015, the group had 2,604 distribution 
agreements that complement its network's commercial activity.

maPFre distributed its products through 8,932 bancassurance 
offices (of which 3,330 are in spain, 5,424 in Brazil, and 178 in 
the dominican republic).
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4.5. maPfre and ITs ProvIders
[G4-12]

this chapter responds specifically to issues identified as 
relevant in the corporate materiality study made in 2015.

Providers should comply with the quality principles in the 
services and products they offer, show integrity in their 
business practices, and strictly comply with all regulations 
governing their activity.

on the other hand, maPFre assures transparency, equitable 
treatment and the use of objective criteria to select them, as 
established in the terms of the code of ethics and conduct 
and the corporate Purchasing regulations.

these purchasing regulations establish the compulsory 
criteria and principles to be observed in every procurement 
undertaken on behalf of maPFre; the management of 
relations with the group's providers of both operating and 
support services;  and the ethical guarantee and social 
responsibility of the entire supply chain for every group 
company and in any part of the world. 

4.5.1. types of providers 
[G4-EC9]

there are three main categories of providers:

_ Of services: those that provide services derived from 
insurance contracts or services provided by the group's 
insurance companies or subsidiary companies to its clients. 

_ Support: those for which the object is not the insured 
parties but rather the company and its management activities. 
these include travel agencies, consulting firms, audit firms, 
property management companies, marketing and advertising, 
printing services, etc.

_ Technology: those that are part of the support providers 
and who offer technological solutions required for business 
development. 
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In 2015 relations were maintained with 220,795 providers  
and the total amount invoiced to the group's insurance 
business companies amounted to more than 4,100 million 
euros. the details are described below:

 IBERIA LATAm* INTERNATIoNAL

Nº de
Providers Cost Nº de

Providers Cost Nº de
Providers Cost

Of services (SPECIFIC) 72,340 1,413 53,059 683.6 75,208 603.7
Of support (GENERAL) 3,311 297.8 9,743 638.5 5,565 88.3
Technology 238 266.6 747 99.4 584 72.3

cost (millions of euros)  
does not include information on providers in costa rica and argentina

4.5.2. Provider relational channels  
and support systems 

the relationship with providers is assembled via internet 
platforms, specific portals, contact centers (in-house or 
outsourced), social networks, newsletters and working parties; 
and those responsible for specific providers in each business 
area and for technological goods and services and who 
manage relationships with the same. 

In this field one of the latest innovations should be 
highlighted, the development of the corporate Procurement 
Platform in spain, a single website to which all management 
support providers are granted access to obtain approval, 
receive invitations, certifications and orders and to send bills. 

other countries saw the introduction of innovations in  
direct communication with providers, such as the settlement 
of bills via the website (dominican republic), design updates 
in the maPFre mobile application (Puerto rico), the auto 
payment consultation system for providers via the maPFre 
online portal (chile), and the newsletter for service providers 
containing suggestions on attention, new developments  
within the company and texts about sustainability and 
innovation (Brazil).

maPFre strives to turn its service providers into genuine 
brand ambassadors, through the relationships they build with 
clients and their service capacity. 

to this end we should mention maPFre service Providers 
initiative, which aims to achieve differentiation through service 
provision, as well as to take advantage of better practices in 
different markets to become more competitive, establishing 
a global management model and relations with service 
providers.

this model, generated from the mutual creation of value, 
ensures the provision of a service of the highest quality which 
exceeds client expectations and is founded on three critical 
pillars: a two-way commitment, the categorizing of providers 
and a common contribution model, by which maPFre 
increases its commitment to the provider to the extent that 
the latter demonstrates its commitment to providing an 
excellent service. 

2015 saw the deployment of the model in the different 
countries in which maPFre operates, conducting the pilot test 
in the latam north regional area (mexico) and then in the 
emea regional area (Italy), with satisfactory results in both 
cases. In 2016 deployment is planned in the latam south 
regional areas, Brazil and north america. 
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4.5.3. Provider selection criteria and 
relations with them 
[G4-EN32; LA14, LA15]

Providers are expected to perform their activities under a 
commitment based on integrity and professional ethics, 
avoiding conflicts of interest, extortion, bribery or any other 
form of corruption as well as the use of unfair competition 
or any practice that contravenes human rights (mainly 
occupational health and safety rights) or the respect by the 
environment, during the course of their activities or provision of 
their services. to this end, social protection, environmental and 
branding clauses are applicable. Providers mustFurthermore, 
they should be up to date with their tax obligations and 
liabilities. the selection and hiring of providers in maPFre 
must be conducted lawfully, with appropriate technical, 
professional and economic criteria, and always satisfying the 
group's needs and interests. 

the factors to be taken into account when hiring providers 
in maPFre are indicated in the corporate Procurement 
regulations. of these, the following deserve special 
mention: the importance of the provider for the company; 
its negotiating capacity; its business volume with the group, 
which may not exceed 50 percent of the provider's total 
turnover (it is recommended that turnover with maPFre 
should not exceed 25 percent of provider's turnover); no 
employee may receive or offer commissions or gratification; 
and all phases in the procurement process should be 
undertaken with the utmost objectivity, impartiality and equal 
opportunity.

these regulations also include the phases which should be 
followed during the hiring process: 

_ needs analysis.

_ approval of each provider type.

_ analysis of the capacities provided by the different providers 
and their geographic coverage

_ accreditation of flexibility to change.

_ negotiation process, establishing the market prices/rates to 
be charged.

_ Periodical review of contracts and tenders, according to the 
situation and conditions of the market.

_ review of the quality of the goods or services and analysis of 
added vales, implementing measurable management models.

_ verification of compliance with contract terms.

_ Payment process.

Furthermore, all procurements must also aim to respect the 
environment and, in the provision of services, to promote good 
practices and objectives included in the group's environmental 
policy. 

maPFre contributes to the environmental performance of its 
providers through three action lines:

_ Providers selection criteria assessing their environmental 
conduct as well as the environmental footprint of its products 
and services, especially of those that are considered to have 
the greatest environmental or energy impact. In this way, 
the provider management corporate platforms lay down the 
sustainability criteria in the procurement specifications and in 
the matrices used for comparing bids. 

_ environmental clauses in all procurement specifications and 
in the contracts for services provided within the facilities. 

_ Information to providers on best practices which may have 
an impact on the environment in which they operate. For 
workplaces that have an environmental certificate.

environmental services providers form part of a permanent 
evaluation process that guarantees the continuity of their 
authorizations and their service capacity. compliance  
with these measures is audited by maPFre’s in-house  
audit division.
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4.5.4. Approval of providers 
[G4-EN32, EN33; LA14; HR4, HR10; SO9]

desde la entrada en vigor de la norma corporativa de since 
the corporate Procurement regulations came into force, all 
companies that wish to supply goods or services to maPFre 
must be approved, since this guarantees that they have the 
sufficient technical, financial and quality capacity to fulfill 
the commitments to which they subscribe. the evaluation 
of prospective providers pays particular attention to the 
soundness and reliability of their business from both the 
financial and solvency as from the technical points of view.

of the requirements for this approval, the following deserve 
special mention: 

_ activity in the market that is compatible with the ethical 
principles of the group, carrying out all of its initiatives within 
the applicable legal framework and, specifically, in compliance 
with legislation regulating its activity.

_ Being up to date with their labor, occupational risk prevention 
and tax obligations. 

_ to understand development within the company in matters 
of corporate social responsibility, especially concerning 
occupational health and safety, equality and work-life balance 
and the rejection of such practices as corruption, extortion and 
bribery.

maPFre will not grant approval to any provider who refuses 
to sign or comply with any of the following clauses: data 
protection, provider data processing, charter of environmental 
and energy commitments, provider equality clause, 
declaration of any relationship that contractors, shareholders 
or persons associated with the provider may have with persons 
associated with maPFre. 

4.5.5. Customer loyalty and evaluation  
of service quality 
[G4-HR5, HR6, HR11]  

Providers are highly satisfied with maPFre and the turnover 
rate is very low. specific customer loyalty programs have been 
developed for its providers in different countries, and usually 
supplies them benefits such as discounts on insurance, travel, 
or vehicles. 

as examples, Puerto rico is developing the Brand ambassador 
Program which encourages the promotion of the maPFre 
brand, and in Brazil there are cultural activities aimed at the 
main providers.

Quality is a basic premise for maPFre and, therefore, it 
continuously evaluates the services rendered by its providers 
through different measures:

_ visits to the provider's facilities or surveys among its clients. 

_ Information from different channels such as the operator-
detected incidents, provider visits, meetings or conventions, 
purchasing committees, client communications and internal 
and ad-hoc audits.

_ evaluations of quality, with variable criteria based on the 
activities they perform. generally, service is assessed in terms 
of delivery, timeliness and price competitiveness. 

as an example of quality promotion in 2015, in spain the 
company facilitated the granting free of charge of the tQ 
quality certificate to 30 distinguished repair shops. this 
quality certification, issued by cesvImaP, distinguishes repair 
workshops offering clients superior repair service standards 
based on criteria relating to installations and equipment, 
personnel and work procedures.

Furthermore, as part of the home provider campaign 
(tourmap 2015), a total of 80 providers were awarded 
prizes for work attributes such as punctuality, work quality, 
deference to the client, professional image, cleanliness and 
tidiness and the correct use of maPFre uniforms.
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also, every two years maPFre asIstencIa carries out a 
Quality observatory to assess the perception that different 
stakeholders have of the quality of service they receive from 
the company. 

likewise, within the framework of relationships with the 
providers of technology goods and services, different controls 
are also carried out using internal surveys and follow-up 
meetings. 

In this regard we should highlight the satisfaction 
demonstrated by providers in some countries, such as  
Peru (92 percent) and Panama (68 percent) in the different 
studies made. 

4.5.6. training  

maPFre feels that by offering training to its providers it is 
strengthening their commitment to the company, as well as 
being the effective way to improve the service attention given 
to its clients. this is the best formula for their incorporation 
into the company's value chain and to transmit to them the 
importance of the service they provide, which will, in turn, 
result in a higher level of customer loyalty. For this, providers 
receive general information on the company's culture, what it 
means and the implications quality has for maPFre.

Furthermore, together with technical training, they also have 
access to maPFre's institutional and business principles and 
the social responsibility policy of the group which actively 
promotes commitment to human rights.  

there is provision of systems, materials, training dossiers, 
tools and online and on-site courses to facilitate their 
tasks and to provide knowledge on regulatory changes, 
technological developments and other topics of interest. 

In 2015 there were training activities in pricing, coverage 
and new products (Panama), quality of attention and service 
payment (nicaragua), security plans (Portugal), bodywork, 
painting and electromechanics (colombia), and regulations 
and development standards for security systems and policies 
(Puerto rico).

with regard to the environmental field, special mention 
should be made of the initiative developed in Paraguay, 
where sessions were held with the main service providers 
on environmental aspects and the impact that bad practices 
could have, as well as providing training and instructions on 
safety and the environment for its main provider of office 
cleaning. 

a session was also organized with the providers in Puerto 
rico and they were oriented on the environmental policy 
established in maPFre, its programs for solid waste and the 
handling of waste within the company's facilities.

also, the III risk Inspection workshop took place in Brazil, 
with the aim of presenting the main concepts of climate 
change and the relationship of its impact with an insurance 
company.
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4.6. maPfre and socIeTy 

one of the objectives of maPFre is to convey the company’s 
social value in each country in which it is present.

For maPFre, the corporate concept of social value is the 
sum of the value generated by its commercial activity and 
those non-profit activities which the company supports and 
develops, mainly through Fundación maPFre, and which 
impacts the development of those countries in which the 
company is present.

the three annual reports presented at the annual general 
meeting —the annual accounts report, the annual corporate 
social responsibility report and the annual Fundación 
maPFre report— together represent the group's economic 
and social impact.

10 years supporting CSR
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Main impacts:  

ECONOMIC IMPACT: annual accounts report 
https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo-es/accionistas-inversores/inversores/informacion-financiera/

SOCIAL IMPACT:

EMPLOyMENT

DiRect _   Increase of the workforce by creating 1,352 direct jobs compared with 2014.

			•	51.9 percent of new additions to staff were women.

			•		70 individuals with a disability have been employed, representing a 17 percent increase 
over 2014.

inDiRect _ Over 80,000 agents, delegates and brokers work with MAPFRE.

_  More than 220,000 providers with which MAPFRE maintains a commercial or services 
relationship.

eMPLoyMent 
inteGRation PRoGRaMs 

_ Compliance with the legally required quota in Spain: 

			•		Contracts for provision of services formalized with special employment centers totaling 
304,658.81 euros.

			•		Donations totaling 1,007,753.75 euros for workplace integration projects for people with a 
disability or employment projects, prepared by specialized associations and foundations. 

_  Donations to projects for employing people with a disability in China, France and Malta, 
totaling 283,928.80 euros.

GRow witH us 
PRoGRaM

_  More than 404 agreements with educational institutions and universities for completing 
internships with the company 

_  In 2015 more than 1,000 interns from 27 countries completed internships with the Group
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TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 

investMent _ 15.1 million euros invested (1 percent of remuneration in 2015).

tieMPo De foRMación _  Over 1,325,774 hours destined for training in all of its modalities (on-site; e-learning and 
mixed).

sPecific PRoGRaMs _  Professional Development School: Eight professional development programs in which 140 
employees from 30 countries have participated.

_  Culture and Global Policies School: 36,742 employees trained.

_  Skills School: 25,830 employees trained.

_  Language School: 133,454 hours of training delivered.

_  A Language Library was created with training resources that are accessible for all 
employees worldwide.

_  Leadership School, in which 79 top executives from 15 countries participated.

GLobaL evaLuation 
MoDeL

_ 76.5 percent of the workforce was evaluated using the global evaluation model.

_ 178 managers were evaluated using the 180º evaluation system.
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PAy AND SOCIAL BENEFITS

vaRiabLe 
ReMuneRation / 
incentives

_  Remuneration at MAPFRE comprises a fixed part, a variable part (based on reaching 
company targets as well as those assigned to each employee) and a company benefits 
package.

_  Variable remuneration represents 10.9 percent of total remunerations for the Group, 
and accounts for between 10 and 40 percent of an employee's salary, depending on their 
position.

_  MAPFRE has a multiannual incentives program, on a global scale, for 135 managers.

sociaL benefits _  All benefits are offered regardless of whether employees are on permanent or temporary 
contracts:

			•	Health insurance. 

			•	Social protection/life insurance programs.

			•	Discounts on insurance. 

			•	Long service bonuses.

			•	Schooling grants for employees' children.

			•	Birth bonus.

			•	Loans.

			•	Aid to employees for special situations, normally related to health problems.
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WORK-LIFE BALANCE MEASURES

woRk-Life  
baLance  
initiatives

nuMbeR of  
eMPLoyees  
benefiteD

flexi-time arrangements 12,131

Part-time arrangements 2,262

shorter workdays 4,467

telecommuting 788

Paid and unpaid leave 14,252

sabbatical for study/
personal reasons

1,549

employee reintegration 
program following a 
protracted leave of 
absence

756

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR EMPLOyEES AND THEIR FAMILy MEMBERS

tyPes of activities _  Sports activities: races, soccer competitions, tennis, paddle tennis and athletics.  

_  Cultural activities: educational workshops on culture and road safety through Fundación 
MAPFRE.

_  Offers and discounts for employees on products and services marketed by MAPFRE 
companies and other external companies.

_  Parties with employees and children, and Christmas parties.

_  Open days.

_  Activities with associations of people with disabilities: sale of plants and lottery tickets. 
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR EMPLOyEES AND THEIR FAMILy MEMBERS

PaRticiPation _  In 2015, the company organized 397 social activities, with 71,217 participations by employees 
and their families

PiLot PLatfoRMs  
in sPain

_  Me Gusta: an internal social network offering MAPFRE employees sports, cultural and 
recreational activities. 6,767 employees have joined

_  teCuidamos Empleados: a loyalty program offering employees a space with offers and 
discounts on recreation, health, restaurants, technology, and other services. Additionally 
it offers services including psychological guidance, pediatrics, nutritional assistance, tax 
advice, a virtual mechanical assessor, a personal manager, electronic pharmacies and 
second medical opinions, among others. 9,480 employees have joined.

CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING

PaRticiPation _  MAPFRE boasts 93,944 participations by 4,120 volunteers worldwide.

_  The program is delivered through Fundación MAPFRE, which acts as a collaborating entity 
in its design, organization and execution of this activity in 21 countries of America, Asia and 
Europe.

PRoGRaMs _  765 social and environmental activities.

_  Hours invested: 11,595 hours.

_  Beneficiaries: over 543,143 individuals. 

_  On-site training and e-learning on various topics related to solidarity activities: 432 hours.
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HEALTHy AND SAFE COMPANy

occuPationaL Risk 
PRevention

_  A total of 27,197 employees, 70.8 percent of the workforce, is represented in joint 
management-employee health and safety committees, which have been set up to help 
monitor and advise on this issue.

HeaLtHy coMPany 
MoDeL

_  Informational and training actions on health and healthy lifestyles:

			•	A total of 10,071 training hours were specifically dedicated to health and well-being.

			•		The World of MAPFRE magazine published the following articles in 2015 in the “Estar 
Bien” (Doing Well) section: “Happiness. Guidelines for being happier”, “The dangers of 
irresponsible self-medication”, “Cutting down our sleeping hours, an option that we should 
not consider” and “The advantages of solidarity”.

_  Health promotion.

_  Physical activity and diet.

_  Mental Well-being.

_  Personal environment.

GooD PRactices: sPain _  1st MAPFRE Week: Target Health.
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VERSITy, EQUALITy AND NON-DISCRIMINATION

DiveRsity Gender _  37.8 percent of employees in management/middle-management 
positions are women. 

_  52 women occupy Senior Management positions or positions on 
Boards of Directors. 

_  The MAPFRE S.A. Board of Directors includes three women among its 
members, representing 16.6 percent of its members, 50 percent more 
than in 2014.

occupational _  The Global Disability Program has been implemented in 22 countries.

_ 479 employees with disabilities work in 21 countries.

cultural _  65 nationalities work together at the Group.

_ The Corporate Areas have employees from 30 nationalities.

_  With regard to Senior Management and executives who work in the 
Group's companies outside Spain, 74.2 percent are hired locally. 

_  To this end, international mobility is fostered, which in 2015 enabled 
118 employees to move their job positions to another country.

Generational _  Generation Y: 16,437 employees.

_ Generation X: 17,708 employees.

_ Baby Boomers: 4,260 employees.

_  Global Trainees Program to promote young talent, including 22 young 
people of four nationalities (Spain, China, Romania and Turkey).

_ Inclusion in the Generation and Talent Observatory. Spain.
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DIVERSITy, EQUALITy AND NON-DISCRIMINATION

equaLity _  Desarrollo de acciones específicas destinadas a fomentar la igualdad de oportUnites y trato 
entre hombres y mujeres, entre las que destacan:

			•		Programa de empoderamiento de mujeres que desarrolla acciones positivas para la 
preparación de mujeres para asumir puestos de responsabilidad en Brazil.

			•		 Plan de Igualdad de OportUnites, que establece medidas en materia de acceso al empleo, 
promoción, formación, retribución y comunicación. Spain.

			•	Firma del acuerdo con el Ministerio de Sanidad, Servicios Sociales e Igualdad de Spain. 

			•		Adhesión a la Red de liderazgo de la Mujer, que monitoriza la evolución de las mujeres en 
puestos de liderazgo. Estados Unidos.

non-DiscRiMination _  Selection: MAPFRE has defined a global selection procedure that guarantees objectivity, 
maximum rigor and non-discrimination throughout all procedures.

			•		A total of 7,029 selection processes were performed in 2015, of which 4,976 were external.

_  Mobility: The Group has available a definition of a harmonized job structure on a global level, 
thereby offering opportunities for mobility in a transparent manner. 

			•	 The company has a global internal mobility procedure in place that enables employees to 
have information on corporate vacancies, the required profile and the steps required to apply 
for the position. 

			•		In 2015, of the 7,029 published vacancies, 2,053 were covered by internal mobility and 53 
percent represented a promotion.

_  In 2015 there were 954 cases of maternity leave and 546 cases of paternity leave. 86.7 percent 
of women and 98.5 percent of men taking this type of leave return to work once it has finished.

_  756 employees have benefited from the reintegration program following a protracted leave of 
absence.

_  MAPFRE has a Respect for People Policy and a Protocol for the Prevention and Treatment of 
Harassment.
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INNOVATION

Over 44 insurance products and services launched on the market in 2015.

SOCIAL IMPACT PRODUCTS, AIMeD SPeCIfICALLy AT LOw-INCOMe gROUPS, AIMeD AT geNeRATINg VALUe fOR SOCIeTy

More than 14 products in portfolio, in 5 countries.

PRODUCTS AND SeRVICeS fOR THe MITIgATION Of THe eNVIRONMeNTAL IMPACT

More than 11 products in 5 countries.

eNVIRONMeNT

Climate Change eco-efficiency  
in Buildings

_  It is estimated that the employee awareness campaign, “Cool Biz” 
resulted in savings of 200,000 kWh of electricity consumption during 
the summer of 2015.

Purchase of green 
energy

_  27% of electricity purchased by the Group in Spain was of guaranteed 
renewable origin, which represented a reduction of 4,274 Tm CO2e.

effiCient 
resourCe 
management

energy _  The reduction of natural gas and electricity consupmption through 
updating of facilities technology and improved operational control, 
resulting in savings of 100 Tm CO2e.

Paper and toner _  In 2015, 52 percent of consumed paper was labeled certifying the 
sustainable management of the forests.

Decommissioned 
computer 
equipment

_  35 percent of total equipment managed was donated.
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MAPFRE and human rights

main principle number six of the maPFre csr Policy 
established the commitment that maPFre acquires in this 
regard.

on another hand, maPFre’s adhesion to the united nations 
global compact and its 10 principles directly commits  
the company to the respect, defense and protection of human 
rights, contained in the International Bill of human rights,  
the conventions of the International labor organization (Ilo), 
and the declaration on Fundamental Principles and rights  
at work.

therefore, in the human rights field, maPFre undertakes to:

_ Avoid practices that are discriminatory or damage people's 
dignity:

•	Procuring a decent, safe and healthy working environment; 
adopting rules and procedures in the area of occupational 
health and prevention of occupational risks, avoiding any 
kind of discriminatory attitude, intimidation or violence, in 
any of their manifestations due to sex, race, creed, religion, 
age, disability, political beliefs, sexual disposition, nationality, 
citizenship, marital status or socioeconomic status.

•	rejecting child labor and forced or compulsory labor

_ to respect its employees' freedom of union, association 
and collective bargaining and respect the role and 
responsibilities that apply to the representation of workers 
in accordance with current legislation. 

_ to provide decent employment:

•	maPFre pays its employees in a decent manner, adjusted to 
their skills, responsibilities and duties. this payment is aligned 
with applicable legislation and with conditions in the market 
where it operates, which allows them to meet their basic 
needs and those of their families. 

•	maPFre guarantees the right of its employees to a workday 
that respects their right to rest and that facilitates flexi-work 
practices, acknowledging employees' need to balance their 
work life with other interests and responsibilities. 

•	maPFre, likewise, guarantees people's right to personal data 
privacy.

_ to implement due diligence procedures to identify possible 
situations of greater risk in relation to human rights, and to 
develop mechanisms for preventing and mitigating these 
risks in its activities.

to enable compliance with these commitments and to be able 
to draft an Implementation guide for the group, a preliminary 
diagnosis will be made by applying the tool for Implementing 
the guiding Principles for companies and human rights of the 
spanish global compact network.

In 2016, this diagnosis is being launched in Brazil, colombia 
and spain.
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Awards and recognition

Part of this social contribution, is recognized by the awards 
and distinctions that maPFre has received in 2015.

_ MAPFRE was acknowledged by sdl and Fecron for its 
global Internet Framework project.

_ MAPFRE and VERTI were recognized by metrixlab as 
having the “websites of the year for 2015" in the insurance 
sector.

_ MAPFRE, among the most responsible companies and with 
the best corporate governance, (merco).

_ MAPFRE, the insurer with the best reputation in spain and 
latin america (merco).

_ MAPFRE, the best insurer to work for in spain (merco).

_ the organization cdP-driving sustainable economies 
recognized MAPFRE as one of the leading companies in 
acting against climate change and included it for the first time 
in its climate a-list ranking.

_ MAPFRE, an “advanced level” company in csr for the 
fourth consecutive year. awarded by the un global compact.

_ MAPFRE, recognized by the spain-turkey chamber of 
commerce for its contribution to relations between the two 
countries.

_ MAPFRE is the best managed and most reputable spanish 
insurer, as per the corporate success study from the advice 
consultancy.

_ randstad recognized MAPFRE as the most attractive 
company within the insurance sector.

Randstad Awards 2015

MAPFRE receives an award from the Spain-Turkey Chamber of Commerce

Prize for the Internet Global Framework project
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_ For the second consecutive year, great Place to work 
included MAPFRE on the list of “Best workplaces” in spain. 
the award sets down an international quality standard for 
workplaces.

_ valladolid town hall recognized MAPFRE as being a 
company attuned to ensuring equality between men and 
women with the XIv “corporate awareneess of equality 
between men and women” award.

_ MAPFRE, among the most reputable medical insurers in 
spain, according to the health reputation monitor.

_ MAPFRE’s german insurer, direct line, was recognized for 
its service by Focus money magazine and the service value 
agency. 

_ MAPFRE MEXICO, was awarded the Innovation in 
Partnership prize at the Iv annual latin america mass 
Insurance summit in 2015.

_ MAPFRE MEXICO, among the higest rated insurers by 
conduseF.

_ top car maPFre 2015 recognized as one of the automobile 
industry leaders in Mexico.

_ MAPFRE RE, recognized as Best reinsurer in venezuela 
at the Iv annual latin american Insurance and reinsurance 
Forum.

_ MAPFRE PARAGUAy awarded the Iso 14001 
environment management certificate.

_ MAPFRE PARAGUAy. Plus magazine and the 5 días 
newspaper awarded maPFre Paraguay the top of mind 
2015 prize in the “Insurers” category, making it the most 
recognized company in the the country’s sector for the fourth 
year in a row.

Best Place To Work Spain award

MAPFRE RE – the best reinsurer in Venezuela
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_ BB MAPFRE, one of the most sustainable companies in 
brazil according to the EXAME guide.

_ BB MAPFRE named as a top Employer company by top 
Employers institute. this certification recognizes those 
companies that achieve excellence in the working conditions 
they offer their employees.

_ insure&Go was a winner at the british travel Awards in the 
best travel insurance Provider category.

_ MAPFRE in Malta receives the best buy Award medal in a 
study carried out by icERtiA.

_ MAPFRE COLOMBIA recognized by the district secretary 
in bogota as a responsible environment management 
company.

_ MAPFRE, chosen as one of the best companies to Work For 
in Peru, Argentina and colombia (MERco).

_ MAPFRE ASISTENCIA receives the innovation and 
Excellence corporate liveWire award.

_ BB MAPFRE joins the Management committee of the Psi 
(sustainable Principles in insurance), a global proposal from 
the Un for Environmental and Financial initiatives.

_ MAPFRE signs up to the insurance sector declaration of the 
Un, which aims to support disaster risk reduction.

_ MAPFRE moves up 19 positions in the MERco ranking in 
Argentina, to number 32, becoming the second most reputable 
insurer in the country.

_ MAPFRE recognized for 15 years of Reputational 
leadership at the Abc awards, which recognize companies 
included in the MERco ranking.

The MERCO report ranks MAPFRE among the most responsible companies
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Main associations 
[G4-15, 16]

ibeRia teRRitoRiaL aRea

  spain _ Cooperative Research between Insurance Entities (ICEA)

_ Spanish Union of Insurance and Reinsurance Entities (UNESPA)

_ Association of Collective Investment Institutions and Pension Funds (INVERCO)

_ Spanish Institute of Internal Auditors

_ Spanish Risk Management Association (AGERS)

_ Association for Client Experience Development (DEC)

_ Spanish Association of Direct Marketing and Academy of Television Sciences and Arts

institutional

_ Spanish Network of the Global Compact

_ Corporate Excelence

_ United Nations Environment Program Finance Initiative (UNEPFI) 

_ CRO Forum - Association of Geneva

_ European Financial Services Roundtable

_ The European Insurance CFO Forum 

_ Pan-European Insurance Forum

_ International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI)

_ Latin American Association of Maritime Insurance Underwriters (ALSUM)

_ The International Association of Engineering Insurers (IMIA)

_ International Union of Aerospace Insurers (IUAI) 

_ World Tourism Organization (WTO)

_ Multinational Insurance Compliance Officer Roundtable (MICOR)

  Portugal _ Portuguese Association of Insurance Companies 

_ Hispanic Portuguese Chamber of Commerce and Industry
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LataM teRRitoRiaL aRea

  argentina _ Argentine Association of Insurance Advisors (AAPAS)

_ Argentine Association of Insurance Companies (AACS)

_ Spanish Chamber of Commerce in the Argentine Republic (CECRA)

  brazil _ Brazilian Media Association (ABA)

_  Brazilian Confederation of General Insurance, Private Protection and Life, Supplementary Health and 
Capitalization (CNSEG)

_ Federation of Protection and Life Companies (FENAPREVI)

_ National Federation of General Insurance (FENSEG)

_ Brazilian Association of Business Communication (ABERJE)

_ Spanish Chamber of Commerce in Brazil

_ United Nations Environment Program Finance Initiative (UNEPFI) 

_ U.S. Chamber of Commerce (AMCHAM)

_  National Academy of Insurance and Provision (NSP)

  chile _ Chilean Association of Insurance Companies (AACH)

_ Spanish Chamber of Commerce in Chile (CAMACOES)

  colombia _ Colombian Association Of Reinsurance Technicians (ACTER) 

_ Colombian Association of Insurance Law (ACOLDESE)

_ Association of Actuaries

_ Bogotá Chamber of Commerce (CCB) 

_ Colombian Road Safety and Experimentation Center (CESVICOLOMBIA)

_ Colombian Safety Board (CCC) 

_ Colombian Federation of Insurance Companies (FASECOLDA)

_ Foundation of Colombian Insurers (FUNDASEG)

_ National Institute of Insurance (INS)

_ Life Insurance Marketing Research Association (LIMRA)

_ Life Office Management Association (LOMA)
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LataM teRRitoRiaL aRea

  Guatemala _ Guatemalan Association of Insurance Institutions

_ Guatemalan Association of Managers (AGG)

  Honduras _ Honduran Chamber of Insurers

  Mexico _ Mexican Insurance Institution Association (AMIS)

_ Experimental and Road Safety Center (CESVI)

_ Latin American Association of Agricultural Insurance (ALASA)

_ National Institute of Actuaries (CONAC)

_ Mexican Automobile Association

_ National Institute of Actuaries (CONAC)

  nicaragua _ Nicaraguan Association of Private Insurers (ANAPRI)

  Panama _ Panamanian Association of Insurers (APADEA)

_ Panamanian Chamber of Insurance Brokerage Firms (CAPECOSE)

_ Insurance Supervisor

_ Chamber of Commerce

  Paraguay _ Paraguayan Association of Insurance Companies (APCS)

_ Paraguayan Chamber of Advertisers (CAP) 

_ Spanish Chamber of Commerce in Paraguay 

_ Paraguayan Quality Association

  Peru _ Peruvian Association of Insurance Companies (APESEG)

_ Hispano-Peruvian Chamber of Commerce

_ Italian-Peruvian Chamber of Commerce

_ Peruvian Association of Healthcare Providers (APEPS)
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LataM teRRitoRiaL aRea

   Puerto  
Rico

_ Puerto Rico Association of Insurance Companies (ACODESE)

_ Association of Joint Underwriting of Fire Insurance and Allied Lines

_ Association of Miscellaneous Insurance Warranty

_ Puerto Rico Automobile Assigned Risk Pool 

_ Syndicate of Insurers for the Joint Underwriting of Medical-Hospital Liability Insurance 

_ Association of Life and Disability Insurance Warranty

_ Puerto Rico Association of Sales and Marketing Executives

_ Spanish Chamber of Commerce in Puerto Rico

_ Association for Human Resources Management

_ The Surety & Fidelity Association of America

_ Mortgage Banker

_ Postal Customer Council (U.S. Postal Service) 

   Dominican 
Republic

_ Dominican Chamber of Insurers and Reinsurers (CADOAR)

_ Dominican Association of Insurance Brokers (ADOCOSE)

  uruguay _ Uruguayan Association of Insurance Companies (AUDEA)

  venezuela _ Venezuelan Chamber of Insurance Companies

_ Hispanic-Venezuelan Chamber

_ Chamber of Commerce
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inteRnationaL teRRitoRiaL aRea

  Germany _ German Insurance Industry Association (GDV)

  belgium _ Professional Union of Insurance Companies (ASSURALIA)

_ Dutch Association of Reinsurance Companies (NRV)

_ French Association of Reinsurance Professionals (APREF)

  china _ Spanish Chamber of Commerce in China

   usa _  Central Region: Ohio Ins Institute, Ind Ins Agents & Brokers of Oregon, Ind Insurance Agents of 
Kentucky, Professional Independent Agents Association of Ohio, Ins Brokers of Northern Ohio, Prof 
Ins Agents of Tennessee, Professional Ins Agents OR/ID Western Alliance, Professional Ins Agents 
WA K-Klub, Cincinnati Insurance Board, Power of More Chamber-Westlake, Grove City Chamber of 
Commerce, Dublin Chamber of Commerce, Powell Chamber of Commerce, Upper Arlington Chamber 
of Commerce, Stow Chamber of Commerce, Business Networking International

_  New England: Massachusetts Association of Insurance Agents (MAIA), Independent Insurance Agents 
of Connecticut (IIAC), Professional Insurance Agents of Connecticut (PIACT), Independent Insurance 
Agents of Rhode Island (IIARI), Professional Insurance Agents of NH (PIANH), and the Independent 
Insurance Agents of NH (IIANH)

_  Florida: Florida Association of Insurance Agents (FAIA). Seminole County Chamber of Commerce, 
Central Florida Hispanic Chamber of Commerce. Spain-U.S, Chamber of Commerce, Latin American 
Association of Insurance Agents 

_  Pennsylvania - Pennsylvania Insurance Agents & Brokers ( PA Chapter), Philadelphia Insurance Society. 
Pittsburgh Insurance Club 

_ Reinsurance: PCI, IRU, NAMIC, CIRB
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inteRnationaL teRRitoRiaL aRea

  Philippines _ Spanish Chamber of Commerce in the Philippines

_ Philippine Insurers and Reinsurers Association (PIRA)

_ The Spanish Chamber of Commerce in the Philippines

  Malta _ Malta Employers Association (MEA) 

  turkey _ Association of the Insurance, Reinsurance and Pension Companies of Turkey (TSB)

_ International Investors Association of Turkey (YASED)

_ HR Association (PERYON)

_ Training and Development Platform of Turkey (TEGEP)
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MAPFRE'S 
Environmental 
dimension

05



MAPFRE'S EnviRonMEntAl diMEnSion

Since the adhesion of MAPFRE to the Environmental 
declaration of the insurance industry under the sponsorship 
of the United nations Environmental Program, MAPFRE has 
continuously renewed its commitment to the environment 
and sustainability promoting the appropriate environmental 
management of its companies and other social agents.

Economic and financial changes, the need to evolve toward 
a low-carbon economy and the sensitivity of society to such 
environmental challenges as climate change have motivated 
the need for promoting new action and subscribing to new 
commitments on behalf of MAPFRE in this field.

As proof of the efforts to renew commitments based on the 
ongoing improvements in initiatives taken and the expansion 
to the global level of environmental management in those 
countries where MAPFRE operates, in this chapter we consider 
the results achieved in 2015 and the work lines defined for the 
2016-2017 period, considering the importance (materiality) of 
the different aspects for all stakeholders.

159
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5.1. THE MAPFRE COMMITMENT TO THE 
ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY 
[G4-FS1, FS3, FS12]

in 2004 MAPFRE developed and went public with its 
Environmental Policy, focused on the prevention of 
contamination and care for the environment. Since then, 
and in accordance with the development of the problem 
identified, this policy has undergone a number of reviews to 
incorporate subscription to new commitments adapted to the 
environment and internal requirements as well as those of the 
stakeholders. 

in 2014 this Corporate policy was again reviewed and 
approved, incorporating not only Group energy management 
criteria through the development of initiatives in matters of 
energy efficiency which were already included in previous 
reviews, but also new challenges such as climate change 
management and the preservation of biodiversity. in 2015, the 
Corporate Environmental Policy was endorsed by the Board of 
directors of MAPFRE S.A. and the following pillars of action 
were established:  

the commitments assumed in the policy are reinforced  
by MAPFRE's adhesion to international and local initiatives 
favoring sustainable development (see page 39) and by the 
Corporate Strategic Plan for Energy Efficiency and Climate 
Change to 2020, which establishes a 20 percent decrease in 
tons of Co2eq with respect to the Group's carbon footprint 
level in 2013 (a decrease in 14,710,519 kWh and 9,924 tons  
of Co2e, with respect to 2013). 

INTEGRATION OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT WITHIN  
THE BUSINESS
_ Integration of environmental criteria in 
risk-analysis processes and decision-making 
related to investment, as well as the supply 
chain, property management and others that 
could have environmental, energy or climate-
related impacts.

_ Development of products and services  
that contribute to improving  
environmental risk management,  
sustainable consumption of energy and 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
_ Compliance with current legislation and other 
commitments voluntarily undertaken, and adoption of 
measures to make continued improvements through the 
Integrated Environmental, Energy and Carbon Footprint 
Management System.

_ Rational use of resources so as to minimize carbon 
footprint, controlling same, minimizing water, paper and 
energy, reducing residual gereration and recycling same 
where possible, which is achieved through environment, 
energy and eco-friendly best practices, as well as the 
promotion of renewable energy offsetting greenhouse gas 
emissions.

PROMOTION OF SOCIETAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
_ Making available to employees resources that assist 
in reaching MAPFRE’s environmental objectives, energy 
efficiency and adaptive and compensatory processes 
related to climate change, thereby contributing to 
sustainable development.

_ Development of actions aimed at enhancing societal 
awareness of environmental, energy and climate 
change aspects through educational, awareness and 
dissemination activities as well as the integration of 
these elements in our value chain.

_ Contributing to the research, development and 
implementation of scientific and technological  
knowledge that aims to preserve the environment and 
biodiversity, energy resources and the response to 
climate change, as well as participating in national and 
international congresses and forums that promote and 
support initiatives in this field.
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5.2. ACHIEVEMENT OF RESULTS 2015 
[G4-6; EN6]

5.2.1. Highlights 2015

2015 was a year noted for the large quantity of initiatives 
and commitments that MAPFRE subscribed to in matters of 
mitigation and adaptation to climate change, promotes as a 
"call to action" to contribute to the success of the Climate 
Summit held in Paris toward the end of the year. Here are 
some of the important highlights:

ISO 14001 AND 50001 CERTIFICATION

New facilities in Spain,  
Colombia, Paraguay  
and Portugal

LEADER IN CARBON 
DISCLOSURE PROJECT

Included in Climate  
Performance, Leadership Index  
99A and CDP Global Climate  
Change Index

INTEGRATION IN SPANISH  
GROUP FOR GREEN GROWTH

VERIFICATION OF 
CARBON FOOTPRINT  
ISO 14064

BUY GREEN ENERGY  
FOR SPAIN

COOL BIZ CAMPAIGN

Energy saving in heating

COMMITTED TO  
“EARTH HOUR”  
IN 17 COUNTRIES

SIGNATORY TO  
INSURANCE SECTOR’S  
UN DECLARATION

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY  
COMPETITION:  
“BIODIVERSITY OBJECTIVE”

SIGNATORY TO  
DIVERSITY PACT

GREEN CORPORATE  
SIGNATURE

SIGNATORY TO THE  
BARCELONA DECLARATION

ADHESION TO THE  
“ONE MILLION CLIMATE  
COMMITMENTS” INITIATIVE

DEVELOPMENT OF 
NEW ENVIRONMENT 
E-LEARNING COURSE

ADHESION TO THE  
“100 COMPANIES FOR  
THE FORESTS” INITIATIVE

PROMOTER OF GREEN  
ENTREPRENEURSHIP  
AND II INTERNATIONAL  
FORUM ON ECO-FRIENDLY  
RESTORATION

 

SIGNATORY  
TO THE PARIS  
PLEDGE FOR  
ACTION 
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5.2. ACHIEVEMENT OF RESULTS 2015 
[G4-6; EN6]
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5.2.2. Results 2015

the following tables displays the actions completed  
in 2015 and the results obtained for each of the objectives 
set forth by the Corporate Security and Environment 
Committee for 2015: 

OBJECTIVES 2015 ACTIONS CARRIED OUT AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

Update of the Corporate 
Environmental Awareness 
and Dissemination Plan

_  Review and establishment of new requirements for the corporate e-learning course for use 
at an international level.

_ Corporate Environmental calendar.

_  Creation of actions for dissemination of the environment and global participation (Earth 
Hour and World Environment Day).

Broadening of the scope 
of the International 
Environmental Expansion 
Plan 

_ ISO 14001 certification for the MAPFRE Paraguay headquarters.

_ ISO 14001 certification for the MAPFRE Portugal headquarters.

_  ISO 14001 certification for the headquarters of the Canary Island Territorial Division in Las 
Palmas de Gran Canaria and Santa Cruz in Tenerife (Spain).

Implementation of the Corporate Environmental and Energy Management Plan in: 

• MAPFRE Dominican Republic

• MAPFRE Chile

Improving MAPFRE  
Eco-Efficiency

_  Purchase of green energy in Spain: 57 percent of low voltage energy comes from renewable 
sources.

_  Extension of the scope of the ISO 50001 certificate to the headquarters of the Territorial 
General Divisions, for the East, in Valencia, the Southwest, in Seville and Center, in 
Valladolid, all in Spain.

_  Calculation of the MAPFRE carbon footprint.
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OBJECTIVES 2015 ACTIONS CARRIED OUT AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

Inclusion of the Corporate 
Carbon Footprint Reporting 
System and Calculation 
in the Environmental and 
Energy Management System 
(SIGMAYE), in line with 
Standard ISO 14064

_  Aprobation of the MAPFRE Environmental Policy with commitments concerning climate 
change management and greenhouse gases.

_  Calculating and verifying the MAPFRE Group's Carbon Footprint in Spain according to the 
ISO 14064 standard. Verification of the calculation by an accredited company. Registration 
of the calculation of the MAPFRE Group carbon footprint in Spain in the Register of 
carbon footprints, compensation and projects in the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and the 
Environment

_  Incorporation of the system under ISO 14064 in the Corporate SIGMAYE for the calculation 
of the MAPFRE carbon footprint.

_  Initiating the implementation of the calculation of the MAPFRE Group's carbon footprint in 
Puerto Rico under the ISO 14064 standard.
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OBJECTIVES 2015 COMPLETED ACTIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

Optimization of Energy 
Management (compared 
with 2014, the base period 
for the EMS)

_  Implementation of good practices identified in the ISO 50001 standard in buildings that 
house some of the headquarters (free cooling, adjustment of temperature and time 
settings, renewal of lighting, adjustment of timetables in the running of the equipment), 
obtaining a decrease of 96,828 kWh of electricity consumption.

_  Energy savings estimated at 287,568 kWh in air conditioning in buildings in Spain during the 
summer season. “Cool Biz” campaign.

_  Savings of 111,763 kWh in gas consumption in the Head Offices in Majadahonda (Madrid).

_  Savings in electricity and gas consumption for air conditioning of 12,256 kilowatt-hours by 
adjusting times and temperatures and using primary air in buildings in Spain: Oviedo and 
Seville, together with the renewal of the main equipment in buildings in Spain: Malaga and 
Calle de Braganza (Madrid), the San Juan building (Puerto Rico) and the Webster building 
(Massachusetts, USA).

_  Savings in electricity consumption for lighting of  45,500 kilowatt-hours by changing to LED 
lamps and adjusting lighting up times in buildings in Spain: Aravaca (Madrid), M1, M2, M3 in 
Majadahonda (Madrid), Calle Recoletos 25, in Madrid and Malaga; in Puerto Rico: the San 
Juan building in Puerto Rico; and in USA: the Webster building (Massachusetts)

_  Energy consumption savings of 15 percent kWh by adjusting timetables in the offices in 
Brazil.

_  Savings in electricity consumption for lighting of 17,500 kWh by replacing the exterior signs 
on the building in Oviedo (Spain) and the exterior lighting in the Puerto Rico branches.

_  Savings of 6,000 kWh in electricity consumption in office equipment by implementing 
energy management tools in the buildings in Spain, Paseo de Recoletos 23 and Calle 
Bárbara de Braganza (both in Madrid).

_  Installation and calibration of network analyzers and SW for control and management of 
installations and associated consumptions (Powerstudio, BMS, etc.).

_  Development of the project for renewing the control panel of elevators in Spain, Torre 
MAPFRE, in Barcelona, with estimated savings of 120,000 kWh of energy use.
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OBJECTIVES 2015 COMPLETED ACTIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

Calculation and reporting 
of the carbon footprint 
of products/services for 
companies in the MAPFRE 
portfolio

_  Calculation of product carbon footprint, corresponding to policies issued in accordance 
with client requirements.

_  Calculation of the organization's footprint as a service provider in accordance with client 
requirements.

Decrease of energy 
requirements of products 
and services 

_  Saving of electricity consumption of office equipment by implementing energy 
management tools in providers (commercial network of delegate offices). Decrease in 
electricity consumption by 560,633 kWh compared with 2012, the year in which the tool was 
implemented.

Assessment of the 
environmental impact of the 
organization by clients

_  Environmental audits as providers.

_  Completion of environmental evaluation questionnaires, in accordance with client 
requirements.
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5.3. INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL, 
ENERGY AND CARBON FOOTPRINT 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
[G4-FS4, FS9]

MAPFRE develops its environmental initiatives in accordance 
with the guidelines defined in the integrated Environmental, 
Energy and Carbon Footprint Management System 
(SiGMAYE), designed in compliance with the iSo 14001, iSo 
50001 and iSo 14064 international standards and which 
constitutes the common framework for managing all aspects 
associated with environmental sustainability, including energy 
and greenhouse gas emissions(GHG).

the establishment of objectives at corporate level, as well as 
specific objectives at the local level, enables us to measure 
our environmental performance in operational processes, as 
well as ensuring compliance with the legislation applicable 
in this field, providing minimum compliance procedures in 
countries where legislation is less developed.

Furthermore, the degree of implementation of the SiGMAYE 
and its development imply a guarantee for success in the 
various fields (environmental, energy and GHG emissions), 
since the transversal design and global nature of its 
processes enable the identification of best practices and 
their implementation at corporate level, ensuring ongoing 
improvement in our initiatives. 

in addition, the establishment of regular control and 
evaluation processes enables verification of compliance with 
the defined programs together with the maintenance and 
control of installations liable to generate a significant impact, 
pursuing optimum performance beyond the compliance 
established in the regulations.

With regard to sanctions of an environmental nature, 
in 2015 notification was received of a fine against the 
MUltiSERviCAR car repair shop in Puerto Rico for a total 
of $3,000, due to inappropriate labeling on dangerous waste 
containers. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITS OF ASSETS 2015 2014

Environmental Diagnostics and Supervision FS9 Units  11 18

Internal environmental audits FS9 Units  41 33

Environmental certification audits FS9 Units  26 22

Percentage of assets subject to environmental controls FS9 Percentage 25.04 21.58

MAPFRE provides environmental sustainability with the 
necessary resources to reach its objectives and objectives, 
always under criteria of effectiveness and efficiency. 
the services to which the main amounts designated as 
environmental costs are intended are the following:

_ Waste management.

_  Consultancy and assessment services for Environmental, 
Energy Efficiency and Carbon Footprint Management.

_  Supervision, audits and external verification for the 
Certification of the integrated Management System 
(SiGMAYE).

_  Participation in campaigns, forums and institutions.

to the above mentioned costs for waste, we should add 
salary and operating costs of staff exclusively involved in 
environmental management.

ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS 2015 2014

Environmental management EN31 Thousands of Euros 128,60 47,07

Waste management EN31 Thousands of Euros 469,12 375,32

Personnel and incentives EN31 Thousands of Euros 508,90 471,09

Institutional EN31 Thousands of Euros 99,57 15,84

Other EN31 Thousands of Euros 46,94 76,34

Since 2004 more than 9,640 MAPFRE employees now work 
in buildings certified according to the SiGMAYE. in this way, 
61.50 percent of the company's total premium volume is 
managed from buildings adapted to MAPFRE's commitment to 
protecting the environment, promoting energy efficiency and 
managing climate change, as undertaken by MAPFRE in its 
environmental policy.

CERTIFIED EMPLOYEES 2015 2014 % Variación
Employees under environmental management certification (ISO 14001) 9,644 8,019 20 %

Employees under environmental management certification (ISO 50001) 4,305 3,336 29%

Employees under carbon footprint verification (ISO 14064) 11,089 0 Not applicable
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5.3.1. International Environmental 
Expansion Plan  

implementation of the SiGMAYE was begun in 2005, initially 
aimed at MAPFRE's representative buildings located in Spain, 
where activities are of an administrative nature and where 
both a high business volume and the highest percentage of 
the Group's capacity in matters of the environment were 
concentrated. during this first phase, only aspects of a 
purely environmental nature were considered, since energy 
management was not included in the system until 2009. 

Currently there are 28 buildings and 3 repair shops which are 
certified under the iSo 14001 standard in this country. 

in 2010 the international Environmental Expansion Plan 
for 2010-2012 was approved, aimed initially at MAPFRE 
ARGEntinA, MAPFRE BRAZil, MAPFRE ColoMBiA, 
MAPFRE MEXiCo and MAPFRE PUERto RiCo, as 
pioneer countries in the implementation of the corporate 
environmental model. 

Work is currently in progress in Chile, dominican Republic 
and venezuela, with certification already granted for the 
MAPFRE headquarters in Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Puerto 
Rico and Paraguay, and the certification audit completed in 
the MAPFRE headquarters in Portugal. Furthermore, in 2015 
in Colombia, certification was granted for the headquarters of 
AndiASiStEnCiA.

the SiGMAYE expansion process consists of an initial analysis 
for the selection of the countries, under the following criteria:

SELECTION CRITERIA

International SIGMAYE 
expansion

Socioeconomic context

Level of implementation by Security 
and Environment Function

Scale of entity in relation 
to business volume

Legal environment requirements

Singularity of buildings 

Number of employees
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once the countries have been selected, the Management 
System implementation project begins with the environmental 
concerns in accordance with the iSo 14001 Standard, as 
this is the one that best enables the understanding of the 
environmental impacts deriving from the activity. once the 
objectives defined in the Environmental Management System 
have been reached, the execution of the Carbon Footprint 
is introduced, enabling the development of the facility's 
consumption in detail, already inventoried initially in the 
environmental report (see page 179 for further information). 

Phase 1 Phase 3

ISO 14001
Environmental Management

Phase 2

Carbon Footprint
ISO 14064

SIGMAYE

Energy Management
ISO 50001

Finally, once energy consumption is known in detail through 
the inventory, together with what it is used for, the Energy 
Management System is introduced with the aim of improving 
the efficiency of our facilities in this field, as well as reducing 
the carbon footprint contemplated in the inventory (see page 
177 for further information).

_  Knowledge, organization and 
installations

_  Identification of environmental 
aspects and analysis of legal 
compliance requirements

_  Environmental and strategic plan 
diagnosis

_  Constitution of Security and 
Environment Committee

_  Performance indicators and 
definition of improvement 
objectives

_  Implementation of corporate 
procedures

Internal audit
_  Certification audit
_  Periodic and recertification audits

_  Context identification: establish 
installations database

_  Identify emission sources (electric, 
gas, petroleum, vehicular and 
travel energy)

_  Identification of emissions factors
_  Compiling of annual consumption 

data
_  Development of carbon footprint 

calculation support platform
_  Calculation of corporate carbon 

footprint
_  Preparation of greenhouse gases 

report
_  Internal audit
_  Verification and calculation of GEI 

report

_  Revision of primary energy
_  Evaluation of energy uses, energy 

baseline and energy performance 
indicators

_  Consumption control
_  Verification of internal network 

analysis measures
_  Energy program with definition 

of forecasted consumption and 
objectives

_  Recording of identification and 
evaluation of legal requirements

_  Internal audit
_  Certification audits
_  Periodic and recertification audits
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ISO 14001 Environment 
Management Certification 
for 31 buildings that house 
corporate head offices and 
Multiservicar repair shops 

ISO 50001 Energy Management 
Certification for 9 buildings that 
house head offices of 
Group companies

9,644 employees 
worldwide working under 
environmental 
management certification  

Verification and calculation 
of the carbon footprint 
in Spain in accordance 
with ISO 14064 

International expansion 
of SIGMAYE in 11  countries

SIGMAYE coverage

Corporate Environment Strategy Plan

Note: Scope of SIGMAYE in 2015 includes the countries of Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Dominican Republic Mexico, Paraguay, Portugal, Puerto Rico, Spain and 
Venezuela.



Best Practice 
2015

Strong points of the SIGMAYE  
(according to certification audit):

Development of a new corporate e-learning 
course on the Environment.

Identification of exhaustive and detailed 
legislation.

Control and maintenance of the installations 
and consumption,

Positive reduction trends for some 
environmental aspects (decrease in electricity 
and gas consumption in verified buildings, and 
decrease in paper consumption).

Internal communication raising of employee 
awareness (recycling campaigns, responsible 
use of energy, water, paper, etc.)

Environmental commitment beyond 
compliance with current legislation with 
regard to waste management.

Environmental training and audits for critical 
providers.

Facility improvement works under 
environmental and sustainability criteria
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5.4. CLIMATE CHANGE  

Climate change is defined as a change  
in climate that is directly or indirectly attributed  
to human activity and that alters the composition 
of the world's atmosphere and affects the 
climate's natural variability as observed during 
comparable periods.

(Source: United Nations Framework Convention on Climate  
Change - UNFCCC).

5.4.1 MAPFRE strategy for mitigating  
and adapting to climate change 
[G4-FS2, FS5]

Contributing to a decrease in greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) 
generated by the organization while carrying out its activities, 
is considered to be both a challenge and an opportunity for 
MAPFRE, which is proof of its commitment to the fight against 
climate change. in this regard, MAPFRE identifies the fight 
against climate change as a key element in its activity in 
matters of environmental responsibility.

the expression of the above-mentioned commitment requires 
knowledge of the current environmental context, which stems 
from the analysis of existing trends.
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Flucuating energy supply prices. 
Compliance with EU emissions reduction 
commitments.
Increased regulatory pressure in locations 
where the company operates.

Increase in frequency and impact, with 
repercussions on claims and operational continuity.
Increase in energy consumption related to climate 
control due to heatwaves.

Driving sustainability and the fight against climate 
control as investment criteria.
Increased social awareness on the subject, 
from which clients are not far removed.
Increased corporate awareness. Introduction 
of environmental requirements related to product 
*and service procurement.

INCREASED REGULATORY 
PRESSURE

EXTREME METEROLOGICAL 
PHENOMENA

STAKEHOLDER
AWARENESS

ALERT

CLIMATE 
CHANGE

Mitigation of and adaptation to climate change by official 
bodies, companies and society in general represents a global 
transformation toward a low-carbon economy. in this regard, 
there is ever greater demand from our stakeholders regarding 
specific company initiatives and commitments to a decrease in 
greenhouse gas emissions in the fight against climate change.

the Group's willingness to play an important role in these 
matters, as well as the risks and opportunities involved in 
the transformation to a low-carbon economy, require the 
development of a long-term strategy which expresses the 
different initiatives.
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in this regard, MAPFRE defined a series of lines of action 
for fighting against climate change that are included in the 
Corporate Strategic Plan for Energy Efficiency and Climate 
Change, with a time frame pointing toward 2020. 

this plan develops the initiatives for reducing greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions in the Group's installations, establishing 
a commitment to reduce 14,710,519 kWh and 9,924 tons of 
Co2eq, compared with 2013, entailing a decrease of 20 percent 
of greenhouse gas emissions.

the execution of the Corporate Strategic Plan for Energy 
Efficiency and Climate Change requires the implication of 
different specialized technical areas within the Group, which 
are to be coordinated through the following corporate work 
groups:

_ ECO-EFFICIENCY WORk GROUP:

Measures are implemented for managing consumptions, 
applying new technologies, managing grants, certifying 
sustainable architecture, etc.

_ MITIGATION AND ADAPTION TO CLIMATE CHANGE 
WORk GROUP:

definition of risks and opportunities of climate change, 
response to corporate commitments with international 
organisms and sustainability indexes.

_ MOBILITY AND ROAD SAFETY WORk GROUP:

Application of criteria on sustainable mobility relating to the 
environment and a decrease in greenhouse gas emissions 
arising from travel to the workplace and relating to the 
company's activities.
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5.4.2 Achievement of the 2014-2020 Strategic Plan  
for Energy Efficiency and Climate Change

ExPANSION OF THE ENERGY MANAGEMENT CORPORATE MODEL

In 2015, the gradual implementation of the ISO 50001 standard, associated WITH SIGMAYE, in buildings that house Group 
headquarters continued. The Energy Management System was incorporated in 3 new buildings. the Territorial General Divisions, 
for the East, in Valencia, the Southwest, in Seville and Center, in Valladolid, all in Spain, which means 885 employees and  
2,300,000 kWh per year.

INCLUSION OF THE CARBON FOOTPRINT IN THE SIGMAYE CORPORATE MODEL

In 2015, a new carbon footprint inventory was taken using the ISO 14064 international standard. This new methodology is 
applied for the first time for the Group's emissions in Spain, and an accredited external entity verifies the inventory statement. In 
parallel, the expansion of the new standard is launched for the inventories of Colombia and Puerto Rico.

The development of the Carbon Footprint Calculation and Reporting System in accordance with the ISO 14064 standard has 
allowed for improving the accuracy and traceability of the reported data, broadening the scope of these data on a geographic 
level, as well as the number of categories reported according to this GHG Protocol methodology. The Group's GHG inventory 
in Spain has increased by 40 percent with respect to that reported under GHG Protocol, which means 10,000 new TM CO2eq, 
resulting from the increase in reported data corresponding to categories such as commuting, use of private vehicles for company 
travel, consumption of toner and fluorescent lights, corresponding to Scope 3.

GREEN PURCHASING

In early 2015, low voltage contracts were signed with companies distributing 100 percent green energy using renewable sources, 
with guaranteed renewable Origin. These new contracts guarantee the renewable origin of 27 percent of the total of electricity 
purchased by the Group in Spain, entailing a decrease of 4,274 MT of CO2eq and 18,771,532 kWh.

Furthermore, we are continuing to apply energy efficiency and climate change criteria when purchasing services with greater 
impact on the carbon footprint, such as paper, office equipment and printing services.
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SAVINGS POLICIES FOR COMPUTER EqUIPMENT 

In 2015 the office equipment in the building located at Recoletos 23 (Madrid, Spain) was incorporated into the corporate remote 
management system, with savings of 9 percent in electricity consumption for the equipment and 6,000 kWh. In addition, stricter 
policies were implemented in the equipment tool in administrative buildings, resulting in the improved management of 930 
pieces of equipment and a potential saving of 42,500 kWh. 

ECO-EFFICIENT OFFICES

With the aim of improving energy performance in the direct offices of the MAPFRE commercial network, specific tools were 
developed to control energy billing for the commercial network offices, for the follow-up, prioritization of initiatives and internal 
comparison of consumptions.

EMPLOYEE AWARENESS-RAISING

A highlight in 2015 was the development and launch of the Cool Biz Campaign for adapting work clothing to the summer period. 
This took place in Spain as a pilot experience for future launch in other countries and applied to those buildings with a greater 
demand for air-conditioning systems. 

The data obtained are proof of the success of the initiative which prevented more than 200,000 kWh of electricity consumption 
caused by high temperatures in the summer of 2015, the hottest in the history of recorded temperatures.
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5.4.3. Carbon Footprint  
[G4-EC2; EN3-EN7, EN15 –EN19, EN30]

MAPFRE determines, quantifies and evaluates the carbon 
footprint caused by its activities: 

the Carbon Footprint consolidates the GHG inventory that 
includes both direct emissions, associated with activities 
controlled by the organization, as well as indirect which, 
though not generated by sources controlled by the company, 
are a consequence of its activities.

three scopes are defined, included both in the GHG Protocol 
and in the iSo 14064 standard:

_ Scope 1: direct GHG emissions. these are the GHG 
emissions associated with sources that are controlled by 
the organization: combustion of boilers, ovens, machinery, 
vehicles, processes, and fugitive emissions of equipment and 
installations.

_ Scope 2: indirect emissions associated with the generation 
of electricity or the thermal energy (vapor, hot water, etc.) 
obtained.

_ Scope 3: these are the remaining indirect emissions, 
associated with the chain of production of goods and services. 
these are the result of corporate activities, but occur in 
sources that are neither controlled nor owned by the company.

CARBON FOOTPRINT TABLE (Tm CO2)

2013

Scope 1

9,789.35 Tm 9,934.61 Tm 14,042.93 Tm

Scope 2

31,951.87 Tm 26,583.24Tm 26,903.41 Tm

2014 2015

Scope 3

7,880.68 Tm 6,104.36 Tm 12,493.90 Tm

2013 and  2014: data for Spain and the international area: 
Argentina, Brazil, Chile Colombia, USA, Mexico, Puerto Rico, 
turkey.

2015: data for Spain and the international area: Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, USA, Mexico, Puerto Rico, turkey, El 
Salvador, nicaragua, Honduras, Panama, Guatemala, Ecuador, 
dominican Republic, Paraguay, Uruguay, venezuela, Portugal, 
Philippines and Malta.
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the scopes applied for classifying the greenhouse gas 
emissions (GHG) included in the inventory are shown in the 
following graph:

 

Upstream activities Reporting company Downstream activities

PFCS NF3CO2 CH4 N2O HFCS SF6

INDIRECT

Scope 3
DIRECT

Purchased 
electricity, steam,
heating&cooling 
for own use

Purchased goods 
and services

Capital goods

Transportation
and distribution

Fuel and energy
related activities

Waste generated
in operations

Bussiness
travel

Employee
commuting

Company
vehicles

Company
facilities

Transportation
and distribution

Leased assetrs

Processing of
sold products

Investments

Use of sold 
products

Leased assetrs

Franchises

End-of-life
treatment of
sold products

Scope 1
INDIRECT

Scope 3
INDIRECT

Scope 2

GHG Protocol graph source
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Here below, a presentation of the inventory for MAPFRE's 
consumption and Co2 emissions for each of the scopes.

GRI Measure 2015 2014

Scope 1:

Natural gas consumption EN3; EN6; EN15 MWh 12.22 10.16

Gas consumption in buildings EN3; EN6; EN15 L 384,939 522,430

Recharge of refrigerating gases EN3; EN6; EN15 kg 1,041 NA

Fuel consumption for private vehicles EN3; EN6; EN15 L 3,728,868 NA

Scope 2:

Energy consumption EN3; EN6 GWh 121.64 110.10

Scope 3:

Company travel EN4 MT CO2eq 8,961 5,276

Paper consumption EN4 MT CO2eq 1,771 828

Total paper consumption EN1 MT 2,573 2,157

Total paper consumption, generated per sustainable 
management practices

EN1 MT 1,333 1,244

Paper with environmentally-friendly seal / total paper used EN1 % 52 57

Paper consumption/employee EN1 MT 0,07 0,06

Total toner consumption EN1 Ud 9,575 12,539

toner consumption refers to Spain. 
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CO2e EMISSIONS PER EMPLOYEE (MT )

2013 2014 2015

1.747 Tm

1.527 Tm

1.473 Tm

SCOPE
2013 and 2014. Data for Spain and the International area:.  Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile Colombia, USA, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Turkey.
2015. Data for Spain and the International area: Argentina, Brazil, 
Chile, Colombia, USA, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Turkey, El Salvador, 
Nicaragua, Honduras, Panama, Guatemala, Ecuador, Dominican 
Republic, Paraguay, Uruguay, Venezuela, Portugal, Philippines and 
Malta.

TOTAL MAPFRE ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION IN KWH/EMPLOYEE 

2013 2014 2015

3,799 kWh
3,999 kWh

3,592 kWh
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the different initiatives carried out to reduce the emissions 
related to business activities are described below:   

 

OBJECTIVE INITIATIVES 

DIRECT EMISSIONS (SCOPE 1)

Eco-efficiency in 
buildings

_  Decrease in gas consumption by renewal of installations and improved operational control of 
boilers in the Majadahonda Head Offices (Madrid, Spain) and the Torre MAPFRE in Barcelona 
(Spain) with an expected decrease in emissions of 23 MT CO2e.

INDIRECT EMISSIONS (SCOPE 2)

Renewable energies _  Purchase of green energy in Spain: 4,273 MT CO2e (27 percent of total consumption of electrical 
energy from renewable sources in 2015) 

Best practices _  Awareness campaigns for employees on the appropriate use of energy, aimed at a decrease of 
1 percent in Brazil, 5 percent in Colombia via the "Objective Zero" Campaign, 1 percent in the 
Headquarters in Puerto Rico and 2 percent in the country's branch offices.

Eco-efficiency in 
buildings

_  Decrease in electricity consumption for air-conditioning by implementing the Cool Biz 
Campaign, adjustments temperature and time settings in headquarter buildings with an 
estimated decrease in emissions of 58 MT CO2e.

_  Decrease in electricity consumption for lighting by replacing LED lamps, the replacement 
of exterior signs and adjusting hour settings in headquarters buildings with a decrease in 
emissions of 12 MT CO2e.

_  15 percent decrease in energy consumption by adjusting timetables in the offices in Brazil.

_  Decrease in electricity consumption of office equipment by implementing energy management 
tools in headquarters buildings with a decrease in emissions estimated at 9 MT CO2e compared 
with the expected consumption 
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OBJECTIVE INITIATIVES 

OTHER INDIRECT EMISSIONS (SCOPE 3)

Telecommunications  _  The programs for decreasing these emissions focus, on one hand, on the development of 
telecommuting, and on the other, on the promotion of telephone and videoconferences that 
prevent employee travel between different geographical zones.

Providers _  Futura is an automatic system for locating and assigning roadside assistance, allowing 
policyholders with this service to request assistance using their smartphone by indicating 
their exact location via GPS. This allows for dispatching the nearest service provider, with the 
resulting reduction of fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. 

_  Collaboration in the publication of the "One Million Commitments to the Climate" initiative 
by the Ministry for the Environment, Food and Agriculture (Spain) on the MAPFRE providers 
website.

_  Publication of subsidies by the Institute for the Diversification and Saving of Energy (Ministry of 
Industry, Spain), for modal change initiatives and more efficient use of the means of transport 
for industrial vehicles, on the MAPFRE providers website.

Sustainable mobility _  MAPFRE makes a series of services available to its employees for promoting sustainable 
mobility measures in the search for alternatives to the private vehicle, among which are worth 
highlighting:

_  Shuttle service with the main connection points for employees working at the Headquarters 
buildings in Majadahonda and Aravaca (Spain), Turkey, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and Puerto 
Rico. 

_  “Car share“ in Spain an initiative which facilitates contact between employees who make 
similar trips to their work place and would like to share vehicle, and which has been 
implemented in Spain, Brazil and USA. 

Products and services _  Decrease in electricity consumption for office equipment by implementing energy 
management tools in brokers (commercial network of delegate offices) with an accumulated 
decrease in emissions of 73MT CO2e since 2012, year in which the tool was implemented.
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5.5. ECO-EFFICIENCY:  
OPTIMIzATION OF RESOURCES 
[G4-EN1,EN2, EN8, EN31]

MAPFRE, in compliance with its environmental policy, 
is developing initiatives to sustainably meet its energy 
requirements. in this way, while reinforcing the commitments 
undertaken regarding climate change, it is possible to make 
economic savings. 

of the eco-efficiency measures implemented in 2015, both 
at corporate and local level, the following deserve special 
mention:

_ implementation of energy efficiency measures in MAPFRE 
headquarters buildings 

• Climate control: use of freecooling2, technological renewal 
of equipment and adjustment of hour and temperature 
settings.

• Lighting: replacement of lamps with lEd, installation of 
presence sensors and adjustment of times.

• Other uses: technological renewal of installations based on 
energy efficiency criteria.

_ operational control of water management through the 
installation of optimization measures in buildings (aerators, 
timers, sensors, dual flush...) and the control of internal 
consumption through the management of billing. in-house 
meters, leak detection and employee awareness.

in addition, investments are made to improve the energy 
efficiency of the buildings. investment in these areas over the 
last two years amounts to 0.834 million Euros.

2015 2014

ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTMENT Thousands of Euros 641 205.35

Best Practice 
2015

2015 saw the completion of migration 
to the new Data Processing Center 
located in Alcalá de Henares (Spain) and 
which was designed following criteria 
of maximum energy efficiency. the new 
DPC has eco-efficient solutions, such as 
a specific cooling system and optimum 
localization of IT equipment enabling 
a saving of over 75 percent in energy 
with respect to conventional systems. 
It also has a solar thermal facility for 
producing sanitary hot water and a 
special configuration for optimizing the 
free cooling function.

RESOURCE CONSUMPTION 
INDICATORS Measure 2015 2014 2013

Total energy consumption GWh 137.68 125.44 129.96
Total water consumption m3 758,448 668,933 755,714
Water consumption per employee m3 21.7 19.1  22.1

5.5.1 Paper and toner consumption 
management 

MAPFRE is in the process of implementing the digital 
signature of documents, which means a saving in costs 
deriving from paper and toner consumption since this 
prevents the printing of documents which have already been 
signed. Furthermore, this system provides greater flexibility 
and security in the policy purchasing process since a single 
document can be signed by several people in different places 
and at different times, which again prevents the printing of 
multiple copies of the same document. in the same way, the 
delivery to the insured parties of the documentation relating 
to the underwriting of their policies in digital format further 
contributes to paper saving, in this respect countries such 
as Argentina, Malta, Mexico, dominican Republic and Spain 
among others deserve a special mention. 

As a result of the implementation of the project for 
externalizing printing, MAPFRE was able to recycle thirty 
percent more toner waste than in 2014 and the consumption 
of consumables was reduced.

 Free cooling consists of an air conditioning system entailing an important decrease 
in energy consumption since it searches for cost-free cooling of the premises by 
taking air from the exterior which reduces the use of air-conditioning equipment.
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Best Practice 
2015

The newly implemented office automation 
enabled a 24 percent decrease in the 
consumption of consumables with respect 
to the data for 2014 and 49 percent with 
respect to 2013:

TONER CONSUMPTION (UNIT)

2015 2014 2013

9,575 12,539 18,724

the graph below shows the trend in waste management 
compared with consumption: 

PERCENTAGE OF TONER 
RECYCLED VERSUS CONSUMED

2013 2014 2015

32.01%

81.17%
72.84%



the gradual implementation of environmental criteria in the 
purchase of resources has also affected the purchase of paper, 
leading to the widespread use of environmentally-friendly 
paper. in 2015, 52 percent of consumed paper was labelled 
certifying the sustainable management of the forests.

in this respect, in companies like Colombia, extensive use was 
made throughout the company of paper produced from sugar 
cane fiber, a natural, renewable, recyclable and 100 percent 
biodegradable raw material.
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5.5.2. Waste management 
[G4-EN23, EN33]

MAPFRE is working with procedures and instructions which 
define the processes for the correct separation, disposition, 
storage and management control of all waste generated as a 
result of MAPFRE's activities.  

All waste is managed in compliance with legislation and in 
accordance with best environmental practice, where the 
reduction, reuse and recycling of waste takes precedence, 
ensuring environmental protection and sustainable 
management.

Reduce
ReuseAwareness and 

best practices.

Internal reuse and donation of 
office equipment. 
Donation of obsolete mobiles 
and furniture.

Recycle
Promotion of recycling, 
separation by origin and 
containerization. 
Agreements with integrated 
management systems. 

the waste management model implemented by MAPFRE 
enables us to continue to optimize and improve service by 
means of the ongoing review of the implementation completed 
in each center and the constant control of providers, which 
in turn enables the squaring of management costs. this 
decrease in costs is consolidated by maintaining a number 
of agreements with non-profit Foundations who collect and 
recycle waste optimally and without management costs for 
MAPFRE. 
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We should highlight the following initiatives taken in 2015:

_ in Spain an institutional Agreement was signed with the 
“tragamóvil” Foundation for the environmental management 
of telephone and Communications devices.

_ We have continued implementing the management of the 
different types of waste generated in the Salud 4 Polyclinics 
in Spain, with special emphasis on the correct management 
of sanitary waste in order to comply with specific legislation. 
last year waste management was implemented in four newly-
opened health centers, one polyclinic and three dental clinics.

_ the requirements demanded of providers in environmental 
matters were defined for tendering the print outsourcing 
process with the aim of reducing paper and toner consumption, 
reducing energy consumption and Co2 emissions, with 
forgetting to develop a suitable process for managing the 
waste generated as a result of this activity. 

_ Agreements were reached with the providers of the waste 
paper management service and other waste requiring 
confidential destruction, for the collection of electrical and/
or electronic devices, in a commitment to the comprehensive 
management of the waste generated in MAPFRE facilities, so 
as to improve the service and optimize transport costs. 

_ implementation of corporate waste management 
procedures has continued within the framework of the 
international Expansion Environmental Strategic Plan, 
which has enabled us to reach significant milestones in those 
countries where they are working on the implementation and 
certification of the SiGMAYE.

_ MAPFRE fosters the generation of value for the waste that 
it generates by reusing materials and optimizing management 
processes. With regard to this, special mention should be 
made of the reuse and donation of obsolete computer devices 
and office furniture in Spain or the donation of waste for 
charitable purposes in countries like Puerto Rico, USA, Chile 
and Argentina, among others. 

_ the recycling and reuse of waste is further promoted via 
campaigns such as:   

• Recycling Activity in turkey: Aimed at children in the nearest 
elementary school to the office building.

• Recycling Activities in Colombia: the “digital Green” 
campaign promoting the collection of electrical and electronic 
devices and campaigns for recycling paper. 
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• Recycling Fair in Puerto Rico: A campaign dedicated 
to broadcasting the correct handling of the urban waste 
generated in the building, with the participation companies 
and official bodies like the Puerto Rico Solid Waste disposal 
Authority and the Puerto Rico Recycling Partnership, as 
well as a training Forum consisting of talks on practices for 
handling recyclable waste.

• MAPFRE Health Fair in Puerto Rico: Campaign to raise 
awareness where talks are given to 12 year-olds on the 
management and separation of recyclable waste among other 
environmental topics.

• "Patio de Salvados" in Brazil: Campaign for the collection of 
vehicles from accidents whose parts are reused and used for 
the production of domestic appliances, tables, posts, building 
materials, etc.

Below you will find a summary table with the most important 
indicators concerning waste management in MAPFRE: 

WASTE INDICATORS MEASURE 2015 2014

Recycled toner MT 18.30 19.53

Recycled paper MT 991 1,206

Computers and electronic equipment managed MT 61.74 45.73

Computers and electronic equipment donated MT 18.38 8.05

percent of equipment donated against the total managed % 30 32

Lamps and fluorescent lights at the end of their useful life MT 2.19 2.93

Batteries MT 3.40 1.66

Hazardous waste in buildings MT 2.71 1.86

Hazardous waste in repair shop MT 91 112

Non-hazardous waste in repair shop MT 1,250 1,808

Other non-hazardous waste MT 213 183

Sanitary Waste MT 2.21 1.97

Expired medicines MT 0.11 0.11

X-rays MT 0.83 1.34

Hardware managed MT 6.17 5.88
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5.5.3 Emissions and dumping  
[G4-EN26]

MAPFRE's contribution is mainly administrative and, by its very 
nature, it has a low environmental impact. 

For the management of MAPFRE facilities and activities 
generating emissions to the atmosphere, preventive 
maintenance programs have been designed focusing on 
the optimization of the processes and ensuring that the 
contamination parameters are below the legal limits.

Furthermore, water in MAPFRE is mostly for sanitary use and 
the disposal of waste water to the sewage network complies 
with the regulations laid down by the competent authority. 
in those activities where it is so required, there are prior 
treatment facilities, with maintenance programs and control 
of disposal to ensure and demonstrate compliance with 
applicable legislation.

MAPFRE's activities of an industrial nature, such as workshops 
for vehicle repair and the recovery of parts in Spain, are 
undertaken in accordance with strict environmental criteria, 
following risk management criteria and using the best 
technologies available in the sector and the most efficient and 
least contaminating products.

5.5.4. Spills and leaks
[G4-EN24]

MAPFRE facilities containing substances which attack 
the ozone layer are managed in accordance with the 
contamination prevention principle and in compliance with 
the law, with maintenance and control programs for the 
refrigerant gases concerned.

MAPFRE disposes of methodologies and procedures for the 
management of incidents of an environmental nature, with the 
identification of risk areas and the availability of contention 
and management measures in case of possible leaks. 

during 2015 no notifications were made of significant spills or 
leaks in establishments or facilities where MAPFRE carries out 
its activities. 

Best Practice 
2015

 Even though there is currently no 
legislation in force in this regard, R-22 
refrigerant gas, with a great potential 
for destroying the ozone layer, has been 
eliminated from the MAPFRE COLOMBIA 
headquarters building. 

5.6. BIODIVERSITY PRESERVATION  
[G4-EN11, EN12]

MAPFRE does not have any work centers located in protected 
areas or in areas of high diversity outside protected areas. 

in spite of this and aware of the importance of lost biodiversity 
provoked by actions linked to human intervention, we 
considered it relevant to internally reflect on how the company 
could contribute to the express preservation of biodiversity.

this is why this section is one of the new commitments 
assumed by the Group's Environmental Policy, which will 
become one of our priority actions in the short, medium and 
long-term, with the launch of projects specifically related to 
biodiversity, contemplated in the action lines defined for the 
period 2015-2016.
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Within the framework of this new commitment, the following 
actions were carried out in 2015:

_ Signing of the Biodiversity Agreement. Under the motto 
“Without biological diversity there is no economic diversity”, 
MAPFRE became a member of the Company and Biodiversity 
initiative in Spain, launched by the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Food and Environment through the Biodiversity Foundation. 
thereby it commits to the conservation and sustainable use 
of biodiversity and acknowledges that its preservation is a 
common interest for humanity, given its importance for life on 
the planet, social well-being and economic development.

_ Collaboration agreement with the WWF Spain, through 
which MAPFRE contributes to the development of projects for 
the preservation of the iberian lynx and its habitat:

• CONtRIBUtION tO IBERIAN LYNx PRESERVAtION PROjECt, 
through which the WWF promotes measures to avoid their 
being run over by vehicles, to pursue illegal hunting and the 
use of traps, snares and poisons, and to work toward the 
recovery of the rabbit population, its main source of food, 
and to raise awareness in owners of properties inhabited 
by these lynxes. Furthermore, MAPFRE participates in the 
life+iberlince program that releases the lynx raised in 
captivity for the species' recovery of its traditional habitats. 

• ADHESION tO tHE “ONE HUNDRED COMPANIES PRESERVING 

tHE FOREStS” INItIAtIVE, that intends to contribute toward 
the restoration of the doñana national Park (Spain), declared a 
World Heritage Site by the UnESCo, by recovering biodiversity 
in the area and creating a green corridor to avoid the isolation 
of species, such as the iberian lynx. MAPFRE has contributed 
toward the reforestation of a hectare of this protected area.



• “OBjECtIVE BIODIVERSItY” DIGItAL PHOtOGRAPHY 

CONtESt, aimed at raising awareness among employees to 
the need for protecting biodiversity, placing special emphasis 
on the preservation of species in danger of extinction, such as 
the iberian lynx and its habitat in the doñana national Park. A 
lottery of 50 toy lynxes was held among the participants, and 
three money prizes were awarded to the winners.

• COLLABORAtION WItH "CREAtING NEtWORkS", a platform 
for interaction between social agents in the ii Ecological 
Restoration Forum, an event exhibiting the latest advances 
in this field and the sources for financing the development of 
R+d projects for the restoration of natural capital.
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5.7 ENVIRONMENTAL CULTURE  
[G4-FS4]

MAPFRE feels that employee commitment is decisive 
for reaching our environmental objectives, mainly those 
concerning eco-efficiency processes. For these employee 
contribution is necessary in order to minimize the consumption 
of the resources used and to suitably manage the waste 
generated. 

this commitment is also made evident in the environmental 
policy, which expressly establishes the commitment 
to employee participation through the promotion of 
environmental responsibility. Employees can consult the policy 
on the intranet and the general public can access it on the 
corporate website. 

Five key lines of action have been defined to disseminate these 
commitments:

Global
Initiatives

Environment

Intranet

Environment

Corporate

E-learning

Corporate 

Environment 

Calendar 

Global 

Campaigns 

Local 
Initiatives
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the Environment intranet deals exclusively with 
environmental topics. it also includes a suggestion box and 
an email contact address (medioambiente.disma@mapfre.
com). this address is replicated, for the same purpose, in 
all the countries in which the international Environmental 
Expansion Plan is being implemented.

Since 2008, MAPFRE has provided employees with an 
e-learning course on the environment and the Group's 
environmental management. through to 2015, a total of 4,342 
employees have participated in this course, and it is now being 
updated to make it a global course to be disseminated in 2016. 

Best Practice 
2015

In 2015 the headquarters building 
in Colombia reduced its electricity 
consumption by 5 percent. One of the 
initiatives taken to achieve this was the 
"OBJECTIVE ZERO" Campaign. The initiative 
consisted of the distribution material for 
raising awareness on responsible energy 
consumption among employees and safety 
and cleaning providers, together with the 
promotion of the responsible use of office 
equipment and charges outside working 
hours. 

the "Earth Hour" campaign has become an institutional 
benchmark in terms of the coordinated management of 
global initiatives. Since the start of MAPFRE participation 
in 2009, a variety of initiatives have been taken (posters, 
theater, photography contests, and others), and this year 
initiatives have been implemented in 17 countries: Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Spain, USA, 
Honduras, Guatemala, Mexico, nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, 
Portugal, Puerto Rico and venezuela.  

la campaña “la Hora del Planeta” se ha convertido en  
un referente institucional en cuanto a la gestión coordinada  
de iniciativas globales. desde los comienzos de la participación  
de MAPFRE en el año 2009, se han llevado a cabo actuaciones 
de diversa índole (carteles, teatro, concursos fotografía,  
y otros) y este año se han desarrollado actividades en 17 
países: Argentina, Brasil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,  
El Salvador, España, Estados Unidos, Honduras, Guatemala, 
México, nicaragua, Panamá, Paraguay, Portugal, Puerto Rico  
y venezuela. 
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Worth mentioning this year is the implementation for the first 
time of the “Cool Biz” campaign in Spain during summer, 
through which MAPFRE has disseminated among employees 
in Spain the importance of reducing air-conditioning 
requirements inside buildings by adapting their clothing to 
summer temperatures, with the objective of obtaining energy 
savings and reducing emissions.

Another awareness-raising campaign worth mentioning is the 
“Objective Biodiversity” photography contest, aimed at 
raising awareness among employees in Spain with regard to 
the need for protecting biodiversity. Employees entered 600 
photographs, from which 6 finalists were selected with the 
collaboration of various corporate areas. they were published 
on the internal website and the employees chose the winners, 
participating with a total of 1,945 votes.

Also worth a mention was the One Million for the Climate 
initiative, aimed at getting employees to join in with the 
commitments assumed by MAPFRE and which were published 
in Spain on the internal websites for employees and providers, 
as well as in Argentina, Mexico and Puerto Rico. on the 
MAPFRE website published for the initiative 778 commitments 
were registered, with which we contributed to the one million 
commitments taken to the CoP 21 in Paris.
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As a complement to the global initiatives, local initiatives were 
developed which reinforce the environmental commitments 
assumed by the Group.

We should mention the sustainable mobility campaign in 
Colombia "I'm up for going by bike", which fosters the 
acquisition of electric bikes by employees via a credit line from 
the employee fund, insuring the bicycle within the Employee 
Fund Collective Home insurance Policy and giving safety 
kits to the first 25 employees. this initiative falls within the 
framework of the "Moving around Bogotá" program of the 
Environment district Secretary.

ME APUNTO A 
MOVERME EN 

BICI 

other awareness-raising campaigns worth mentioning are the 
"Recycling Fair" and the "Christmas Decoration Contest" 
using recycled materials in Puerto Rico.
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Also important was local participation in the publication of 
news in the Corporate Environment Calendar.

Finally, with regard to initiatives taken to achieve greater 
awareness by society in matters of the environment, energy 
and climate change, MAPFRE this year promoted green 
entrepreneurship at the Seville Green Weekend (Spain), an 
event promoted by the employment and environment website 
"Enviroo", with the aim of supporting "green" entrepreneurs, 
professionals and self-employed workers seeking new 
business models which respect the environment.



Iniciativas
Globales 

Intranet de
Medio Ambiente

E-learning
Medioambiental

Corporativo

Calendario
Ambiental

Corporativo

Campañas
Globales

Iniciativas
locales

Resource 
Management 
and 
Optimization 
Plan

Strategic Plan for 
Energy Efficiency 
and Climate 
Change

Environmental 
Awareness and 
Dissemination  
Plan

International 
Environmental 
Expansion Plan 

Broadening of policies for 
use and implementation 
of tools for the energy 
management of office 
equipment

Renewal of installations 
with significant energy 
consumption in the most 
emblematic headquarters (Due 
Diligence)

Expansion of the  
MAPFRE Carbon Footprint 
in accordance with the ISO 
14064 standard          

Development and 
implementation 
of environmental 
initiatives with  
global participation

Implementation 
of the corporate 
e-learning course on 
the environment.

Expansion of the 
ISO 50001 energy 
management certification 
to new headquarters 
of MAPFRE Group 
companies 

Expansion of the  
ISO 14001  
environmental 
management  
certification to new 
headquarters of MAPFRE   
      entities in countries in  
          which it operates

Approval and 
selection, using 
environmental 
criteria, of corporate 
providers

Purchase of energy 
from 100 percent 
renewable 

Biodiversity 
preservation projects 

5.8. LINES OF ACTION 2016-2017

With the aim of fulfilling the commitments assumed by the 
Group during the course of its activities, the following lines 
of action were defined, aimed at achieving homogeneous 
coverage, up to the corporate level, of the Group's 
environmental directives, the fight against climate change and 
the preservation of biodiversity, including among others: 

Framework 
agreements 
for waste 
management 

Sustainable mobility

Eco-efficient 
Offices Project for 
the commercial 
network
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5.9. ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALITY

As part of the MAPFRE Group Materiality Analysis 2014-2016 
(see page 34), various environmental indicators identified as 
relevant were evaluated. these indicators are grouped under a 
total of eight important topics.

the matrix below shows the opinions of these stakeholders.

ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALITY MATRIX

+

Relevance for 
stakeholders

Employees,
clients,
providers and 
distributors 

–

– Relevance for MAPFRE +

7

6

5

3

1

2

8 4

1    to reduce environment emissions

2    to be aware of the social and environmental impact of 
products and services 

3    to have in place policies and procedures to evaluate 
environmental and social risks

4    to have environmental and social audit processes in place

5    to control residual spills into the environment

6    to undertake provider environmental evaluations

7    to make environment-related investments, control 
environment-related costs and to resolve environmental 
breaches.

8    to control biodiversity impacts
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ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALITY MATRIX

+

Relevance for 
stakeholders

Employees,
clients,
providers and 
distributors 

–

– Relevance for MAPFRE +

201
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6.1. PrIncIPles used To draW  
uP The corPoraTe socIal 
resPonsIbIlITy rePorT 
[G4-13, G4-18, G4-20, G4-21, G4-22, G4-23, G4-32,  
G4-58; FS9]

Report scope and boundary  

maPFre has drawn up the social responsibility report 
in accordance with the directives of the global reporting 
Initiative (grI) version g4 at a comprehensive option  
and the financial sector supplement. 

the report includes activities undertaken by the maPFre 
insurance entities at a global level. 

In 2015 the scope of the information provided for costa rica  
is limited to clients and employees.

Reliability and assurance

the qualitative and quantitative information for the basic, 
specific and sector indicators for the grI g4 have been 
externally verified by the KPmg company, including the 
data submitted for maPFre's activities in argentina, Brazil, 
colombia, spain, usa, mexico, Peru, Puerto rico and turkey, 
which on aggregate represent 78.2 percent of the group's 
business volume.

In addition, there has been a limited review of data provided by 
the rest of the maPFre companies. 

maPFre’s Internal audit general management also 
collaborated in the process of analyzing and verifying the 
report which, as is mandatory, was reviewed by maPFre’s 
audit committee prior to its definitive approval by the Board  
of directors.

the data supporting this corporate report were obtained 
via sygris, the computerized social responsibility data 
management tool implemented throughout the group.

Clarity, accuracy and completeness  

the information is presented schematically, including a 
general index which facilitates reading (page 3), and a global 
index of grI indicators which enables easy access and 
location of the data presented.

the report is drafted in sufficient detail to enable the various 
stakeholders to assess maPFre’s economic, social and 
environmental performance from a qualitative and quantitative 
standpoint, avoiding the use of technical vocabulary and 
acronyms where possible and adding explanatory footnotes 
where required. 

the reports corresponding to the last thirteen years  
are available for consultation on the group's website  
(www.mapfre.com)

timeliness and comparability

this report covers a one-year period (January to december) 
and is presented at the annual general meeting together 
with the group’s financial information in digital format and 
is also published on the website. (https://www.mapfre.com/
corporativo-es/responsabilidad-social/informes-anuales)

In keeping with the pattern followed in previous years, the 
quantitative figures included in the report are presented side 
by side those of the immediately preceding year, enabling 
analysis and comparison of the organization’s performance.

the information is presented following the organizational 
and territorial structure defined as of the year 2015 and 
therefore the data corresponding to the previous year has been 
adapted to the new structure as far as possible to facilitate 
homogeneous comparison. (For further information on this, 
refer to the general Information section, page 8)

regarding comparisons with previous periods, this year the 
data for costa rica has been included in general terms, 
with the exception of data for clients and employees which 
comprise part of the aggregate data.
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Balance 

The report reflects positive and negative aspects of the 
organization’s performance and when results fall short of 
initial expectations, this under-performance is noted in the 
corresponding headings. 

Materiality, relevance and inclusiveness

In 2015 maPfre continued development of the second 
phase of the required "materiality" study in order to apply its 
annual report to the GrI G4 version. The report responds to 
22 topics which maPfre considers relevant along with four 
groups of stakeholders (employees, clients, distributors and 
providers) who participated in the external inquiry made in 
Brazil, Colombia, Spain, mexico and Puerto rico and enables 
the Group's performance and commitment to sustainable 
development to be highlighted.

furthermore, comprehensive information on certain relevant 
aspects is not included in this report as they are fully 
developed and included in other reports published by the 
Group. In these cases, the GrI indicator index includes, 
as it does each year, pertinent references to the following 
documents:

annual accounts report, management report; Companies 
(published on the corporate website www.mapfre.com)

annual report of fundación maPfre. (Published on the 
website www.fundacionmapfre.org)

Responsiveness 

In addition to providing information that is of relevance to 
the groups of stakeholders  with which maPfre interacts, 
the report responds to the observations transmitted by them 
throughout the course of the year. However, anyone interested 
in consulting or completing the information provided in this 
report may contact maPfre through:

The Corporate Social responsibility Division:  
responsabilidadsocial@mapfre.com

The Communication Division: comunicacion@mapfre.com

The environment Division: medioambiente@mapfre.com

Investor relations Department:  
relacionesconinversores@mapfre.com

maPfre Corporate Website: www.mapfre.com
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6.2. GRI G4 CONTENT INDEX AND MATERIALITY  
DISCLOSURES SERVICE ORGANIZATIONAL MARK

General basic content

GRI4 IndIcatoRs PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

Strategy and analysis

G4–1      Include a statement by the senior manager responsible for 
decision–making in the organization (the person holding the 
position of Chairman and CEO, or similar) on the importance 
of sustainability for the organization and the associated 
strategy, which is to be addressed.

– Letter from the Chairman and CEO. Page 4

G4–2 Describe the key effects, risks and opportunities. Annual Accounts Report 2015.
Economic context. 
– Chapter 3. MAPFRE AND THE CSR: ESG Factors and Risks. Page 48
– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its clients: Innovation. Page 94
Complaints and grievances. Page 109

Organizational profile

G4–3 Name of the organization. Chapter 2. General Information. Page 8

G4–4 Most important brands, products and services. Annual Accounts Report 2015.
Business units. 
Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its clients: Innovation; Page 94 
Products and Services with a High Social Page 98  
Content and environmental products. Page 101

G4–5 Location of organization’s main headquarters. Chapter 2. General Information: Page 8

G4–6 Specify the number of countries where the organization 
operates, and name those countries with either major 
operations or that are specifically relevant to the 
sustainability issues addressed by the report.

– Chapter 2. General Information. Page 8

G4–7 Describe the nature of ownership and legal form. – Chapter 2. General Information: Page9
– Annual Accounts Report 2015.
Economic context. 
Business units. 

%20https://www.globalreporting.org/reporting/report-services/Pages/materiality-disclosures-service.aspx
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GRI4 IndIcatoRs PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

G4–8 Specify which markets it draws from (including geographic 
breakdown, sectors and types of clients/beneficiaries).

– Chapter 2. General Information. Page 8
– Annual Accounts Report 2015.
Economic context. 
Basic Group information. 
– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its clients. Page 91

G4–9 Define the scale of the organization: a. Number of 
employees; b. Number of operations; c. Net sales; d. 
Capitalization; e. Products offered.

– Chapter 2. General Information: Key economic figures. Page 16
– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its employees. Organization. Page 61

G4–10 a. Number of employees by contract type and gender; 
b. Number of employees with open–end employment 
contract by contract type and gender; 
c. Total workforce by employees, employees of contractors 
and gender; 
d. Total workforce by region and gender; 
e. Report whether a substantial portion of the organization’s 
work is performed by workers who are legally recognized as 
self–employed, or by individuals other than employees or 
supervised workers, including employees and supervised 
employees of contractors; 
f. Report any significant variations in employment numbers.

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its employees Organization. Page 61

G4–11 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining 
agreements.

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its employees Workers' Legal 
representation. Page 89

G4–12 Describe the organization's supply chain. – Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its providers. Page 133

G4–13 Report all significant changes during the analysis period 
regarding the organization's size, distribution of shares or 
supply chain

– Chapter 6. Complementary information: Principles used for 
drafting the Report. Page 203

G4–14 Describe how the organization has adopted, if applicable, a 
precautionary principal.

– Annual Accounts Report 2015: Main risks. Management of risks. 
– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: ESG Factors and ESG risks. 
Page 48

G4–15 Draw up a list of the letters, principles or other external 
initiatives of economic, environmental and social nature 
that the organization has underwritten or adopted.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Commitment to sustainable 
development. Page 39 ESG Factors. Page 48  Main Associations. 
Page 152

G4–16 List memberships of associations (such as industry 
associations) and national or international advocacy 
organizations to which the organization belongs.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Commitment to sustainable 
development. Page 39  ESG factors and risks. Page 48; Main 
Associations. Page 152

Material aspects and management

G4–17 a. List all companies included in the organization’s 
consolidated financial statements or equivalent 
documents. 
b. Specify whether any of the companies included in the 
organization’s consolidated financial statements or 
equivalent documents are not included in the Report.

– Annual Accounts Report 2015:
7. Risk management. 
8. Further information, 
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G4–18 a. Describe the procedure followed for defining the Content 
of the Report and the coverage given of each Aspect. 
b. Explain how the organization has applied the Principles 
for drafting reports in defining the content of the Report.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Relations with stakeholders: 
Materiality. Page34
– Chapter 6. Complementary Information: Principles followed 
for drafting the Corporate CSR Report.  Page203 

G4–19 Draw up a list of the material aspects identified during the 
process for defining the content of the Report.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Relations with stakeholders: 
Materiality. Page 34
Material and relevant topics. Page 36

G4–20 Specify the coverage given to each material aspect within 
the organization.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Relations with stakeholders: 
Materiality. Page34
Material and relevant topics. Page36
– Chapter 6. Complementary Information:
GRI Indicator Index.  Page 203

G4–21 Specify the limit of each material aspect outside the 
organization.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Relations with stakeholders: 
Materiality. Page 34
Material and relevant topics. Page 36
– Chapter 6. Complementary information:
Principles followed for drafting
the Corporate CSR Report.  Page 203

G4–22 Describe the consequences of the reformulation of 
information from previous reports, and their causes.

– Chapter 6. Complementary Information: Principles followed in 
drafting the Corporate CSR Report. Page 203

G4–23 Point out all significant changes to the Scope and Coverage 
of each aspect, compared with previous reports.

– Chapter 6. Complementary Information: Principles followed in 
drafting the Corporate CSR Report. Page 203

Stakeholder participation

G4–24 Draw up a list of stakeholders linked to the organization. – Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Relations with stakeholders: 
Stakeholders. Page 27

G4–25 Specify the basis for the selection of stakeholders which 
the organization is committed to.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Relations with stakeholders: 
Stakeholders. Page 27

G4–26 Describe the focus of the organization on stakeholder 
participation; for example, the frequency in which 
collaboration takes place with different types and groups of 
stakeholders, or point out if a given stakeholder 
participated more than others in the process of drafting the 
report.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Relations with stakeholders: 
Stakeholders. Page 27  Phases of materiality study. Page 34

G4–27 Point out any topics and concerns that have resulted of 
stakeholder e ngagement and the organization's evaluation 
of the same, among other aspects, in the report. Specify 
which stakeholders posed each issue and the key problems.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Relations with stakeholders: 
Stakeholders. Page 27
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Report profile

G4–28 Reporting period 2015

G4–29 Date of last report 2014

G4–30 Reporting cycle Annual

G4–31 Provide a contact person for resolving any questions that 
may arise in relation to the report's contents.

– Chapter 6. Complementary information: Principles used to 
draw up the CSR Report. Page 203

G4–32 a. Specify which option "in conformity" with the Guide the 
organization has selected. 
b. Provide the GRI index for the chosen option. 
c. Provide the reference to the External Assurance Report, 
if any.

– Chapter 6. Complementary Information: Principles followed 
for drafting the Corporate SR Report. Page 203

G4–33 a. Describe the current organizational policy and practice 
with regard to external assurance for the report. 
b. If these are not mentioned in the assurance report 
together with the sustainability report, specify the scope 
and basis for the external assurance. 
c. Describe the relationship between the organization and 
the assurance providers. 
d. Mention whether the highest governance body of the 
company or senior management has participated in the 
request for external assurance for the organization's 
sustainability report.

– Chapter 6. Complementary Information: Principles followed 
for drafting the Corporate SR Report. Verification report. Page 226
– Letter from the Chairman and CEO. Page 4

Governance

G4–34 Describe the organization's governance structure, including 
the committees of the senior governing body. Specify which 
committees are responsible for decision–making on 
economic, environmental and social issues.

Sections C.1.1, C.1.2 and C.2.1: of the Annual Corporate 
Governance Report (IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/
corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–
mapfre.shtml

Given its relevance, we include the Rules of the Board of 
Directors, document approved in January 2015 and published in 
the company website. Title I. Board of Directors and Title II. 
Committee and Steering Committees
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/
cinformativo/reglamento–consejo.shtml
Committee and Steering Committees: http://www.
mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/
cinformativo/comisiones–delegadas–consejo.shtml

http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/reglamento-consejo.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/reglamento-consejo.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/comisiones-delegadas-consejo.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/comisiones-delegadas-consejo.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/comisiones-delegadas-consejo.shtml
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G4–35 Describe the process by which the highest governance body 
delegates its authority in Senior Management and in 
specific employees for economic, environmental and social 
matters.

Section C.2.1. of the Annual Corporate Governance Report 
(IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–mapfre.shtml

G4–36 Specify whether the organization has senior executives or 
managers in charge of economic, environmental and social 
matters, and whether these render accounts directly to the 
highest governance body.

Section C.1.1. and C.2.1. of the Annual Corporate Governance 
Report (IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–mapfre.shtml

G4–37 Describe the consultation process among stakeholders and 
the highest governance body concerning economic, 
environmental and social matters. If this consultation is 
delegated, identify to whom and describe the information 
exchange process with the highest governance body.

– Chapter 4.3: MAPFRE and its Shareholders: MAPFRE's 
relationship with shareholders and investors. Page 123

G4–38 Describe the composition of the organization's highest 
governance body and its committees.

Sections C.1.1 to C.1.3 and C.2.1. of the Annual Corporate 
Governance Report (IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/
corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–
mapfre.shtml

G4–39 Specify whether the person presiding the highest 
governance body also holds an executive position. If so, 
describe the executive duties and the reasons for this 
arrangement.

Section C.2.1 of the Annual Corporate Governance Report 
(IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–mapfre.shtml
Title I, Chapter II of the Regulations of the Board of Directors  
of MAPFRE: Composition.

G4–40 Describe the processes for the nomination and selection of 
the highest governance body and its committees, as well as 
the criteria followed for the nomination and selection of the 
members of the former.

Sections C.1.19, C.1.5 and C.1.6 of the Annual Corporate 
Governance Report (IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/
corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–
mapfre.shtml

G4–41 Describe the processes by which the highest governance 
body prevents and manages possible conflicts of interest. 
Indicate whether stakeholders are informed of conflicts of 
interest.

Sections D.6 and D.7 and A.1 to A.7 of the Annual Corporate 
Governance Report (IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/
corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–
mapfre.shtml

G4–42 Describe the duties of the highest governance body and of 
senior management in the development, approval and 
update of the purpose, values or missions statements, 
strategies, policies and objectives concerning economic, 
environmental and social impacts of the organization.

Section C.2.1. of the Annual Corporate Governance Report 
(IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–mapfre.shtml
Title I, Chapter I of the Regulations of the Board of Directors of 
MAPFRE: Functions and Powers of the Board.

G4–43 Specify the measures implemented to develop and improve 
the collective knowledge of the highest governance body 
concerning economic, environmental, and social matters.

Sections C.1.41 and C.1.40 of the Annual Corporate Governance 
Report (IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–mapfre.shtml

http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
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http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
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G4–44 a. Describe the performance evaluation processes of the 
highest governance body with regards to governance of 
economic, environmental and social matters. Specify 
whether this evaluation is performed by a third party and its 
frequency. Specify whether it is a self–evaluation. 
b. Describe the measures adopted as a result of the 
performance evaluation of the highest governance body in 
relation to the management of economic, environmental 
and social matters; among other aspects, specify, as a 
minimum, if there have been changes in members or in 
organizational practices.

Section C.1.20 of the Annual Corporate Governance Report 
(IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–mapfre.shtml

Given its relevance, we include the Rules of the Board of 
Directors, document approved in January 2015 and published in 
the company website. Title I. Board of Directors and Title II. 
Committee and Steering Committees
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/
cinformativo/reglamento–consejo.shtml

G4–45 a. Describe the duties of the highest governance body as 
regards the identification and management of impacts, 
risks and opportunities of an economic, environmental and 
social nature. Also, point out the role of the highest 
governance body in applying due diligence processes. 
b. Specify whether stakeholders are consulted in the tasks 
of the highest governance body for identifying and 
managing the impacts, risks and opportunities of an 
economic, environmental and social nature.

Sections E.1, E.2 and F.1 of the Annual Corporate Governance 
Report (IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–mapfre.shtml

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE AND THE CSR: ESG factors and risks. Page 48
– Annual Accounts Report 2015:
Main risks. 

Given its relevance, we include the Rules of the Board of 
Directors, document approved in January 2015 and published in 
the company website. Chapter IV: Risk and Compliance 
Committee http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/reglamento–consejo.shtml

G4–46 Describe the duties of the highest governance body with 
regards to analyzing the efficiency of the risk management 
processes of the organization concerning economic, 
environmental and social matters.

Sections E.2 and E.6 of the Annual Corporate Governance 
Report (IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–mapfre.shtml

Given its relevance, we include the Rules of the Board of 
Directors, document approved in January 2015 and published in 
the company website. Chapter IV: Risk and Compliance 
Committee http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/reglamento–consejo.shtml

G4–47 Specify the frequency with which the highest governance 
body analyzes the impacts, risks and opportunities of an 
economic, environmental and social nature.

Section E.1 of the IAGC of the Annual Corporate Governance 
Report (IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–mapfre.shtml

Given its relevance, we include the Rules of the Board of 
Directors, document approved in January 2015 and published in 
the company website. Chapter IV: Risk and Compliance 
Committee http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/reglamento–consejo.shtml

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE AND THE CSR: ESG factors and risks. Page 48
– Annual Accounts Report 2015:
Risk Management. 

http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual-mapfre.shtml
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G4–48 Specify which committee or position of most importance 
reviews, approves the organization's sustainability report 
and ensures that all material aspects are included.

Section C.2.1 of the Annual Corporate Governance Report 
(IAGC). http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/
accionistas/es/cinformativo/informeanual–mapfre.shtml

Given its relevance, we include the Rules of the Board of 
Directors, document approved in January 2015 and published in 
the company website. Title I Chapter I: Duties and 
Responsibilities of the Board http://www.mapfregrupo.com/
corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/reglamento–
consejo.shtml

G4–49 Describe the processes for communicating major concerns 
to the highest governance body.

Given its relevance, we include the Rules of the Board of 
Directors, document approved in January 2015 and published in 
the company website. Title I Chapter I: Duties and 
Responsibilities of the Board http://www.mapfregrupo.com/
corporativo/accionistas/es/cinformativo/reglamento–
consejo.shtml

– Chapter 4.3. MAPFRE and its Shareholders: MAPFRE's 
relationship with shareholders and investors. Page 123

Ethics Committee: Code of Ethics and
Conduct: composition and duties: Queries.
https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo–es/responsabilidad–
social/definicion–objetivos/codigo–etico.jsp

G4–50 Identify the nature and number of major concerns that were 
transmitted to the highest governance body; likewise, 
describe the mechanisms used to address and evaluate 
these.

– Chapter 4.3. MAPFRE and its Shareholders: MAPFRE's 
relationship with shareholders and investors. Page 123

Ethics Committee: Code of Ethics and Conduct: composition 
and duties.

G4–51 a. Describe the compensation policy for the highest 
governance body and senior management. 
b. Link the performance criteria that affect the 
compensation policy with the economic, environmental and 
social objectives of the senior governing body and senior 
management.

Sections A.1, A.3, A.4, A.5, A.10 and A.13 of the Annual Report on 
Remuneration of Directors (IAR). https://www.mapfre.com/
corporativo–es/images/informe–anual–sobre–
remuneraciones–de–los–consejeros_tcm884–176231.pdf

G4–52 Describe the processes followed for defining remuneration. 
Report whether remuneration consultants are involved in 
determining remuneration and whether they are 
independent of management. Report any other 
relationships that the remuneration consultants have with 
the organization.

Section A.2 of the Annual Report on Remuneration of Directors 
(IAR). 
https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo–es/images/
informe–anual–sobre–remuneraciones–de–los–
consejeros_tcm884–176231.pdf

G4–53 Report how stakeholders’ views are sought and taken into 
account regarding remuneration, including the results of 
votes on compensation policy and proposals, if applicable.

The Annual Report on Remuneration is presented at the General 
Meeting, published in advance for its dissemination 
http://www.mapfregrupo.com/corporativo/accionistas/es/
cinformativo/junta–general–mapfre–2015.shtml
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G4–54 Report the ratio of the annual total remuneration for the 
organization’s highest–paid individual in each country of 
significant operations to the median annual total 
remuneration for all employees (excluding the highest–paid 
individual) in the same country.

Information made public on remunerations is found in the 
Annual Accounts report, as set forth in business and accounting 
regulations. Also in the Annual Report on Remuneration of 
Directors (IAR). https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo–es/
images/informe–anual–sobre–remuneraciones–de–los–
consejeros_tcm884–176231.pdf

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its employees
Compensation and recognition policy. Page 75
– More detailed information cannot be provided for reasons of 
confidentiality,

G4–55 Report the ratio of percentage increase in annual total 
remuneration for the organization’s highest–paid individual 
in each country of significant operations to the median 
percentage increase in annual total remuneration for all 
employees (excluding the highest–paid individual) in the 
same country.

Ethics and integrity

G4–56 Describe the organization’s values, principles, standards 
and norms of behavior such as codes of conduct and codes 
of ethics.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: New CSR policy. Page 23

G4–57 Report the internal and external mechanisms for seeking 
advice on ethical and lawful behavior, and matters related 
to organizational integrity, such as helplines or advice lines.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Prevention and compliance 
measures. Page 54

G4–58 Report the internal and external mechanisms for reporting 
concerns about unethical or unlawful behavior, and matters 
related to organizational integrity, such as escalation 
through line management, whistleblowing mechanisms or 
hotlines.

Internal mechanisms: 
– Chapter 3: MAPFRE and the CSR: Prevention and Compliance 
Measures. Page 54

External Mechanisms.
– Chapter 3: MAPFRE and the CSR: Relations with Stakeholders. Page 27
– Chapter 6. Complementary information. Responsiveness. 
Page 203

Specific basic content

GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

CATEGORY: ECONOMY

Economic performance
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–ec1 Direct economic value generated and distributed, including 
revenues, operating costs, employee remuneration, 
donations and other community investments, retained 
earnings, and payments to capital providers and 
governments.

– Annual Accounts Report 2015.
– Annual Fundación MAPFRE Report 2015.

https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo-es/images/informe-anual-sobre-remuneraciones-de-los-consejeros_tcm884-176231.pdf
https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo-es/images/informe-anual-sobre-remuneraciones-de-los-consejeros_tcm884-176231.pdf
https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo-es/images/informe-anual-sobre-remuneraciones-de-los-consejeros_tcm884-176231.pdf
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GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

G4–ec2 Financial consequences and other risks and opportunities 
for activities of organization owing to climate change.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: ESG Factors and Risks. Page 48. 
Environmental Products and Services
– Chapter 4. Mapfre´s social dimension: Products and services 
with environmental content Page 101.
– Chapter 5. Environmental Dimension: Carbon Footprint Page 
179

G4–ec3 Coverage of obligations of organization owing to social 
benefit programs.

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its Employees: Compensation and 
recognition policy. Page 75

G4–ec4 Significant financial assistance received from government. – Annual Accounts Report 2015. Business units. 

Market presence
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–ec5 Range of ratios of standard entry–level salary compared to 
local minimum salary at significant locations of operation.

Chapter 4. MAPFRE and its employees: Compensation and 
recognition policy. Page 75

G4–ec6 Report the percentage of senior management at significant 
locations of operation that are hired from the local 
community

– Chapter 4. MAPFRE and its employees: Generational diversity. 
Page 67

Indirect economic consequences
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–ec7 Development and impact of investment in infrastructures 
and types of services.

– Not applicable.

G4–ec8 Indirect economic impacts and their scope. – Not applicable.

Acquisition practices
Non–material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–ec9 Percentage of the procurement budget used for significant 
locations of operation spent on local providers.

– Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its Providers: Provider Types. Page 
133

CATEGORY: ENVIRONMENT

Damage
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en1 Materials used by weight or volume. – Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: Eco–efficiency: 
optimization of resources. Page 185

G4–en2 Percentage of materials used that are recycled materials.

Energy
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en3 Internal energy consumption, segmented by primary 
source.

– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: carbon footprint; 
Page 179
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GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

G4–en4 External energy consumption, segmented by primary 
source.

– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: carbon footprint 
Page 179

G4–en5 Energy intensity. – Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: carbon footprint; 
Page 179

G4–en6 Electricity consumption reduction. – Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: carbon footprint; 
Page 179  obtaining results 2015. Page 162

G4–en7 Reduction of energy requirements of products and services. Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: carbon footprint. Page 
179

Water
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en8 Total water withdrawal by source. – Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: Eco–
efficiency;Resource optimization. Page 185

G4–en9 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of 
water.

– Not applicable.

G4–en10 Percentage of total volume of recycled and reused water. – Not applicable.

Biodiversity
Non–Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en11 Operational site owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, 
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside 
protected area.

– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: preservation of 
biodiversity. Page 191

G4–en12 Description of most significant impacts in biodiversity in 
protected areas or in areas of high value in biodiversity in 
areas outside the protected areas related to the activities, 
products and services.

– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: preservation of 
biodiversity. Page 191
– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its Clients: Environmental products 
and services. Page 101

G4–en13 Protected or restored habitats. There is no record that our activities, products and services 
have had a direct negative impact on protected areas or 
unprotected high–biodiversity areas in 2015G4–en14 Number of species included on the UICN Red List and on 

national conservation lists whose habitats are located in 
areas affected by operations, by level of extinction risk.

Issues
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en15 Direct greenhouse gas emissions. – Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: carbon footprint; 
Page 179

G4–en16 Energy indirect greenhouse gas emissions.

G4–en17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions.
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GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

G4–en18 Intensity of greenhouse gas emissions. – Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: carbon footprint. 
Page 179

G4–en19 Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.

G4–en20 Emission of ozone–depleting substances. – Not applicable.

G4–en21 NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions. – Not applicable.

Effluents and waste     
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en22 Total water discharge by quality and destination – Not applicable.

G4–en23 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method – Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: Waste management. 
Page 138 

G4–en24 Total number and volume of significant spills – Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: Spills and leaks. 
Page 191  

G4–en25 Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated 
waste deemed hazardous and percentage of transported 
waste shipped internationally.

– Not applicable.

G4–en26 Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of 
water bodies and related habitats significantly affected by 
the organization’s discharges of water and runoff.

– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: Emissions and 
disposal. Page 191  

Products and services 
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en27 Extent of impact mitigation of environmental impacts of 
products and services.

– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its clients: environmental products 
and services. Page 101

G4–en28 Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials 
that are reclaimed at their end of their useful life, by 
category.

– Not applicable.

Regulatory compliance
Non–Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en29 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of 
non–monetary sanctions for non–compliance with 
environmental laws and regulations.

We are not aware of complaints, fines or sanctions outstanding 
for non–compliance with Spanish environmental laws and 
regulations in 2015

Transportation   
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en30 Significant environmental impacts of transporting products 
and other goods and materials used for the organization’s 
operations, and transporting members of the workforce.

– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: Carbon Footprint. 
Page 179
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GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

General
Non–Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en31 Total environmental protection expenditures and 
investments by type.

– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: SYGMAYE. Eco–
Efficiency. Page 185

Environmental evaluation of providers
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en32 Percentage of new providers that were screened using 
environmental criteria.

– Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its Providers: Provider selection 
criteria and relations with them. Page 134.   
Approval of providers. Page 136

G4–en33 Significant actual and potential negative environmental 
impacts in the supply chain and actions taken.

– Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its Providers: Approval of
providers. Page 136
– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: Waste management. 
Page 188

Environmental Grievance Mechanism
Non–Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–en34 Number of grievances about environmental impacts filed, 
addressed and resolved through formal complaint 
mechanisms.

We are not aware of other complaints, fines or sanctions 
outstanding for non–compliance with Spanish environmental 
laws and regulations in 2015

CATEGORY: SOCIAL PERFORMANCE > LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK

Employment
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–La1 Total number and rates of new employee hires and 
employee turnover by age group, gender and region.

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its Employees: Employment policy. 
Page 62

G4–La2 Benefits that are standard for full–time employees of the 
organization but are not provided to temporary or part–time 
employees, by significant locations of operation.

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its Employees: Compensation and 
recognition policy. Page 75

G4–La3 Return to work and retention rates after parental leave, by 
gender.

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its Employees. Work environment. 
Page 80

Labor/management relations
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–La4 Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes, 
including whether these are specified in collective 
bargaining agreements.

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its Employees: Workers' legal 
representation. Page 89
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GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

Occupational Health and Safety
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–La5 Percentage of employees represented in joint 
management–worker health and safety committees, which 
have been set up to help monitor and advise on occupational 
health and safety programs.

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its Employees: Well–being and 
work–life balance. Page 77

G4–La6 Types of injury, injury rate (IR), occupational diseases rate 
(ODR), lost day rate (LDR), absentee rate (AR) and work–
related fatalities, by region and gender.

G4–La7 Workers who are involved in occupational activities who 
have a high incidence or high risk of specific diseases.

G4–La8 Health and safety matters covered in formal agreements 
with labor unions.

Training and education
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4 La9 Average hours of training per year per employee by gender, 
and per employee category.

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its Employees: Talent management; 
Training. Page 70

G4–La10 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that 
support the continued employability of employees and 
assist them in managing career endings

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its Employees: Talent management:
 Development, mobility and promotion: Development, internal 
mobility and promotion and Training. Page 70

G4–La11 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance 
and career development evaluations

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its Employees: Talent management; 
Development. Page 70

Diversity and equal opportunities
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–La12 Composition of governing bodies and breakdown of 
employees per employee category according to gender, age 
group, minority group membership, and other indicators of 
diversity

– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its Employees: Organization. Page 61. 
Diversity, inclusion and equal opportunities. Page 64

– Annual Accounts Report 2015: Governance Bodies. 

Equal remuneration for women and men
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–La13 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men 
per employee category, by significant locations of 
operation.

– This information is not available as of the close of this report.
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GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

Evaluation of labor practices of providers
Non–Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–La14 Percentage of new providers that were screened using labor 
practices criteria.

– Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its Providers: Provider selection 
criteria and relations with them. Page 135 Approval of providers. 
Page 136

G4–La15 Significant actual and potential negative impacts for labor 
practices in the supply chain and actions taken.

– Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its Providers:
Provider selection criteria and relations with them. Page 135

Complaint mechanisms for labor practices
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–La16 Number of complaints about labor practices filed, 
addressed, and resolved through formal complaint 
mechanisms.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE AND THE CSR: Prevention and Compliance 
Measures. Page 54

CATEGORY: SOCIAL PERFORMANCE > HUMAN RIGHTS

Investment 
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–HR1 Total number and percentage of significant investment 
agreements and contracts that include human rights 
clauses or that underwent human rights screening.

– This information is not available as of the close of this report.

G4–HR2 Total hours of employee training on human rights policies or 
procedures concerning aspects of human rights that are 
relevant to operations, including the percentage of 
employees trained.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Prevention and Compliance 
Measures. Page 54

Non–discrimination
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–HR3 Total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective 
actions taken.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Prevention and compliance 
measures. Page 89

Freedom of association and collective bargaining
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–HR4 Operations and providers identified in which the right to 
exercise freedom of association and collective bargaining 
may be violated or at significant risk, and measures taken to 
support these rights.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: New CSR Policy. Page 23 
International commitments. Page 39 
Prevention and Compliance Measures. Page 54.
– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its EMPLOYEES.
Workers' legal representation. Page 89
– Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its Providers: Approval of providers. 
Page 136.
– Code of Ethics and Conduct.
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GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

Child labor
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–HR5 Operations and providers identified as having significant 
risk for incidents of child labor, and measures taken to 
contribute to the effective abolition of child labor.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: CSR Policy Page 23. ; 
Commitment to sustainable development Page 39. ESG Risk 
Analysis; prevention and compliance measures. Page 54
– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its employees. Employment policy. 
Page 62
– Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its Providers: Customer loyalty and 
evaluation of service quality. Page 136
– Code of Ethics and Conduct.

Forced labor
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–HR6 Operations and providers identified as having significant 
risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and 
measures to contribute to the elimination of all forms of 
forced or compulsory labor.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: International commitments. 
Page 39 . ESG Risk analysis Page 48, Prevention and compliance 
measures. Page 54
– Chapter 4.1. MAPFRE and its EMPLOYEES. Employment policy. 
Page 62
– Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its Providers: Customer loyalty and 
evaluation of service quality. Page 136
– Code of Ethics and Conduct.

Security measures
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–HR7 Percentage of security personnel trained in the 
organization’s human rights policies or procedures that are 
relevant to operations.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: International commitments; 
Page 39  ESG risk analysis; Prevention measures and 
compliance. Page 54

Indigenous rights
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–HR8 Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of 
indigenous peoples and actions taken.

– Not applicable. 

Evaluation
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–HR9 Total number and percentage of operations that have been 
subject to human rights reviews or impact assessments.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Commitment to sustainable 
development. Page 39
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GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

Evaluation of providers in relation to Human Rights
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–HR10 Percentage of new providers that were screened using 
human rights criteria.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Commitment to sustainable 
development. Page 39
– Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its Providers: Approval of providers. 
Page 136

G4–HR11 Significant actual and potential negative human rights 
impacts in the supply chain and actions taken.

– Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its Providers: Customer loyalty and 
evaluation of service quality. Page 136

Human Rights complaint mechanisms
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–HR12 Number of complaints about human rights filed, addressed, 
and resolved through formal complaint mechanisms.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: Prevention and 
Compliance Measures. Page 54

CATEGORY: SOCIAL PERFORMANCE > COMPANY

Local communities
Non–Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–so1 Percentage of operations with implemented local 
community engagement, impact assessments, and 
development programs.

– Annual Fundación MAPFRE Report 2015.

G4–so2 Operations with significant actual and potential negative 
impacts on local communities.

– Annual Fundación MAPFRE Report 2015.

Anti–corruption
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–so3 Total number and percentage of operations assessed for 
risks related to corruption and the significant risks 
identified.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: International commitments. 
Page 39.  ESG risk analysis Page 48; Prevention and compliance 
measures. Page 54

G4–so4 Communication and training on anti–corruption policies 
and procedures.

G4–so5 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken.
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GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

Public Policy
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–so6 Total value of political contributions by country and 
recipient/beneficiary.

Good Governance Code  https://www.mapfre.com/
corporativo–es/accionistas–inversores/inversores/
gobierno–corporativo/
Code of Ethics and Conduct  https://www.mapfre.com/
corporativo–es/responsabilidad–social/definicion–
objetivos/codigo–etico.jsp

Unfair competition practices
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–so7 Total number of legal actions for anti–competitive behavior, 
anti–trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes.

In 2015, no significant legal actions were taken for anti–
competitive behavior, anti–trust, and monopoly practices.

Regulatory compliance
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–so8 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of 
non–monetary sanctions for non–compliance with laws and 
regulations.

The amount paid for fines and sanctions due to non–compliance 
with legislation and regulations (in general, regarding provision 
and use of products and services) in 2015 is no "significant" in 
the context of the MAPFRE Group

Evaluation of social impact of providers
Non–Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–so9 Percentage of new providers that were screened using 
criteria for impacts on society.

– Chapter 4.5. MAPFRE and its Providers: Approval of providers. 
Page 136

G4–so10 Significant actual and potential negative impacts on 
society in the supply chain and actions taken.

– Not applicable.

Complaint Mechanisms by impacts on society
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–so11 Number of complaints about impacts on society filed, 
addressed, and resolved through formal complaint 
mechanisms.

In 2015, no complaints about social impact were recorded 
through the existing formal mechanisms in the organization

https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo-es/accionistas-inversores/inversores/gobierno-corporativo/
https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo-es/accionistas-inversores/inversores/gobierno-corporativo/
https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo-es/accionistas-inversores/inversores/gobierno-corporativo/
https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo-es/responsabilidad-social/definicion-objetivos/codigo-etico.jsp
https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo-es/responsabilidad-social/definicion-objetivos/codigo-etico.jsp
https://www.mapfre.com/corporativo-es/responsabilidad-social/definicion-objetivos/codigo-etico.jsp
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GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

CATEGORY: SOCIAL PERFORMANCE > RESPONSIBILITY FOR PRODUCTS

Client health and safety
Non–material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–PR1 Percentage of significant product and service categories for 
which health and safety impacts are assessed for 
improvement.

– Not applicable.

G4–PR2 Total number of incidents of non–compliance with 
regulations and voluntary codes concerning the health and 
safety impacts of products and services during their 
lifecycle, by type of outcomes.

– Not applicable.

Labeling of products and services
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–PR3 Type of product and service information required by the 
organization’s procedures for product and service 
information and labeling, and percentage of significant 
product and service categories subject to such information 
requirements.

– Not available
– Varies in accordance with local legislation.
Mainly applicable to Savings and Investment products.

G4–PR4 Total number of incidents of non–compliance with 
regulations and voluntary codes concerning product and 
service information and labeling, by type of outcomes.

– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its Clients. Complaints and 
Grievances. Page 109

G4–PR5 Results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction. – Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its clients: Customer loyalty. Quality 
in MAPFRE. Page 106

Marketing Communications
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–PR6 Sale of banned or disputed products. – Not applicable.

G4–PR7 Total number of incidents of non–compliance with 
regulations and voluntary codes concerning marketing 
communications, including advertising, promotion, and 
sponsorship, by type of outcomes.

In 2015, there was no record of significant cases of non–
compliance with regulations or voluntary codes assumed by the 
company.

Client privacy
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–PR8 Total number of substantiated complaints regarding 
breaches of client privacy and losses of client data. 

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and Social Social: Prevention measures 
and compliance; Security. Page 59
– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its Clients: Complaints and 
Grievances. Page 109
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GRI4 indicators PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

Regulatory compliance
Material Aspect in accordance with the materiality process completed in 2015

G4–PR9 Monetary value of significant fines for non–compliance with 
laws and regulations concerning the provision and use of 
products and services.

– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its Clients: Complaints and 
Grievances. Page 109
The amount paid for fines and sanctions due to non–compliance 
with legislation and regulations in 2015 is no "significant" in the 
context of the MAPFRE Group

GRI Financial services supplement indicators

GRI4 IndIcatoRs PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

Impact of products and services

G4–fs1 Policies with specific environmental and social components 
applied to lines of business.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE AND THE CSR: ESG Risk analysis, Page 48
– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its Clients: Products and services 
with a high social content. Page 98 
Environmental products and services. Page 101
– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: Commitment to the
Environment and Sustainability. Page 160

G4–fs2 Procedures for assessing and screening environmental and 
social risks in lines of business.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE AND THE CSR: ESG Risk analysis, Page 48
– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the Environment: MAPFRE strategy 
for
mitigation and adapting to Climate Change. Page 174

G4–fs3 Processes for monitoring clients’ implementation of and 
compliance with environmental and social requirements 
included in agreements or transactions.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE AND THE CSR: ESG Risk analysis, Page 48
– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its Clients: Products and services 
with a high social content. Page 98 
Environmental products and services. Page 101
– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the
environment: Commitment to the
Environment and Sustainability. Page 160

 G4–fs4 Processes for improving staff skills to implement the 
environmental and social policies and procedures as applied 
to lines of business.

– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the
environment: SIGMAYE. Environmental Culture Page 194
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GRI4 IndIcatoRs PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

G4–fs5 Interactions with clients/investee/business partners 
regarding environmental and social risks and opportunities.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE AND THE CSR: ESG Factors and Risks. Page 48
CLIENTS
– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its clients: Innovation. Page 94 
Communication channels. Page 104
INVESTORS.
– Chapter 4.3. MAPFRE and its shareholders: MAPFRE's 
relationship with shareholders and investors. Page 123
– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: Strategy for 
mitigation and adapting to Climate Change. Page 174
– mapfre.com: Corporate information for the MAPFRE Group/ 
Section Shareholders and Investors.

Product portfolio

G4–fs6 Breakdown of the portfolio for each line of business by 
specific region, size, and sector.

– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its Clients: Innovation Page 94
– Annual Accounts Report 2015. Business units.

G4–fs7 Monetary value of products and services designed to 
deliver a specific social benefit for each line of business 
broken down by objectives.

– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its Clients: environmental products 
and services. Page 101

G4–fs8 Monetary value of products and services designed to 
deliver a specific environmental benefit for each line of 
business broken down by objectives.

Auditing

G4–fs9 Cover and frequency of audits to assess implementation of 
environmental and social policies and risk assessment 
procedures.

– Letter from the Chairman and CEO. Page 4
– Chapter 3. MAPFRE and the CSR: ESG Factors and Risks; Page 
48. 
Measures for prevention and control: Social Responsibility
Audits. Page 54
– Chapter 5. MAPFRE and the environment: SIGMAYE. 
Performance indicators. Page 168
– Chapter 6. Complementary Information: Basic principles
for drafting the report. Page 203

Active ownership

G4–fs10 Percentage and number of companies held in the portfolio 
with which the reporting organization has interacted on 
environmental or social issues

– This information is not available as of the close of this report. 

G4–fs11 Percentage of assets subject to positive and negative 
environmental or social screening.

G4–fs12 Voting policy or policies applied to environmental or social 
issues for shares over which the reporting organization 
holds the right to vote shares or advises on voting.

– Not applicable.
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GRI4 IndIcatoRs PaGe / InfoRmatIon (omIssIon)

Community 

G4–fs13 Access points in low–populated or economically 
disadvantaged areas by type.

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE AND THE CSR: New CSR policy. Page 23
– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its Clients: Products and services 
with a High social content. Page 98
– Fundación MAPFRE Report 2015G4–fs14 Initiatives to improve access to financial services for 

disadvantaged people

Client health and safety

G4–fs15 Policies for the fair design and sale of financial products 
and services

– Chapter 3. MAPFRE AND THE CSR: New CSR Policy. Page 23
– Chapter 4.2. MAPFRE and its Clients: Products and services 
with a High social content. Page 98

Marketing communications

G4–fs16 Initiatives to improve literacy and financial education by 
type of beneficiary

– Fundación MAPFRE Report 2015
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6.3. EXTERNAL ASSURANCE REpORT

 

 

KPMG Asesores S.L., a limited liability Spanish company and a member 
firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with 
KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss 
entity. 

Reg. Mer Madrid, T. 14.972, F. 53, 
Sec. 8 , H. M -249.480, Inscrip. 1.ª 
N.I.F. B-82498650 

 

 

Independent Assurance Report for MAPFRE, S.A. 

(Free translation from the original in Spanish. 
In case of discrepancy, the Spanish language version prevails.) 

In accordance with our engagement letter, we performed a limited assurance review on the non-
financial information contained in the Social Responsibility Annual Report of MAPFRE, S.A. 
(hereinafter MAPFRE) for the year ended 31 December 2015 (hereinafter “the Report”) and on the 
indicators included in the equivalent local Reports of MAPFRE in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Spain, 
United States of America, Mexico, Peru, Puerto Rico and Turkey, as set out on this report’s Annex. 

MAPFRE management is responsible for the preparation and presentation of the Report in accordance 
with the Sustainability Reporting Guidelines version 4.0 (G4) and the Financial Services Sector 
Disclosures of the Global Reporting Initiative as described in item G4-32 of the GRI Content index of 
the Report and in accordance with Materiality Disclosure Service, obtaining confirmation from the 
Global Reporting Initiative on the proper application of these. Management is also responsible for the 
information and assertions contained within the Report; for determining MAPFRE's objectives in 
respect of the selection and presentation of sustainable development performance, including the 
identification of stakeholders and material issues; and for establishing and maintaining appropriate 
performance management and internal control systems from which the reported performance 
information is derived. 

Our responsibility is to carry out a limited assurance review and issue this report based on the work 
performed, referring exclusively to the information corresponding to 2015. We conducted our 
engagement in accordance with International Standard on Assurance Engagements (ISAE) 3000, 
“Assurance Engagements other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial Information”, issued 
by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) and with the Performance 
Guide on the revision of Corporate Responsibility Reports of the Instituto de Censores Jurados de 
Cuentas de España (ICJCE).  These standards require that we plan and perform the engagement to 
obtain limited assurance about whether the Report is free from material misstatement. 

KPMG applies International Standard on Quality Control 1 (ISQC1) and accordingly maintains a 
comprehensive quality control system, including documented policies and procedures regarding 
compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards and applicable legal and regulatory 
requirements. 

We have complied with the independence and other ethical requirements of the Code of Ethics for 
Professional Accountants issued by the Internal Ethics Standards Board for Accountants, which is 
founded on Fundamental Principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due care, 
confidentiality and professional behavior. 

Our limited assurance engagement consisted of making inquiries to Management and persons 
responsible for the preparation of information presented in the Report, and applying analytical and 
other evidence gathering procedures. These procedures included: 

 Verification of MAPFRE´s processes for determining the material issues, and the participation of 
stakeholders therein. 

 Interviews with Management and relevant staff at group level and selected business unit level, 
concerning the existence of sustainability and corporate responsibility strategy and policies for 
material issues, and the implementation of these across the business of MAPFRE. 

 Evaluation through interviews concerning the consistency of the description of the application of 
MAPFRE´s policies and strategy on sustainability, governance, ethics and integrity. 
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 Risk analysis, including searching the media to identify material issues during the year covered 
by the Report. 

 Review of the consistency of information comparing General Standard Disclosures with internal 
systems and documentation. 

 Analysis of the processes of compiling and internal control over quantitative data reflected in the 
Report, regarding the reliability of the information, by using analytical procedures and review 
testing based on sampling. 

 Review of the application of the Global Reporting Initiative's G4 Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines requirements for the preparation of reports in accordance with comprehensive option. 

 Reading the information presented in the Report to determine whether it is in line with our overall 
knowledge of, and experience with, the sustainability performance of MAPFRE.  

 Verification that the financial information reflected in the Report was audited by independent third 
parties. 

Our multidisciplinary team included specialists in social, environmental and economic business 
performance.  

The procedures performed in a limited assurance engagement vary in nature and timing from, and are 
less in extent than for, a reasonable assurance engagement. Consequently the level of assurance 
obtained in a limited assurance engagement is lower than that of a reasonable assurance engagement. 
This report may not be taken as an auditor's report. 

Our conclusion has been formed on the basis of, and is subject to, the matters outlined in this 
Independent Assurance Report. We believe that the evidence we have obtained is sufficient and 
appropriate to provide a basis for our conclusions. 

Based on the limited assurance procedures performed and the evidence obtained, as described above, 
nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the Social Responsibility Annual Report 
of MAPFRE S.A. for the year ended 31 December 2015 has not been prepared, in all material respects, 
in accordance with the Sustainability Reporting Guidelines version 4.0 (G4) and the Financial Services 
Sector Disclosures of the Global Reporting Initiative as described in point G4-32 of the GRI Index, 
including the reliability of data, adequacy of the information presented and the absence of significant 
deviations and omissions. 

Under separate cover, we will provide MAPFRE management with an internal report outlining our 
complete findings and areas for improvement.  

In accordance with the terms of our engagement, this Independent Review Report has been prepared 
for MAPFRE in relation to its 2015 Social Responsibility Annual Report and for the equivalent local 
Reports of MAPFRE in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Spain, United States of America, Mexico, Peru, 
Puerto Rico and Turkey. For this reason, this Independent Assurance Report has been prepared for no 
other purpose or in any other context. 

KPMG Asesores, S.L.  

 

(Signed) 

 

Jose Luis Blasco Vázquez 

4 March 2016 
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ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS

G4-EC1 Labor practices and decent work Society

G4-EC2 G4-LA1 G4-SO1

G4-EC3 G4-LA2 G4-SO2

G4-EC4 G4-LA3 G4-SO3

G4-EC5 Labor/Management Relations G4-LA4 G4-SO4

G4-EC6 G4-LA5 G4-SO5

Procurement Practices G4-EC9 G4-LA6 Public Policy G4-SO6

G4-LA7 Anti-competitive Behaviour G4-SO7

G4-EN1 G4-LA8 Compliance G4-SO8

G4-EN2 G4-LA9
Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on 
Society

G4-SO11

G4-EN3 G4-LA10 Product Responsibility

G4-EN4 G4-LA11 G4-PR4

G4-EN5 Diversity and Equal Opportunity G4-LA12 G4-PR5

G4-EN6
Equal Remuneration for Women and 
Men

G4-LA13 Marketing Communications G4-PR7

G4-EN7 G4-LA14 Customer Privacy G4-PR8

Water G4-EN8 G4-LA15 Compliance G4-PR9

G4-EN11
Labor Practices Grievance 
Mechanisms

G4-LA16

G4-EN12 Human Rights G4-FS1

G4-EN13 Investment G4-HR2 G4-FS2

G4-EN14 Non-discrimination G4-HR3 G4-FS3

G4-EN15
Freedom of Association and Collective 
Bargaining

G4-HR4 G4-FS4

G4-EN16 Child Labor G4-HR5 G4-FS5

G4-EN17 Forced or Compulsory Labor G4-HR6 G4-FS6

G4-EN18 Security Practices G4-HR7 G4-FS7

G4-EN19 Assessment G4-HR9 G4-FS8

G4-EN23 Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms G4-HR12 Audit G4-FS9

G4-EN24 G4-FS10

G4-EN26 G4-FS11

Products and Services G4-EN27 G4-FS13

Compliance G4-EN29 G4-FS14

Transport G4-EN30 Client health and safety G4-FS15

Overall G4-EN31 Marketing Communications G4-FS16

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms G4-EN34

Local Communities

Materials

Occupational Health and Safety

Energy

Training and Education

Product and Service Labeling

Anti-corruption
Market Presence

Employment

Impact of products and services

Product Portfolio

Active Ownership

Financial Services G4 Sector Disclosures

Biodiversity

Supplier Assessment for Labor 
Practices

Emissions

Effluents and Waste

Economic performance Local Communities

ARGENTINA INDICATORS

Economic performance indicators

Environmental performance indicators

Social performance indicators Social performance indicators (cont.)
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ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS

G4-EC1 Labor practices and decent work Society

G4-EC2 G4-LA1 G4-SO1

G4-EC3 G4-LA2 G4-SO2

G4-EC4 G4-LA3 G4-SO3

G4-EC5 Labor/Management Relations G4-LA4 G4-SO4

G4-EC6 G4-LA5 G4-SO5

Procurement Practices G4-EC9 G4-LA6 Public Policy G4-SO6

G4-LA7 Anti-competitive Behaviour G4-SO7

G4-EN1 G4-LA8 Compliance G4-SO8

G4-EN2 G4-LA9 G4-SO9

G4-EN3 G4-LA10 G4-SO10

G4-EN4 G4-LA11
Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on 
Society

G4-SO11

G4-EN5 Diversity and Equal Opportunity G4-LA12 Product Responsibility

G4-EN6
Equal Remuneration for Women and 
Men

G4-LA13 G4-PR4

G4-EN7 G4-LA14 G4-PR5

Water G4-EN8 G4-LA15 Marketing Communications G4-PR7

G4-EN11
Labor Practices Grievance 
Mechanisms

G4-LA16 Customer Privacy G4-PR8

G4-EN12 Human Rights Compliance G4-PR9

G4-EN13 Investment G4-HR2

G4-EN14 Non-discrimination G4-HR3 G4-FS1

G4-EN15
Freedom of Association and Collective 
Bargaining

G4-HR4 G4-FS2

G4-EN16 Child Labor G4-HR5 G4-FS3

G4-EN17 Forced or Compulsory Labor G4-HR6 G4-FS4

G4-EN18 Security Practices G4-HR7 G4-FS5

G4-EN19 Assessment G4-HR9 G4-FS6

G4-EN23 G4-HR10 G4-FS7

G4-EN24 G4-HR11 G4-FS8

G4-EN26 Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms G4-HR12 Audit G4-FS9

Products and Services G4-EN27 G4-FS10

Compliance G4-EN29 G4-FS11

Transport G4-EN30 G4-FS13

Overall G4-EN31 G4-FS14

G4-EN32 Client health and safety G4-FS15

G4-EN33 Marketing Communications G4-FS16

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms G4-EN34

Supplier Assessment for Labor 
Practices

Active Ownership

Local Communities

Supplier Environmental Assessment

Biodiversity
Financial Services G4 Sector Disclosures

Impact of products and services

Emissions

Product Portfolio

Effluents and Waste
Supplier Human Rights Assessment

BRASIL INDICATORS

Economic performance indicators Social performance indicators Social performance indicators (cont.)

Economic performance
Employment

Local Communities

Anti-corruption
Market Presence

Occupational Health and Safety
Environmental performance indicators

Materials

Training and Education

Supplier Assessment for Impacts on 
Society

Energy

Product and Service Labeling
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ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS

G4-EC1 Labor practices and decent work Society

G4-EC2 G4-LA1 G4-SO1

G4-EC3 G4-LA2 G4-SO2

G4-EC4 G4-LA3 G4-SO3

G4-EC5 Labor/Management Relations G4-LA4 G4-SO4

G4-EC6 G4-LA5 G4-SO5

Procurement Practices G4-EC9 G4-LA6 Public Policy G4-SO6

G4-LA7 Anti-competitive Behaviour G4-SO7

G4-EN1 G4-LA8 Compliance G4-SO8

G4-EN2 G4-LA9 G4-SO9

G4-EN3 G4-LA10 G4-SO10

G4-EN4 G4-LA11
Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on 
Society

G4-SO11

G4-EN5 Diversity and Equal Opportunity G4-LA12 Product Responsibility

G4-EN6
Equal Remuneration for Women and 
Men

G4-LA13 G4-PR4

G4-EN7 G4-LA14 G4-PR5

Water G4-EN8 G4-LA15 Marketing Communications G4-PR7

G4-EN11
Labor Practices Grievance 
Mechanisms

G4-LA16 Customer Privacy G4-PR8

G4-EN12 Human Rights Compliance G4-PR9

G4-EN13 Investment G4-HR2

G4-EN14 Non-discrimination G4-HR3 G4-FS1

G4-EN15
Freedom of Association and Collective 
Bargaining

G4-HR4 G4-FS2

G4-EN16 Child Labor G4-HR5 G4-FS3

G4-EN17 Forced or Compulsory Labor G4-HR6 G4-FS4

G4-EN18 Security Practices G4-HR7 G4-FS5

G4-EN19 Assessment G4-HR9 G4-FS6

G4-EN23 G4-HR10 G4-FS7

G4-EN24 G4-HR11 G4-FS8

G4-EN26 Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms G4-HR12 Audit G4-FS9

Products and Services G4-EN27 G4-FS10

Compliance G4-EN29 G4-FS11

Transport G4-EN30 G4-FS13

Overall G4-EN31 G4-FS14

G4-EN32 Client health and safety G4-FS15

G4-EN33 Marketing Communications G4-FS16

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms G4-EN34

Supplier Assessment for Labor 
Practices

Active Ownership

Local Communities

Supplier Environmental Assessment

Biodiversity
Financial Services G4 Sector Disclosures

Impact of products and services

Emissions

Product Portfolio

Effluents and Waste
Supplier Human Rights Assessment

COLOMBIA INDICATORS

Economic performance indicators Social performance indicators Social performance indicators (cont.)

Economic performance
Employment

Local Communities

Anti-corruption
Market Presence

Occupational Health and Safety
Environmental performance indicators

Materials

Training and Education

Supplier Assessment for Impacts on 
Society

Energy

Product and Service Labeling
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ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS

G4-EC1 Labor practices and decent work Society

G4-EC2 G4-LA1 G4-SO1

G4-EC3 G4-LA2 G4-SO2

G4-EC4 G4-LA3 G4-SO3

G4-EC5 Labor/Management Relations G4-LA4 G4-SO4

G4-EC6 G4-LA5 G4-SO5

Procurement Practices G4-EC9 G4-LA6 Public Policy G4-SO6

G4-LA7 Anti-competitive Behaviour G4-SO7

G4-EN1 G4-LA8 Compliance G4-SO8

G4-EN2 G4-LA9 G4-SO9

G4-EN3 G4-LA10 G4-SO10

G4-EN4 G4-LA11
Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on 
Society

G4-SO11

G4-EN5 Diversity and Equal Opportunity G4-LA12 Product Responsibility

G4-EN6
Equal Remuneration for Women and 
Men

G4-LA13 G4-PR4

G4-EN7 G4-LA14 G4-PR5

Water G4-EN8 G4-LA15 Marketing Communications G4-PR7

G4-EN11
Labor Practices Grievance 
Mechanisms

G4-LA16 Customer Privacy G4-PR8

G4-EN12 Human Rights Compliance G4-PR9

G4-EN13 Investment G4-HR2

G4-EN14 Non-discrimination G4-HR3 G4-FS1

G4-EN15
Freedom of Association and Collective 
Bargaining

G4-HR4 G4-FS2

G4-EN16 Child Labor G4-HR5 G4-FS3

G4-EN17 Forced or Compulsory Labor G4-HR6 G4-FS4

G4-EN18 Security Practices G4-HR7 G4-FS5

G4-EN19 Assessment G4-HR9 G4-FS6

G4-EN23 G4-HR10 G4-FS7

G4-EN24 G4-HR11 G4-FS8

G4-EN26 Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms G4-HR12 Audit G4-FS9

Products and Services G4-EN27 G4-FS10

Compliance G4-EN29 G4-FS11

Transport G4-EN30 G4-FS13

Overall G4-EN31 G4-FS14

G4-EN32 Client health and safety G4-FS15

G4-EN33 Marketing Communications G4-FS16

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms G4-EN34

Supplier Assessment for Labor 
Practices

Active Ownership

Local Communities

Supplier Environmental Assessment

Biodiversity
Financial Services G4 Sector Disclosures

Impact of products and services

Emissions

Product Portfolio

Effluents and Waste
Supplier Human Rights Assessment

SPAIN INDICATORS

Economic performance indicators Social performance indicators Social performance indicators (cont.)

Economic performance
Employment

Local Communities

Anti-corruption
Market Presence

Occupational Health and Safety
Environmental performance indicators

Materials

Training and Education

Supplier Assessment for Impacts on 
Society

Energy

Product and Service Labeling
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ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS

G4-EC1 Labor practices and decent work Society

G4-EC2 G4-LA1 G4-SO1

G4-EC3 G4-LA2 G4-SO2

G4-EC4 G4-LA3 G4-SO3

G4-EC5 Labor/Management Relations G4-LA4 G4-SO4

G4-EC6 G4-LA5 G4-SO5

Procurement Practices G4-EC9 G4-LA6 Public Policy G4-SO6

G4-LA7 Anti-competitive Behaviour G4-SO7

G4-EN1 G4-LA8 Compliance G4-SO8

G4-EN2 G4-LA9 G4-SO9

G4-EN3 G4-LA10 G4-SO10

G4-EN4 G4-LA11
Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on 
Society

G4-SO11

G4-EN5 Diversity and Equal Opportunity G4-LA12 Product Responsibility

G4-EN6
Equal Remuneration for Women and 
Men

G4-LA13 G4-PR4

G4-EN7 G4-LA14 G4-PR5

Water G4-EN8 G4-LA15 Marketing Communications G4-PR7

G4-EN11
Labor Practices Grievance 
Mechanisms

G4-LA16 Customer Privacy G4-PR8

G4-EN12 Human Rights Compliance G4-PR9

G4-EN13 Investment G4-HR2

G4-EN14 Non-discrimination G4-HR3 G4-FS1

G4-EN15
Freedom of Association and Collective 
Bargaining

G4-HR4 G4-FS2

G4-EN16 Child Labor G4-HR5 G4-FS3

G4-EN17 Forced or Compulsory Labor G4-HR6 G4-FS4

G4-EN18 Security Practices G4-HR7 G4-FS5

G4-EN19 Assessment G4-HR9 G4-FS6

G4-EN23 G4-HR10 G4-FS7

G4-EN24 G4-HR11 G4-FS8

G4-EN26 Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms G4-HR12 Audit G4-FS9

Products and Services G4-EN27 G4-FS10

Compliance G4-EN29 G4-FS11

Transport G4-EN30 G4-FS13

Overall G4-EN31 G4-FS14

G4-EN32 Client health and safety G4-FS15

G4-EN33 Marketing Communications G4-FS16

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms G4-EN34

Supplier Assessment for Labor 
Practices

Active Ownership

Local Communities

Supplier Environmental Assessment

Biodiversity
Financial Services G4 Sector Disclosures

Impact of products and services

Emissions

Product Portfolio

Effluents and Waste
Supplier Human Rights Assessment

USA INDICATORS

Economic performance indicators Social performance indicators Social performance indicators (cont.)

Economic performance
Employment

Local Communities

Anti-corruption
Market Presence

Occupational Health and Safety
Environmental performance indicators

Materials

Training and Education

Supplier Assessment for Impacts on 
Society

Energy

Product and Service Labeling
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ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS

G4-EC1 Labor practices and decent work Society

G4-EC2 G4-LA1 G4-SO1

G4-EC3 G4-LA2 G4-SO2

G4-EC4 G4-LA3 G4-SO3

G4-EC5 Labor/Management Relations G4-LA4 G4-SO4

G4-EC6 G4-LA5 G4-SO5

Procurement Practices G4-EC9 G4-LA6 Public Policy G4-SO6

G4-LA7 Anti-competitive Behaviour G4-SO7

G4-EN1 G4-LA8 Compliance G4-SO8

G4-EN2 G4-LA9 G4-SO9

G4-EN3 G4-LA10 G4-SO10

G4-EN4 G4-LA11
Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on 
Society

G4-SO11

G4-EN5 Diversity and Equal Opportunity G4-LA12 Product Responsibility

G4-EN6
Equal Remuneration for Women and 
Men

G4-LA13 G4-PR4

G4-EN7 G4-LA14 G4-PR5

Water G4-EN8 G4-LA15 Marketing Communications G4-PR7

G4-EN11
Labor Practices Grievance 
Mechanisms

G4-LA16 Customer Privacy G4-PR8

G4-EN12 Human Rights Compliance G4-PR9

G4-EN13 Investment G4-HR2

G4-EN14 Non-discrimination G4-HR3 G4-FS1

G4-EN15
Freedom of Association and Collective 
Bargaining

G4-HR4 G4-FS2

G4-EN16 Child Labor G4-HR5 G4-FS3

G4-EN17 Forced or Compulsory Labor G4-HR6 G4-FS4

G4-EN18 Security Practices G4-HR7 G4-FS5

G4-EN19 Assessment G4-HR9 G4-FS6

G4-EN23 G4-HR10 G4-FS7

G4-EN24 G4-HR11 G4-FS8

G4-EN26 Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms G4-HR12 Audit G4-FS9

Products and Services G4-EN27 G4-FS10

Compliance G4-EN29 G4-FS11

Transport G4-EN30 G4-FS13

Overall G4-EN31 G4-FS14

G4-EN32 Client health and safety G4-FS15

G4-EN33 Marketing Communications G4-FS16

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms G4-EN34

Supplier Assessment for Labor 
Practices

Active Ownership

Local Communities

Supplier Environmental Assessment

Biodiversity
Financial Services G4 Sector Disclosures

Impact of products and services

Emissions

Product Portfolio

Effluents and Waste
Supplier Human Rights Assessment

MEXICO INDICATORS

Economic performance indicators Social performance indicators Social performance indicators (cont.)

Economic performance
Employment

Local Communities

Anti-corruption
Market Presence

Occupational Health and Safety
Environmental performance indicators

Materials

Training and Education

Supplier Assessment for Impacts on 
Society

Energy

Product and Service Labeling
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ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS

G4-EC1 Labor practices and decent work Society

G4-EC2 G4-LA1 G4-SO1

G4-EC3 G4-LA2 G4-SO2

G4-EC4 G4-LA3 G4-SO3

G4-EC5 Labor/Management Relations G4-LA4 G4-SO4

G4-EC6 G4-LA5 G4-SO5

Procurement Practices G4-EC9 G4-LA6 Public Policy G4-SO6

G4-LA7 Anti-competitive Behaviour G4-SO7

G4-EN1 G4-LA8 Compliance G4-SO8

G4-EN2 G4-LA9 G4-SO9

G4-EN3 G4-LA10 G4-SO10

G4-EN4 G4-LA11
Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on 
Society

G4-SO11

G4-EN5 Diversity and Equal Opportunity G4-LA12 Product Responsibility

G4-EN6
Equal Remuneration for Women and 
Men

G4-LA13 G4-PR4

G4-EN7 G4-LA14 G4-PR5

Water G4-EN8 G4-LA15 Marketing Communications G4-PR7

G4-EN11
Labor Practices Grievance 
Mechanisms

G4-LA16 Customer Privacy G4-PR8

G4-EN12 Human Rights Compliance G4-PR9

G4-EN13 Investment G4-HR2

G4-EN14 Non-discrimination G4-HR3 G4-FS1

G4-EN15
Freedom of Association and Collective 
Bargaining

G4-HR4 G4-FS2

G4-EN16 Child Labor G4-HR5 G4-FS3

G4-EN17 Forced or Compulsory Labor G4-HR6 G4-FS4

G4-EN18 Security Practices G4-HR7 G4-FS5

G4-EN19 Assessment G4-HR9 G4-FS6

G4-EN23 G4-HR10 G4-FS7

G4-EN24 G4-HR11 G4-FS8

G4-EN26 Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms G4-HR12 Audit G4-FS9

Products and Services G4-EN27 G4-FS10

Compliance G4-EN29 G4-FS11

Transport G4-EN30 G4-FS13

Overall G4-EN31 G4-FS14

G4-EN32 Client health and safety G4-FS15

G4-EN33 Marketing Communications G4-FS16

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms G4-EN34

Supplier Assessment for Labor 
Practices

Active Ownership

Local Communities

Supplier Environmental Assessment

Biodiversity
Financial Services G4 Sector Disclosures

Impact of products and services

Emissions

Product Portfolio

Effluents and Waste
Supplier Human Rights Assessment

PERU INDICATORS

Economic performance indicators Social performance indicators Social performance indicators (cont.)

Economic performance
Employment

Local Communities

Anti-corruption
Market Presence

Occupational Health and Safety
Environmental performance indicators

Materials

Training and Education

Supplier Assessment for Impacts on 
Society

Energy

Product and Service Labeling
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ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS

G4-EC1 Labor practices and decent work Society

G4-EC2 G4-LA1 G4-SO1

G4-EC3 G4-LA2 G4-SO2

G4-EC4 G4-LA3 G4-SO3

G4-EC5 Labor/Management Relations G4-LA4 G4-SO4

G4-EC6 G4-LA5 G4-SO5

Procurement Practices G4-EC9 G4-LA6 Public Policy G4-SO6

G4-LA7 Anti-competitive Behaviour G4-SO7

G4-EN1 G4-LA8 Compliance G4-SO8

G4-EN2 G4-LA9 G4-SO9

G4-EN3 G4-LA10 G4-SO10

G4-EN4 G4-LA11
Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on 
Society

G4-SO11

G4-EN5 Diversity and Equal Opportunity G4-LA12 Product Responsibility

G4-EN6
Equal Remuneration for Women and 
Men

G4-LA13 G4-PR4

G4-EN7 G4-LA14 G4-PR5

Water G4-EN8 G4-LA15 Marketing Communications G4-PR7

G4-EN11
Labor Practices Grievance 
Mechanisms

G4-LA16 Customer Privacy G4-PR8

G4-EN12 Human Rights Compliance G4-PR9

G4-EN13 Investment G4-HR2

G4-EN14 Non-discrimination G4-HR3 G4-FS1

G4-EN15
Freedom of Association and Collective 
Bargaining

G4-HR4 G4-FS2

G4-EN16 Child Labor G4-HR5 G4-FS3

G4-EN17 Forced or Compulsory Labor G4-HR6 G4-FS4

G4-EN18 Security Practices G4-HR7 G4-FS5

G4-EN19 Assessment G4-HR9 G4-FS6

G4-EN23 G4-HR10 G4-FS7

G4-EN24 G4-HR11 G4-FS8

G4-EN26 Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms G4-HR12 Audit G4-FS9

Products and Services G4-EN27 G4-FS10

Compliance G4-EN29 G4-FS11

Transport G4-EN30 G4-FS13

Overall G4-EN31 G4-FS14

G4-EN32 Client health and safety G4-FS15

G4-EN33 Marketing Communications G4-FS16

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms G4-EN34

Supplier Assessment for Labor 
Practices

Active Ownership

Local Communities

Supplier Environmental Assessment

Biodiversity
Financial Services G4 Sector Disclosures

Impact of products and services

Emissions

Product Portfolio

Effluents and Waste
Supplier Human Rights Assessment

PUERTO RICO INDICATORS

Economic performance indicators Social performance indicators Social performance indicators (cont.)

Economic performance
Employment

Local Communities

Anti-corruption
Market Presence

Occupational Health and Safety
Environmental performance indicators

Materials

Training and Education

Supplier Assessment for Impacts on 
Society

Energy

Product and Service Labeling
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ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS ASPECT INDICATORS

G4-EC1 Labor practices and decent work Society

G4-EC2 G4-LA1 G4-SO1

G4-EC3 G4-LA2 G4-SO2

G4-EC4 G4-LA3 G4-SO3

G4-EC5 Labor/Management Relations G4-LA4 G4-SO4

G4-EC6 G4-LA5 G4-SO5

Procurement Practices G4-EC9 G4-LA6 Public Policy G4-SO6

G4-LA7 Anti-competitive Behaviour G4-SO7

G4-EN1 G4-LA8 Compliance G4-SO8

G4-EN2 G4-LA9 G4-SO9

G4-EN3 G4-LA10 G4-SO10

G4-EN4 G4-LA11
Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on 
Society

G4-SO11

G4-EN5 Diversity and Equal Opportunity G4-LA12 Product Responsibility

G4-EN6
Equal Remuneration for Women and 
Men

G4-LA13 G4-PR4

G4-EN7 G4-LA14 G4-PR5

Water G4-EN8 G4-LA15 Marketing Communications G4-PR7

G4-EN11
Labor Practices Grievance 
Mechanisms

G4-LA16 Customer Privacy G4-PR8

G4-EN12 Human Rights Compliance G4-PR9

G4-EN13 Investment G4-HR2

G4-EN14 Non-discrimination G4-HR3 G4-FS1

G4-EN15
Freedom of Association and Collective 
Bargaining

G4-HR4 G4-FS2

G4-EN16 Child Labor G4-HR5 G4-FS3

G4-EN17 Forced or Compulsory Labor G4-HR6 G4-FS4

G4-EN18 Security Practices G4-HR7 G4-FS5

G4-EN19 Assessment G4-HR9 G4-FS6

G4-EN23 G4-HR10 G4-FS7

G4-EN24 G4-HR11 G4-FS8

G4-EN26 Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms G4-HR12 Audit G4-FS9

Products and Services G4-EN27 G4-FS10

Compliance G4-EN29 G4-FS11

Transport G4-EN30 G4-FS13

Overall G4-EN31 G4-FS14

G4-EN32 Client health and safety G4-FS15

G4-EN33 Marketing Communications G4-FS16

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms G4-EN34

Supplier Assessment for Labor 
Practices

Active Ownership

Local Communities

Supplier Environmental Assessment

Biodiversity
Financial Services G4 Sector Disclosures

Impact of products and services

Emissions

Product Portfolio

Effluents and Waste
Supplier Human Rights Assessment

TURKEY INDICATORS

Economic performance indicators Social performance indicators Social performance indicators (cont.)

Economic performance
Employment

Local Communities

Anti-corruption
Market Presence

Occupational Health and Safety
Environmental performance indicators

Materials

Training and Education

Supplier Assessment for Impacts on 
Society

Energy

Product and Service Labeling
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